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Pg 45 “I – Proposed Mission on Lake Tanganyika”
By the Editor [Rev. Joseph Mullens, D.D.]

As one result of the recent visits paid by travelers to central Africa, and of the deep
interest now felt by Christian Englishmen in the welfare of its people, Mr. Robert Arthington, of
Leeds, has invited the Directors of this Society to commence a mission on Lake Tanganyika; and
he offers to them the sum of £5,000 towards the outlay necessarily involved. Mr. Arthington
says: “It is much in my heart to take with you a courageous and faithful step in the moral
conquest of Africa; whilst we shall, if God be with us, be instrumental in His hand in gathering
out to Christ’s glory and our joy many of His elect people in that continent.
“You know that the Presbyterians of Scotland have taken in hand the Nyassa, and that the
Church Missionary Society is likely to take in hand the Victoria Nyanza, that is, the inhabitants
of their shores, for evangelization. I propose we should take in hand Lake Tanganyika.
“I have the joy, therefore, of offering five thousand pounds towards the purchase of a
suitable steamer, and the establishment of a missionary station at some eligible place on one of
the shores of that lake. I learn on good authority that the way is quite open in a direct line (which
is very direct), from Zanzibar to Ujiji on Tanganyika; that the Sultan’s pass is available and valid
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all the way, and is recognized and held in respect at Ujiji. Ujiji belongs to the Arabs, and the
Sultan’s influence there is considerable and great. He would doubtless give his countenance, and
we should have the sheltering wing of Great Britain. Ere long, in all probability, a British Consul
would be appointed to Ujiji. I have no doubt that the Christian Church, in sufficient strength of
its members every way, would at once support the mission, and that it would grow and prosper.”
On many grounds this proposal is one of unusual importance, and is calculated to test
both the enterprise of the Society, and its faith in that message of salvation which it is its great
purpose to preach. The entire district to which this proposal refers has suffered foul wrong at the
hands of the stronger and more civilized nations of the world, chiefly from the Arab and Hindoo
slave-dealers on the east African coast, and from the people of Egypt and Arabia, of Turkey and
Persia, who have purchased the slaves that were carried off. For many generations have these
wrongs been perpetrated, and they have increased in intensity in modern times, as the markets
opened more widely, and communication with the entire east became more rapid and easy. How
great the area over which the evil has spread, and how grievous the suffering which it has
produced, are things set forth in Livingstone’s letters and journals with the most painful detail.
He tells of villages attacked, plundered, and destroyed; of whole districts depopulated. He
pictures gangs of slaves marched down to the coast in yokes and chains; hundreds of them dying
literally of a broken heart, when the true character of their captivity was realized: he shows the
little societies of these young nations broken up; the whole land filled with outrage and dishonor.
Yet these native tribes are simple sociable, hospitable, industrious; some of them are manly,
bold, and warlike. They have never received the Gospel, which belongs to them as well as others.
They have never heard that message of pardon, holiness, and life, which will remove their vices,
will heal all their sorrows, and build them up into strong nations to take their own place in the
world’s history. To these forlorn and down-trodden races we are now invited to go as messengers
of the Redeemer, as friends of humanity, as representatives and subjects of the English Churches,
and of that English nation which has recently done much to bring the slave system to an end.
Past Labors
The Society has long had an efficient mission in South Africa, and the victories which it
has won, both within and beyond the Cape Colony and Kafirland, in defending the liberties of
the native races, are amongst its proudest trophies. A long line of able and faithful men have
rendered the Society great service there; have maintained numerous stations; have founded
churches; and have stamped the impress of the word and work of the Gospel deep upon the life
and public opinion of the Colony. Many missionary societies have joined them in this work; and
so effectively has it been done by their joint efforts, that in recent years the Directors of this
Society, in the belief that its special work has been completed in the Colon and in Kafirland,
have resolved steadily to close their labors in those provinces, and confine their efforts entirely in
the Bechuana and Matebele tribes, north of the Orange River, who stand in much great need of
Christian-teaching. For the past seven years they have maintained a staff of twelve missionaries
in Bechuana-land for service south of the Zambesi, and these brethren occupy a line of stations
running northward from the Kuruman into the heart of the Matebele country. It may be asked
whether the Directors would not do well rather to extend their mission farther into the African
continent, and so accomplish the purpose now set before them. But an examination of the
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country will show that, in advancing fourteen hundred miles from the sea, and eight hundred
beyond the Orange River, in the present circumstances of native society, they have extended the
Bechuana mission sufficiently far from the base; that expenses are already great, and that time is
required for the Gospel to work upon the people, before further progress is attempted. In the case
suggested, and to help the tribes whose interests are specially held in view, it is better to start
afresh altogether.
Locality of the Proposed Mission
Ujiji, the place proposed for the head-quarters of this new mission, is situated on the east
shore of Lake Tanganyika, in a direction due west from Zanzibar, and at a direct distance of 540
geographical miles. The traveling distance between the two places is somewhat under seven
hundred miles. Ujiji is in the district of Ukaranga; it is a large town (though no traveler gives the
number of houses), in the center of a great trade, and has a daily market. Many Arab merchants
reside there, who are closely conected with Zanizabar, and deal largely in ivory. But the native
population is the staple of the town and district. Populous villages and districts are within easy
reach of it. It is a great center, to which people of surrounding places come for trade, amongst
whom are the tribes from Manyuema, on the west side of the lake. Large canoes are made in the
neighborhood, and thus the entire shores of this vast sheet of water are rendered easily
accessible. Lake Tanganyika is three hundred miles in length, by twenty in width, and its
extensive shore-line affords opportunity of easy access to a multitude of people. The importance
of one or more strong mission stations on such a noble inland sea cannot be overrated.
Ujiji is built on the shore of Tanganyika, the waters of which stand at a height of 2,710
feet above the sea. The land at the back of the town rises to a greater height. The broad plateau to
the east stretches away four hundred miles towards the coast, and hundreds of miles to the south,
at an average height of three thousand five hundred feet above the sea; and the immediate
neighborhood of the town is said by Mr. Stanley to be of surpassing beauty and fertility. Judging
from description, the climate and vegetation greatly resemble those of Imerina, in Madagascar,
except that they are somewhat more tropical, inasmuch as the Central African plain is from five
hundred to a thousand feet lower than the province of Imerina. Though in latitude 5°-7°, in the
dry season, the heat is tempered by pleasant wind from the south-east, and in the wet season by
heavy rains, which fall from December 1st to the beginning of May.
Characteristics of the Country
Numerous forest trees, of large size, are available for timber. The palmyra, the plantain,
the mango, and the wood-peach, and common fruit trees. The soil and climate will grow all the
best English vegetables, as well as many belonging to the tropics; and the native fruits which
abound are the mango, plantain, papao, guava, lime, orange, and grape. The Arab millet and
Indian corn are abundant, with rice, beans, yams, and sweet potatoes; and the Arabs grow wheat.
Fish is abundant; beef, mutton, and goats’ flesh are common, with fowls, wild ducks, guineafowl, etc.
As in Madagascar, the diseases of the district arise from the chills of the hard winds; from
exposure to the sun; from the presence of forests, swamps and bogs; and, in the houses, from the
absence of sanitary arrangements. Hence fevers, remittent, intermittent and typhoid; hence
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dysentery and rheumatism. To and Englishman the greatest dangers will lie in exposure to the
sun, in getting chilled by morning fog, or by the sudden fall of temperature when the sun sets.
Dr. Livingstone, in his Later Journals, frequently speaks of the strong, hard winds from the
eastward during the dry season, and says that he always wore a tweed or light woolen dress as
furnishing the best protection against them. This is precisely the experience of missionaries in
Imerina. And when a settled home has been secured in well-build houses on a good site, there
seems no reason why the members of a mission at Ujiji, with proper care, may not live, and
travel, and work in as sound health, and with as much comfort, as their colleagues usually enjoy
in Imerina.
The principal difficulties connected with a settlement on Tanganyika are found not in the
sphere of labor proposed, nor in the country, nor in the people. They arise from the distance from
the sea-coast; from the long and troublesome journey required to reach it; and from the
maintenance of communication with the coast when the mission is once established. These
difficulties are in some degree formidable; but Mr. Stanley’s successes show that they can be
overcome: they were decidedly greater in former days than now: each English traveler has found
them less than his predecessors did; and, under the new conditions that have arisen under the
recent Treaty with the Sultan, a good highway into the interior, and especially to Unyanyembe
and Ujiji, is almost certain to be established.
Probably Outlay
The cost of establishing the proposed mission at Ujiji will depend upon several
considerations; chiefly on the number of members it should contain, and on the character of their
work. Questions of expenditure on houses, and on the conveyance of goods, are subordinate to
others. (a.) As to the first; in a position so completely isolated, and especially at the outset, a
mission at Ujiji should consist of at least four members; viz., two ordained missionaries, a
medical missionary, and a builder and engineer. But as the Board, if prepared to consider this
proposal at all, would doubtless enter upon it as a scheme intended boldly to deal with a great
question, and to accomplish effective work, it would be needful to commence such a mission
with a staff of eight missionaries, rather than four. (b.) Having regard to the utter ignorance of
Christianity prevalent among the native tribes, their work will assume a peculiar character
adapted to such a state of things. Formal preaching will at first give place to constant personal
intercourse and kindly explanation of Christian truth, in conversation with individuals, and
visitng the natives in their homes and general places of resort. The Gospel should constantly be
presented in its benevolent fruits in every practical form. A Hospital and Dispensary will be of
the greatest importance at each station occupied. Good schools for boys should be established;
with an industrial school, in which higher forms of carpentry and iron-work may be taught; and
there should be a small printing-press, for which boys may be trained as compositors. For these
plans, dwelling-houses will be required; a small church; a school-room; an industrial school and
workshop; a hospital-building and dispensary; and a printing office. Of course these will not be
erected at once; their completion in proper form will be the work of a few years.
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United Action Desirable
It would be a great thing if all the principal Missionary Societies in England and Scotland
would combine their efforts to enlighten, protect, and bless these poor down-trodden races,
towards whom the compassion of all Christian men has of late been so powerfully drawn. It
would be a noble testimony to our increasing union if all could cooperate in Central Africa in the
occupation of stations, the division of districts, and the mutual strengthening of each other’s
positions, and so take possession of the land boldly and before the world for the Lord Jesus
Christ. Already most valuable contributions are being made to such united service for Him. The
Free Church Mission is founding Livingstonia at the southern end of Lake Nyassa. Bishop Steere
and the Universities’ Mission are surveying the district at its northern end. The Church
Missionary Society is about to occupy Karagué and Uganda on the Victoria Nyanza. A portion of
the center is offered to the London Missionary Society. But there is abundant room for other
laborers on the high central plateau.
Apart from all general considerations of duty, the portion proposed to ourselves at Ujiji
ought to have, for the friends of the Society, a special interest. It is peculiarly connected with
Livingstone, as he was in all his early experience connected with us. His head-quarters during all
his last expeditions were at Ujiji. Here, in the hour of his wants and his distress, in God’s loving
providence, exactly at the right moment, he was found by Mr. Stanley; here is work and life were
once more made known to the world, which was watching intently for him. Most fitting will it be
that the London Missionary Society shall occupy this place as a mission-station; and shall make
it the center of a growing system of Christian life and work and usefulness, which shall, for ages
to come, be a blessing to the people whom he so dearly loved.

April
Pg 69 “I – Proposed Mission on Lake Tanganyika”
Special Resolution of the Board
During the past two months the scheme described in the Missionary Chronicle for March
has received the most careful consideration, not only of the Directors, but of many of the
Society’s friends. And the more it has been studied, the deeper has become their interest in the
project, and the more earnest has been their desire to carry it into execution. The many
difficulties which lie in the way are fully appreciated; but it is believed they can be successfully
overcome. At a General Meeting of Town and Country Directors, specially summoned for the
purpose, on Wednesday, March 15th, the letter of Mr. Robert Arthington was read, and it was
unanimously resolved: “That this Board gratefully accept the generous offer made by Mr. Robert Arthington to
join them in a new effort for the evangelization of Central Africa, and to contribute five
thousands pounds for that purpose; and, gladly and with devout thankfulness to God for the
opportunity He has given them, they resolve to establish the proposed mission on Lake
Tanganyika.”
The Board has already dispatched the Rev. Roger Price to Zanzibar, to make preliminary
inquiries on important points; and they now invite their friends to aid the enterprise by their
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contributions and their prayers. They think it desirable to raise at least an additional five
thousand pounds before it is commenced.

Pg 83 “VI – Departure of Missionaries”

The Rev. Roger Price, having been appointed by the Directors as their Special
Commissioner for the prosecution of preliminary inquiries in relation to the proposed mission on
Lake Tanganyika, embarked for Zanzibar, per steamer Java, March 18th.

June
Pg 138 from “The First Resolution”
Self Sustentation
The collection having been made, the Rev. Robert Robinson said:
I am happy to say that an esteemed friend, George Williams, Esq., has told me that as a
thank-offering he will give £100 towards our new mission at Lake Tanganyika. Many friends
will also be glad to hear that Miss Baxter promises £1,000 as soon as we are ready to receive it.

Pg 138 “The Second Resolution”

A hymn was sung, after which the Rev. Dr. Falding, of Rotherham, moved

“That the members of this Society rejoice in the great opportunities furnished to them of
evangelizing the more ignorant and barbarous nations of the world; they heartily approve the
establishment of the proposed mission in Central Africa, on Lake Tanganyika, for which a sum
of £10,000 is needed without delay; and they trust that both that enterprise and the mission in
New Guinea will be prosecuted with energy, and be abundantly blessed. That J. Kemp Welch,
Esq., be treasurer, that the Rev. Dr. Mullens be Foreign Secretary, the Rev. Robert Robinson be
Home Secretary, and the Rev. Edward H. Jones be Deputation Secretary for the ensuing year.
That the lists of Directors and of the Board Committee nominated by the annual meeting of
Directors be approved, and that the gentlemen therein named be appointed Directors for the
year.”

Pg 142 “Rev. Dr. Edmond”

I will utter a few thoughts which have been suggested to me by the resolution, and chiefly
from the love which I have to its principal object, the evangelization of the continent of Africa,
in connection with a noble scheme of going into the very heart of it, and sending forth from the
center, as the lakes send forth literally their waters, floods of the water of life to refresh the
whole land.

“The resolution affirms a general principle. It says that this Society is called up on to
rejoice in a certain fact, which fact is that God has given it the hardest work to do; that it has had
put into its hands tasks the most onerous; that is has been sent to life up the most degraded
specimens of the human family. Is that a thing to be thankful for? I say most emphatically it is,
and for many reasons. It is more like God’s own work, for it is very hard to stoop down to the
very lowest. It is His prerogative to ‘lift the poor from the dust, and the needy form the dunghill
and to set them with princes.’ It is His to ‘give power to the faint’ – ay, and to do more than that,
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‘to them that have no might to increase strength.’ And, therefore, when He sets His Church to
this kind of work, He honors them by asking them in their own sphere to be fellow-workers
together with Him. There is another reason why I think we should rejoice when we get this sort
of work in the field of missions. We find a note of time given in one of the Psalms that does
somewhat, I think, enable us to calculate the approach of times and seasons which yet the Father
keeps in His own hand. It is said, ‘The time to favor Zion has come, even the set time’; and the
proof is this, that “They servants take pleasure in her stones and favor the dust thereof.’ When
her absolute condition of ruin presses on the Church’s heart, this Psalm seems to say that the
time of favor is at hand; and if the Christian churches, by such work being given to them as this
resolution refers to, are turning their attention to the lowest position of the human race, favoring
the very dust thereof, then may we not hope that the time to favor us is come – ‘the time that
Thou has set’? Then, further, in connection with this same thought, see how God honors His
Church by giving her the opportunity to have faith in Him, and in His truth; not reckoning it
effete and inept in these days, but as strong for the salvation of the human family as ever, and,
therefore, we may apply it to-day to the lowest specimens that the world can furnish. If there are
some who say, ‘That is well enough for them, but we have outgrown the necessity; we have
outgrown the applicability to us of that sort of Gospel’ – I cannot concern myself much about
any vaunt of that kind, while I remember that the only time when we read that our Lord was glad
at heart, it is said that He rejoiced in spirit, and said, ‘I thank Thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and
earth, because Thou has hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto
babes. Even so, Father, for so it seems good in Thy sight.”
The African Continent
I pass on, to the illustration of the general principle which is in the resolution, and which
interests me – that is, the application of the principle to Africa, and to certain missions specified
in connection with that continent.
“No thoughtful person in these days can have failed to notice by what a singular
concurrence of forces various causes have conspired to rivet the attention of civilized men upon
this same continent of Africa. I know not from how many quarters the interest has been aroused
and fed. First of all we have it in consequence of the ever-memorable work of patient, heroic
explorers, with Prince Livingstone at their head; and shall I refer to the youngest of the band, one
who has been lately treading in his footsteps, and has come back to tell us what he has seen,
crossing from sea to sea the African continent? But I will not dwell on that. There are many other
causes. There are political causes that have brought Africa much into the foreground. You have
had war on the east and war on the west. Swift, short wards, thrusting like rapiers into the side of
the continent; and, if we may regret their dire necessity, we may yet, at least, be thankful that
England has been enabled, in connection with those two wars in Abasinnia and Ashantee, to
show that when she has achieved the purpose for which the sword was drawn, she can put it
again into the scabbard, and go home with her work accomplished. Then we have had the slave
trade, and slave circulars issued and withdrawn, and issued again; then the purchase of the Suez
Canal; then our interference with Egyptian finance; then we have had grand engineering
proposals, and I wish them God speed. There is one that seems very feasible, that of joining the
two rivers, the Congo and the Zambesi, with a suitable canal. Then there is a grander proposal
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than that – a proposal to fertilize the great desert heart of Africa northwards, and turn the Sahara
into a new African Eden, by brining in the superfluous water of the great big Atlantic Ocean. But
then last and best comes a though of missionary work, and this Society, as has been noticed in
that most singularly eloquent Report, has had some of its finest trophies in connection with
African evangelization. It has always been to me a matter for profound thankfulness that the
United Presbyterian Church to which I belong, began her foreign missions among the negroes.
She went to the West Indian Islands, and, having gathered together a large number of Christian
congregations there, there was a certain holy impatience on the part of the missionaries to go to
Africa and evangelize the forefathers, so to say, of the slaves in the West Indies – to evangelize
the territory from which they had been stolen. So in Calabar we have established a mission,
where there has been a work to which allusion has been made. It has checked inhuman practices;
it has abolished some hideous customs, and it has given the people, by the hand of two of our
own missionaries, the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, in one of the most important
languages of the West African continent. Thus Africa is coming to the foreground.”

July
Pg 149 “I – Proposed Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

For several months the Directors have devoted careful attention to a proposal which as
been made to them by R. Arthington, Esq., of Leeds, to commence a mission in Central Africa. It
was one result of the visit recently paid by distinguished travelers to that country, of the
information which they have published, and of the deep interest aroused in the minds of
Christian Englishmen on behalf of its down-trodden people. It was known that the Free Church
of Scotland had already prepared to found the Livingstonia Mission, on Lake Nyassa, and that
the Church Missionary Society had been invited to occupy the districts of Karague and Uganda,
on the Victoria Lake. The proposal was laid before them by Mr. Arthington in the following
way: “It is much in my heart to take with you a courageous and faithful step in the moral
conquest of Africa; whilst we shall, if God be with us, be instrumental in His hand in gathering
out to Christ’s glory and our joy man of His elect people in that continent.
“You know that the Presbyterians of Scotland have taken in hand the Nyassa; and that the
Church Missionary Society is likely to take in hand the Victoria Nyanza; that is, the inhabitants
of their shores, for evangelization. I propose we should take in hand Lake Tanganyika.
“I have the joy, therefore, of offering five thousand pounds [~$814,000 in 2020] towards
the purchase of a suitable steamer, and the establishment of a missionary station at some eligible
place on one of the shores of that lake. I learn on good authority that the way is quite open in a
direct line (which is very direct), from Zanzibar to Ujiji on Tanganyika; that the Sultan’s pass is
available and valid all the way, and is recognized and held in respect at Ujiji. Ujiji belongs to the
Arabs, and the Sultan’s influence there is considerable and great. He would doubtless give his
countenance, and we should have the sheltering wing of Great Britain. Ere long, in all
probability, a British Consul would be appointed to Ujiji. I have no doubt that the Christian
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Church, in sufficient strength of its members every way, would at once support the mission, and
that it would grow and prosper.”
With the special purpose which all these missions have in view, the Directors are in
fullest sympathy. In common with their fellow country-men, they have been roused to
indignation by the atrocities of the Arab slave-traders; they are anxious that the English
Government shall not only free itself from all complications with the slavery question, but that,
by the visits of their cruisers and the exercise of their legitimate influence, they should continue
to do their part in putting the system down. To contribute in any way to the redemption of these
deserted tribes to aid in bringing to them the light of the Gospel and all other blessings which
attend it, could not but approve itself to their mind and heart. They have, therefore, devoted their
most careful attention to the project; they have worked in perfect harmony with their brethren in
the Church Missionary Society and the Free Church; they have received from both valuable
information; and after full consideration at a General Meeting, specially summoned for the
purpose, on Wednesday, March 15th, the Directors unanimously passed the following resolution:
“That this Board gratefully accept the generous offer made by Mr. Robert Arthington to
join them in a new effort for the evangelization of Central Africa, and to contribute five thousand
pounds for that purpose; and, gladly and with devout thankfulness to God for the opportunity He
has given them, they resolves to establish the proposed mission on Lake Tanganyika.”
Aware of many special difficulties involved in the project, they have weighted all details
with the most serious care; and, with a view to obtain very exact information on all points, the
Board have dispatched the Rev. Roger Price, himself an experienced African missionary, to
Zanzibar, to make preliminary inquiries. They now warmly commend the proposed mission to
the friends of the Society, and ask them to aid the enterprise by their contributions and their
prayers. They think it desirable to raise at least an additional five thousand pounds before it is
commenced, and they earnestly appeal to their friends throughout the country to aid them, by
favoring them as early as possible with contributions for this object: all sums, large or small, will
be duly and thankfully acknowledged from the Mission House, by the Home Secretary of the
Society.
(Signed) J. Kemp Welch, J.P., Treasurer. Joseph Mullens, Robert Robinson, Edward H.
Jones, Secretaries.
Mission House, Blomfield-street, London, E.C.
June 24th, 1876.
Donations Already Received
Leeds, Robert Arthington, Esq.
Dundee, Miss Baxter
J. Kemp Welch, Esq., J.P.
S.S.

£

s.
5,000
1,000 0
100
0
100
0

d.
0
0
0
0

0
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Kingstown, Henry Leachman, Esq. 100
George Williams, Esq.
Edinburgh, Miss Agnes Muir
50
Woodford, Albert Spicer, Esq.
Ealing, D. Radford Esq.
Manchester, In Memoriam, W.W. 50
Hare Court Chapel, H.M.B.
30
Right Hon. Earl of Shaftesbury
Edinburgh Auxiliary
20
Sums under £20 (Names in future lists)

0
100
0
50
50
0
0
20
0
118

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
6

September
Pg 193 “I – Proposed Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

From the interest which has been awakened in the mission to Ujiji, the Society’s friends
and constituents will, we are sure, be gratified to receive a report of the proceedings of “our
Special Commissioner” to the East Coast of Africa – the Rev. Roger Price. Since his departure
from this country in the steamer Java, on the 18th of March, Mr. Price has kept the Directors
fully informed respecting his movements, which they have watched with the deepest interest.
Our brother arrived at Aden on Sunday, the 16th of April. At the outset some rough weather was
encountered, which, however, only served to render the smooth waters of the Mediterranean
more enjoyable. Among Mr. Price’s fellow-passengers were four young missionaries, three of
whom were about to join Dr. Steere’s mission at Zanzibar. From them, with characteristic
energy, Mr. Price gained some acquaintance with the Swahili language, spoken by the natives on
the East Coast, and which he found to be a cognate dialect with Sechuana, although differing
from the latter in its grammatical construction. At Aden, Mr. Price, with his baggage, was
transferred to the steamer Punjaub for the remainder of the voyage along the East Coast. Before
leaving Aden he obtained valuable information from missionaries connected with the Mombasa
Mission, then on their way to England, respecting means of transit into the interior, especially as
to the practicability of land carriage with oxen and wagons. It appears doubtful whether the
Wami River is navigable, except at certain seasons, and when heavily flooded, and whether,
owing to the very limited size of its channel, it could be made available for traffic to any
considerable distance in the interior. The wisdom of Mr. Price’s decision in favor of a land route
north of that river is thus apparent. After a slow and rough passage of eleven days from Aden,
Mr. Price reached Zanzibar, in health and safety, on the evening of Tuesday, the 2nd of May.
Making that town the base of his operations, he at once placed himself in communication with
Dr. Kirk, Mr. Donaldson, and other gentlemen, from whom he received much practical sympathy
and help. Although is first efforts to secure a leader for his little party fell through, Mr. Price was
at length enabled to obtain the services of an individual well acquainted with the district to be
traversed, and willing to undertake the duties involved. Arrangements were accordingly made for
starting in the early part of June. We prefer that Mr. Price should tell his own story, and,
therefore, print his letters as they have reached the Directors:-
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Extracts from Mr. Price’s Letters
“Zanzibar, May 4th, 1876.
“Although it was rather late in the evening when we arrived, I went on shore at once, and
was fortunate enough to secure pretty comfortable accommodation at a place which is dignified
by the name of the ‘Europe Hotel.’ Yesterday morning I took my leave of the good ship
Punjaub, and came to the Europe Hotel to breakfast. That over, I went to call on Dr. Kirk. On my
return to the hotel, I found Dr. Foster, of the Mombasa Mission, and a Mr. Hildebrandt, a
German natural history collector. These gentlemen, together with the Rev. Mr. Price, had just
arrived in one of the Sultan’s steamers, which Dr. Kirk had obtained for them, as it is almost
impossible to get from Mombasa to here at this season of the year in dhows. I mentioned to Mr.
Hildebrandt my intention of trying to find a route, if possible, from Saadani, on the northern side
of the Wami, to Usagara. He says that the range of hills running north-east and south-west on the
north side of the Wami is quite visible from Saadani and he believes that a good route will be
found in that direction. In fact, he mentioned an expedition sent by a French house in Zanzibar
into the interior, and which had taken that very route. He thought very favorably of the bullockwagon project, and recommended me by all means to try it. He recommended me very strongly
to go over at once to Saadani, and see the chief of that place, from whom he thinks I shall be able
to get all necessary information about the route from that place to Usagara, and also ascertain the
difficulty, if any, of crossing the low-lying coast-land, which is there about the narrowest of any
place on this part of the coast.
“Dr. Kirk thinks very favorably of the north Wami route, and knows of the French
expedition, which left in November last, under the headship of one Phillippe, who intends to stay
for some time at Unyamwezi. He has grave doubts as to the tsetse, as he knows it to exist in
many places along the coast. He enters very heartily into the wagon project, and thinks it ought
by all means to be tried. He promises me every assistance. In the meantime I am doing what I
can in feeling my way.
“Having got some information from Messrs. Pearson and Last, at Aden, about oxen, on
the day after our departure from that place, the thought struck me that if I could be get, at
Zanzibar, a rough bullock-cart, such as you see about Aden, it would be a good thing to purchase
and train six or eight bullocks, and make the experiment at once from the coast to Usagara. This
idea has clung to me very tenaciously every since. I feel that if I could be manage this, it would
do more for the Mission with the public at home than a whole volume of a report, however
favorable. I mentioned this part of my plan to Mr. Hildebrandt, and it was, in fact, in connection
with this more particularly that he recommended my visiting Saadani at once. He mentioned a
Banyan here, the owner of the Kokotoni sugar estate at the northern end of this island, from
whom he thought I should be able to get a cart. This morning I had occasion to go to the customhouse to get my luggage. To assist me in this matter, Mr. Donaldson, agent for the Bible
Mission, kindly accompanied me. I had heard from Mr. Randall, my fellow-passenger, that he
had seen something in the shape of a cart about the Sultan’s place. I got Mr. Donaldson to go
with me round the place, and we came upon two sets of wheels, with something like a body on.
If the Banyan fails me, or is too exorbitant in his price, I shall be able to convert one of these into
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something suitable for bullocks; for Mr. Donaldson has no doubt that the Sultan will be most
willing to let me have one. This part of my plan will, of course, depend on its not materially
adding to the expense of my mission, and also on its not causing any delay, as far as I am able to
foresee, in the journey to Usagara. The oxen I shall need will not, I know, cost more than £25.
Whether I shall be able to carry out this plan or not, I shall in any case visit Saadani at once, and
spend perhaps two or three days there.”
“Zanzibar, May 28th, 1876.
“Thanks to the energy or my friend Mr. Donaldson I have a man in hand for Kilangozi.
This one is native of Saadani, is first cousin to the chief (Bwana Heri) of Saadani, has traveled
the Saadani and Unyamwezi road three times, and lately come down in charge of an ivory
caravan for Seyd Barghash.
“During the week after the departure of the mail, and after having done all I could by way
of setting things going here, I went over to Saadani with letters of introduction, both from his
Highness and Dr. Kirk, to Bwana Hero, the native chief of that place, and whose influence, Dr.
Kirk tells me, extends a long way inland. Two European residents of this place accompanied me
for the sake of a hunt for a day or two. One of these gentlemen was formerly connected with the
Universities’ Mission, and is a good speaker of Swahili, and was, therefore, valuable to me as
interpreter. I took my Kilangozi (Asmani), cook, and personal attendant (my Zulu); I took, also,
my tent and camp outfit complete, and had a trial of East African camp life.
“With a fair wind, it takes a dhow about five to six hours from here to Saadani; but we
were eight hours, having been becalmed about mid-channel for nearly three hours. We arrived on
Thursday evening, and remained until Monday evening.
“On the Friday morning after our arrival, the approach of an ivory caravan from
Unyamwezi was announced, and in the course of an hour or so the drums began to sound, and
the caravan came marching into the town. It belonged to a chief of the name Kitebi, of Ushetu, a
district lying to the north or north-west of Unyamyembe. The carriers looked lean and weatherbeaten, and glad enough to put down their loads, which were piled up in front of the house which
Bwana Heri had kindly placed at our disposal the previous night, while another was being got
ready for our further residence. You may be sure the arrival of that caravan was an event of great
interest to me, coming as it was from the very route which I proposed to take, and from these
very countries which our mission party will, by-and-by, have to traverse. I had scores of
questions to ask about the roads, the swamps, the rivers, the forests, the hills, the valleys, the
peoples, countries, peace and war, famine and plenty, etc.; but of course it was Bwana Heri’s
privilege to do the first pumping, and I must bide my time. In the meantime, we shifted to our
new quarters, pitched the tent, and set our establishment a-going. After breakfast, my two
companions went out to hunt, and I remained to get what I could out of the new arrivals. I soon
began to realize the difficulty often referred to in books of travel in East Africa, viz., that of
getting reliable information from such people. They seem quite unable to comprehend why a
white man would want to know so much about their countries, or the roads leading to them or
from them. It is almost impossible to get them to treat your questions seriously. They seem
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always to fancy that you want to entrap them in some way or other; and hence, in their answers,
they object is not so much to give you real information as to let you see that they are not so
easily to be made fools of. Of course, after a while, they become more acquainted with one, and
the intercourse begins to assume a more natural form, and you can place more reliance upon
what you hear from them. After spending some time in questioning these Washetu, straining my
Swahili vocabulary to its very utmost limit, and, I fear, going altogether beyond the
acknowledged lines of grammar, to say nothing of taxing, to a very alarming extent, my
interpreter’s (native) limited knowledge of English, I did not manage to elicit much information
worth recording, except that the people are all at peace along the route, and that there is no
particular difficulty in the way of traveling, except the ordinary one of hongo. This is so far
encouraging. As to the distance from Saadani to Mpwapwa, well, that was a month. I dare say it
would take them, poor wretches, a month to do it; but the time that most agree about is from
fourteen to twenty days, according as you travel, fast or slowly. I have heard of some who have
done it in eight days.”
Interview with the Chief
“Bwana Heri’s reception of me was everything I could desire. The night we arrived he
was not at home; he had gone to pay a visit to a village called Ndumi, about five miles off. His
deputy sent a messenger at once to inform him of our arrival. Late as it was, he came that night,
some time after midnight. Next morning he presented me with a goat, and requested that I should
let him know anything I wanted; that he would be glad to be at my service all the time I should
be at his town. He was very much pleased to hear that I wanted to make his road the white man’s
road into the interior. He was also pleased to hear about the proposal to introduce wagons, and he
offered to send up at once to Useguha to buy oxen for me, as he had nothing but cows and very
young oxen. I should not do this, however, for I was not sure about a cart, but promised to send
him word from Zanzibar. He himself had been to Usagara, but the nearest road to Mpwapwa
passed to the right of Usagara and to the left of the Nguru Mountains, avoiding all the high
mountain ranges. He assured me that cattle had been bought repeatedly from Unyamwezi to
Saadani, and that there was no such thing as a fly which killed cattle along that route. So far, the
course for wagons and oxen seemed clear, and it only remained for me to make the experiment.
Bwana Heri promised, quite of his own accord, to escort me in person to the Useguha country,
about four days, and to give me men to take me all the way to Mpwapwa.”
A Hunting Expedition
“As our dhow had returned to Zanzibar, and there was no prospect of our being able to
get away from Saadani till Monday, I determined to join my two companions on the Saturday for
a buffalo hunt. We were promised a herd at no great distance. We had, however, to walk about
five or six miles before we got sight of them, and even then they got sight of us first, and made
off at full speed. In the rush after them I got my first baptism, not of fire, but of water, in East
Africa. Soon after the chase began, I had to cross a stream, which seemed very insignificant, and
which I proposed to clear by jump. But my gun-carrier thought otherwise, and pulled across it a
log of wood that was lying close by. Then, standing in the stream, which I then found was bout
four feet deep, I stepped on to the wood using the man’s shoulder as a rail; then, from the wood,
I was stepping onto terra firma, as I thought, and as the man thought too, but, lo! it was long
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grass, which let me down to my hips in the stream. The man, in his scramble to save me, trod on
my leg, and sent me deeper still. I got out as quickly as I could, but not before I had taken in a
considerable quantity of water, which very materially cooled my ardor in the chase. Suffice it to
say, that all the buffaloes got was a bit of a fright by Mr. Morton firing a couple of balls after
them in disgust, with but little chance of their being hurt. Considerably disgusted with our
morning’s work, we returned to Saadana, where we arrived at one o’clock, after a walk of fifteen
miles, having to wade through a number of lagoons, six or eight inches deep of mud and water.
This took us seven hours, and all this before breakfast – almost a severe enough ordeal to be
called a ‘baptism of fire.’ I am not likely to be tempted so far after buffaloes again, unless I am
very hard pressed for breakfast.
“Saadani is by no means a healthy place, especially at this season. Some parts of the town
are, if anything, below the sea-level, and there are lagoons all round, which were then fast drying
up, producing an abundant supply of miasma.”
Visit to Ndumi
“We did not much relish the idea of being compelled to lie still there the whole of
Sunday, so I proposed we should go up to Ndumi on Sunday morning early, spend the day there,
and come down in the evening. On Saturday afternoon we mentioned our proposal to Bwana
Heri. He approved of it, and offered to supply us with donkeys. After a while, finding that he and
his people were richer in that most valuable quadruped than he had known, he proposed to
accompany us himself. All this was very gratifying. Sunday morning came, and we all set off
pretty early, and got to Ndumi in an hour and a half, from which I judge that it is distant from
Saadani about five miles.
“Ndumi is quite a prominent object on that part of the coast line, and to me an object of
peculiar interest as being the first halting place of all caravans from Saadani to the interior. It is
situated on the summit of a knoll which stands out quite boldly even amidst the many elevations
all round. The village itself is comparatively small, but just about big enough to cover the apex
of the knoll. It is the private property of Bwana Heri – his farm or shamba, and the population
consists of converts to the Mahommedan faith from different interior tribes. He gives them
protection, and they give him their service, in the cultivation of fields, etc. What renders Ndumi
so very prominent is a noble Boabab tree which crowns the knoll. All the way from Saadani to
the foot of Ndumi there is a gradual ascent. There is a good deal of forest and jungle, among
which I recognized several old acquaintances, prominent amongst which was the celebrated
Wait-a-bit thorn of the Cape Colony, and of the interior of course.
“With regard to the practicability of a wagon road from Saadani to Ndumi, during the dry
season, I see no difficulty about it. There are just two narrow strips of jungle through which one
would have to cut. Beyond that there is nothing more than a branch or bush here and there which
would be any hindrance to a wagon. Both Bwana Heri and Asmani assure me that the bush and
forest are pretty much what I saw them, all the way to Mwpapwa. It would be quite
impracticable, however, to work with wagons on the coast line until the dry season has fairly set
in, which is about the beginning of July; that is to say, the country is then generally hard and dry.
Even where there is no standing water the ground gets so thoroughly saturated that a loaded
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wagon would inevitably sink, and hopelessly stick. Even what I passed from Saadani to Ndumi
(May 14th), there was scarcely any water that could not be easily avoided, but the ground was
still saturated. Still had it continued dry from that time to this, the ground would by this time be
hard enough for anything. The rains are, however, this year unusually heavy and prolonged. Very
heavy rains have fallen since my return, both here and at Saadani.
The Saadani and Bagamoyo Routes Compared
“Ndumi stands due west from Saadani, and forms part of a very elevated belt of country,
which looks in the distance (for it is often seen from here on a clear day) like a range of hills.
This belt stretches south-west and north-east as far as the eye can see. To the north-east, the
range gradually approaches the sea, and somewhere north of the Pangani, I should think about
opposite the island of Pemba, it juts into the sea altogether – whilst in the other direction it
recedes farther and farther from the coast line, following I think the direction of the Wami, in
fact, forming one side of the Wami Valley. This would probably be the range of which I spoke in
a former letter as having been seen by Mr. Oates from the Wami, and represented as two days
distant. The route from Ndumi to Mpwapwa, lies right across the belt. Hence on advantage of the
Saadani over the Bagamoyo route is that in the former you being to rise almost at once, but in the
latter you have to traverse for many days a low-lying, swampy and malarious country, and then
you get rising before you, abruptly and to a great height, the Usagara hills.
“By the way we found that Bwana Heri must have sent up word on Saturday to give his
people notice of our intended visit, for on our arrival at Ndumi, there was a good breakfast
provided for us, and all ready to be served. The spread consisted of no less than a dozen different
dishes, of several of which I partook and enjoyed. But this was not enough: Bwana Heri must
needs present me with a sheep. It being Sunday, and as we did not need food, I asked him to
have it sent to Saadani for slaughter next day. On Monday morning our dhow returned from
Zanzibar, but the Captain reported that he could not leave till nearly midnight on account of wind
and tide.
Native Festivities
“In the afternoon of Monday, when all our traps were packed ready for taking on board
before dark, as we hoped, I heard the beating of drums at Bwana Heri’s place. By and by my
friend came over and informed Mr. Morton that, as Bwana Mkubwa (the big master) was a big
man, he had been getting up a dance for his entertainment, and in honor of his visit, and that he
had come himself to ask Bwana Mkubwa to come and see it. I could not decline such an honor,
and accordingly we all three accompanied Bwana Heri to his khotla. There we found three
enormous drums hard at work. These were made out of the trunks of huge trees hollowed out.
There was also a huge horn six feet six inches high, a Swahili clarionet, and a gong. There were
also present one dozen of the belles of Saadani, attired specially for the occasion, in their most
gaudy prints and costly ornaments – nose, ear, neck, arms and legs. I admired least of all the taste
of those who had nose-rings with pellets attached. But perhaps it was my own want of taste. The
female beauty of Saadani was represented by that select dozen, there being no more females
present. Man-kind, however, was numerously represented, and all decked out in the whitest of
white calico. The Askari or soldiers went through sundry bits of sword practice, much to the
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satisfaction of their master, Bwana Heri. The whole thing was carried on with the utmost
decorum, and even with some taste now and then. Had I not a pretty lively apprehension of the
stern realities beyond, I should feel somewhat flattered with my first entrance to East Africa. As
it is, I feel greatly encouraged by the disposition of Bwana Heri to help me. His last order to his
cousin, my Kilayozi, was that he was to see to it that I let him know three or four days
beforehand of my start for my journey, so that he might get ready for me. About a week after, he
sent his own dhow over to away my orders; but as I was not ready and did not intend to start for
some time, it had of course to return. Asmani has been over since on business, and, I suppose,
informed Bwana Heri of my success with the cart and oxen; for he has just returned with the
message that I must send at once three or four good axes, so that he may send men forward to
prepare the road for the cart. He also says he is going to accompany me all the way to Mpwapwa.
I have lived too long in South Africa to be over sanguine about all this; but still I do believe that
God is making His own way into Eastern Africa, and that the time for visiting and blessing His
long-lost children has come. May He hasten it!
“Our departure from Saadani was as unpleasant as our stay there had been pleasant. Our
dhow men delayed (I believe on purpose) till the tide has well-nigh gone out altogether before
they came to take away our baggage, hoping we would put off till next day. Finding us
determined to go, they took our things; but, as the dhow lay a long way off, we were kept three
long hours on the beach while these operations were going on, viz., from eleven P.M till two
A.M., and then we did not start till daylight. To finish up, we had a very rough passage over the
channel. We were thankful to get back safely.
Arrangements for the Expedition
“Having now obtained a good deal of information about the route, etc, I felt justified in at
once proceeding to make the necessary purchases for the journey. Accordingly I at once dived
into the mysteries of Merikani, Kanika, Dubwani, Ushanga, and a host of other things,
represented as absolutely necessary even for my short journey. Mr. Donaldson kindly laid a room
at my disposal for collecting and packing these things ready for the journey. Then, too, I thought
it was time to see definitely about cart and oxen. Accompanied by Mr. Donaldson I first went to
my friends the Banyans, who were the possessors of a cart. They pretended to be somewhat
surprised at the distance I proposed to take the cart, but after a little talk they gave it; and to
make sure of it I took it away at once to a carpenter, with whom I had spoken about repairing it.
For it was something like the Highlandman’s gun, which needed new stock, lock, and barrel. The
wheels, however, were there, and the axle, which, after a good deal of repairing, will, I think,
serve my purpose. The body of the cart had to be discarded altogether, and a new one made. The
fashion of this new body took a good many words – some English, some French, and some
Swahili – to explain to the somewhat primitive tradesman who had undertaken the job. With
pretty constant attention on my part, he has at last managed it more or less to my satisfaction.
Then came the oxen; the renowned French Charlie seems to be the only dealer in ox-flesh at
Zanzibar. Accordingly, Mr. Donaldson and I proceeded to his place to see if we could get a pair.
I had been told to expect difficulties here. It was evidently a puzzle to Charlie what anybody in
Zanzibar should want with a live oxen, and he had a strong suspicion that I was going to set up
an opposition butcher’s shop. He strongly recommended mouton and mbuzi (Swahili for goat);
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but for some time he could not be persuaded to part with any of his beeves. At last he seemed
quite convinced that I had no intention of interfering with his trade, and he would let me have
two oxen, or four, or as many as I liked. And not only so, but he would be glad if I would come
and stay at his house, sleep in his bed, eat at his table (and he liked to live well), and all gratis. I
thanked him, of course, but proposed to go and see the stock, which we did. Charlie had one
stipulation to make, viz., that I did not take any of his No. 1 oxen. The men of the London (shipof-war) looked to him for beef, and he wanted to keep his No. 1 oxen for them. I willingly agreed
to this, and selected a pair of medium oxen, which Charlie said I might change or return if they
did not take to work.
Purchase and Training of Oxen
“The next thing ws to get a yoke made. I returned to my cart-maker, got a piece of wood,
cut it to the right length, marked it off for the mortices, and left it to workmen to do. Then I made
a pattern key, or, as the Dutch call it, skey, for the yoke. This work being set a going, I went to
the place of a Mr. Scott to get some rope for catching the oxen, and also for a trek-tow, i.e., the
rope to which the yokes were attached. The yoke and skeys being ready, I took my Zulu servant,
and two or three of my Swahili men, whom I had already hired for the journey, and proceeded to
Charlie’s to catch the oxen. It was altogether contrary to Charlie’s ideas of propriety, and safety
too, to allow me to go into the kraal and catch the oxen with my own hands. But I assured him
that the men knew nothing at all about it. Of this he soon became convinced, and left off holding
me back. The first ox was caught and led out, and made fast to a pole. The second proved to be a
Tartar. He seemed quiet enough to look at or even to pat; but once the rope was round his horns,
he began to show his mettle. We got him outside the kraal, but he did not remain there long; he
made a jump over a railing that was ever so much higher than himself, breaking the top rail right
off, and went back into the kraal in triumph. This was too much for Charlie altogether. “That ox
no do, gentlemen” (I was alone). I selected another: he was more reasonable; but I had to be
satisfied to let them run loose through the street, till we got on the flat. There we caught them
and put on the yoke. The one (Wales) took kindly to the yoke; but the other (England) was very
stubborn, almost to the extent of lying down and refusing. After a good deal of the usual
maneuvering in such cases, and a kindly and judicious use of the cane, we got England to carry
the yoke with Wales. As usual at that time of the evening (five o’clock), there was a large
concourse of people on the flats, who looked on with much curiosity. To one class at least (the
Banyans) I must appear as a despiser of the gods, for trifling with their sacred animals; whilst by
many I must have been considered possessed by the gods, i.e., mad. After some rough handling,
England and Wales submitted to carrying the yoke through the street into their kraal. Next
morning I went to give them their second lesson, and then went out as far as Bishop Steere’s
place to get the bough of a tree for the oxen to pull. The Bishop soon got me a bough, and
congratulated me on my success. He is quite a believer in wagons and oxen. I continued at this
work every morning and evening for three or four days, which, in addition to trotting about
Zanzibar all day, supplied me with as much exercise as was needful. How I wish I had but one
man who knew the work. When England and Wales had in the course of four days got to pull
pretty well, I ventured to catch a third ox. Scotland was wild and rebellious, clearing the street as
I passed along; but once outside, and with the yoke fairly on his neck, and the bush behind him,
and with Wales as a mate, he set to work at once, and has not given much trouble since.
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Attack of Fever and Recovery
“I had but given Scotland his second lesson, when the terrible mukunguru, or homa, as
they call it here, seized me in all four corners and in the center, shaking me to the very
foundation. This was last Wednesday, 24th inst. Next day I was to inspect and purchase a donkey
for my use as road surveyor by-and-by, and to superintend my cart-making, as well as making
sundry purchases of tools, nails, etc. I am happy to say I have resumed my ox-training this
morning, May 30th. I caught my fourth ox, and proceeded to the flat to inspan what I hoped
would be my complete team. Ireland, however, would not work in the person of the ox I chose to
represent her. He lay down and would not sir a peg. Having exhausted the usual applications, I
took off the yoke and gave the animal his liberty once more, which he seemed to appreciate
greatly. This evening I caught another ox to represent Ireland. This time I have been more
fortunate in my selection. He promises well; he puts his shoulder to the yoke in a manner
becoming the ‘Emerald Isle.’
“May 31st – Lieut. Smith and company arrived late in the evening before last, but did not
come ashore till yesterday; they have taken up their quarters at the Europe Hotel. This morning
early Lieut. Smith and Mr. McKay accompanied me to my ox-training. I was not at all satisfied
with the conduct of England; he showed a decided want of spirit and a disposition to lag behind,
and I decided to make another selection. My assistants are now getting a little into the work, and
so this morning I fixed upon the wildest-looking ox in Charlie’s lot. He rebelled terribly at being
caught; but after a little battle we succeeded, and led him with the others to the outside of the
town to be yoked. Now came the tug of war; he fought with all the dogged determination of a
John Bull. The Swahili ropes he snapped as if they had been sewing-thread. At last, however, I
got him secured to the yoke by means of a good English rope. Then he went at it with a will,
dragging his mate (Ireland) along, and pushing the two leaders (Scotland and Wales) with his
horns. To give him something to let off his steam upon, I made two Swahili men sit on the
sledge. Coming to a deep rut in the road, the point of the sledge was caught, causing it to break;
the one half of the sledge, with a man on the top of it, rolled into the neighboring ditch, much to
the amusement of the crowd of followers; the other man held on to the other half of the sledge,
and England held on his way. Lieut. Smith was greatly interested in the operation of ox-training,
and both he and Mr. McKay fearlessly took the bull by the horns as if they had been old hands at
the business. Both Lieut. Smith and I were somewhat bruised, but returned to the Europe Hotel
to breakfast, feeling that we had done a pretty good morning’s work, and had earned our
breakfast. I hope my team will now prove satisfactory. After a little drilling at the sledge I shall
promote them to the cart, which is now ready. Then, with God’s blessing, Westward Ho! to the
borders of Ugogo, or as far as I can get so as to be back here in time for the mail of the 26th
August.
Message from the Sultan
“I had hoped to be able to start next Monday, the 5th of June; but the weather continues
very unsettled. A great deal of heavy rain has fallen to-day. Both Dr. Kirk and Dr. Steere
strongly advise me not to start till the weather has got fairly settled. Still I hope to start some
time next week, for I am all ready, and impatient to be off. It is useless to telegraph from here, as
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it takes the steamer a month to get to Aden and back. As this will, I hope, be the last you will
hear from me from this place, I shall telegraph the result of my journey when I get to Aden.
“I must not omit to mention that, soon after my return from Saadani, Dr. Kirk had
occasion to call on the Sultan, when he mentioned the favorable reception which I had had from
Bwana Heri. His Highness was much pleased to hear this, and expressed himself as greatly
interested in the result. He also requested Dr. Kirk to convey to me the assurance of his
willingness to help me in any way in his power; and that I must let him know before I started on
my journey, as he hoped to be of help to me. I feel greatly encouraged by this spontaneous offer
of help on the part of the Sultan.
“June 2nd – We have no had two days of comparatively fine weather; and, although it still
continues cloudy, I hope the weather will now become more settled. I am happy to tell you that
to-day, both morning and evening I have had my complete team of four in the little cart. This
morning I drove out to Bishop Steere’s place, my Kilangozi and myself in the cart. The Bishop,
and several of his party, came out to see my little turn-out. Everything about it was closely
observed, as the Bishop has quite an idea of wagons and oxen for Eastern Africa. The Bishop
again congratulated me on the success which had so far attended my efforts. Asmani was
evidently not a little proud of his position beside the Mzungu in the cart, and received with much
satisfaction the acclamations of his numerous friends and acquaintances along the roads, who
shouted, ‘That’s the way you are going to take the Mzungu to Unyamwezi!’ Others, ‘That’s the
way you are going to take the Mzungu to Usagara, or Mpwapwa!’
“I have thus endeavored to give you some idea of what I have been about since the date
of my last letter, and what are my prospects for the future. I trust health and grace may be
vouchsafed to me for the work, the one needing most patience and discretion, which still lies
before me.”

October
Pg 215 “I – Proposed Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

The friends and constituents of the Society throughout the country will be gratified to
learn, as the Directors are to report, that the Rev. Roger Price, having fulfilled the important and
arduous mission on Lake Tanganyika, has returned to England in healthy and safety after an
absence of nearly six months. Mr. Price reached London on the evening of Wednesday, the 6th of
September, and on the following Monday, at the usual Board meeting, the Directors had the
pleasure of welcoming him and of hearing form his own lips a report of his proceedings.
Our readers are aware that the main point to which Mr. Price’s enquiries were to be
directed was the means of transit between the coast and the interior. It has now been found by
actual experiment that it is perfectly feasible to take a bullock wagon from the eastern sea-coast
up to the Central Plateau, and that there is neither jungle nor swamp, hill nor tsetse fly to hinder
such a course. In planning this expedition, like others who have had to do with the long journey
to the interior, the Directors were greatly troubled by the great difficulties connected with the
carriage of goods; the large numbers and unmanageableness of the bearers; their high pay; the
heavy tribute; the large quantities of cloth, beads, and wire, which have to be purchased and
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carried; the stores that have to be taken, and the large amount of goods and stores which have
generally been stolen or have had to be thrown away. Their long experience in South Africa and
among the Bechuana tribes had not shown such troubles and losses to be a necessary element in
dealing with the native races there, and it struck them that if the South African wagon, with its
four thousand pounds weight of stores and its long string of oxen, could be transported into
Central Africa, many of those trials and troubles would disappear. Having arrived at Zanzibar,
and made many enquiries from Dr. Kirk, Her Majesty’s Agent and Consul-General, and others,
from all of whom he received the warmest encouragement and help, Mr. Price paid a visit to the
chief at Saadani, the little town on the north bank at the mouth of the Wami River. He was
assured that there was no fly on their route to Mpwapwa; that bullocks were sometimes brought
down to the coast, and that the road itself was passable. Chief and people all begged him to try it.
Returning to Zanzibar, he found a pair of wheels, knocked up a cart, and proceeded to train
bullocks.
On the 5th of June he crossed with his team of four oxen to Saadani. He also took with
him thirty bearers with supplies of cloths and beads; both systems of carriage being necessary,
since the bullocks were an experiment. His effort was a complete success. In twenty-six days he
reached Mpwapwa on the Plateau, bullocks and all: rested four days, and in sixteen days more
was at Saadani, on the coast, again, safe and well.
The following is a brief account of his journey:- After leaving Saadani, he came at once
upon high land, a spur of the Usagara Hills which here reaches right down to the coast; he had no
swampy plain such as the Bagamoyo route presents. The jungle is rather thick at an early point of
the route, but it was cut down with ease. A little later he had to pass through a thicker wood, and
the cutting a road open cost rather severe labor. The cart proceeding a long way on, but at last
was caught on a hidden stump in the grass and was broken in two. Leaving the cart, Mr. Price
took the bullocks on in order to make sure about the tsetse fly. The ascents were not difficult, and
the inner valleys were not deep. He found the Nguru mountains nearer the coast than he
expected, and having pushed along them for a time, he suddenly turned into a gap of the hills
thirty miles long, and went through a comparatively level ground with high hills on each side.
The streams in the valleys were little trouble; on his return near the end of July, they were quite
easy to pass. On going, one stream was deep; two were crossed by bridges. Near the upper part
of the course he found a large population and herds of cattle. There was no tsetse all the way.
The people everywhere were hospitable and kind; there were no gangs of slaves. Food was sold
at ordinary rates. The entire cost of the journey from Zanzibar to Mpwapwa and back was a little
over £200. [~$32,000]
Dr. Kirk has expressed the warmest interest in his success, and has written a very hearty
letter to Lord Derby on the subject, extracts from which are given below. He thinks that the
employment of wagons and oxen on the road to the interior furnishes hopes of a development of
trade, which was utterly out of the question, so long as everything depended on strings of pagazis
and slaves. The merchants of Zanzibar were longing for some solution of the difficulty, and they
all gave Mr. Price a warm welcome.
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Extract of Dispatch from Dr. Kirk, Her Majesty’s Agent and Consul-General at Zanzibar,
Addressed to the Right Hon. The Earl of Derby, and Dated July 27th, 1876
“The reference to what I stated in my report dated June 19, I have now to add that the
Rev. Roger Price, agent of the London Missionary Society, has returned to Zanzibar, after having
accomplished all he was sent to do, that is to examine the road from the coast to the Ugogo
country, with a view to wagon traveling as a means of establishing a Mission on the Lakes.
“Mr. Price’s journey has been in every way successful, and he returns prepared to give a
most favorable report on the road, the country, and the temper of the people among whom he
passed.
“On Mr. Price’s arrival, seeing that he was a man of experience in African travel, and had
in view a scheme which, if successful, would do more than anything yet attempted to open up the
Lake regions to legitimate trade, I obtained an interview, and strongly recommended him to the
Sultan of Zanzibar, and it was after careful consideration the line of route was selected.
“Abandoning the Bagamoyo route, the one almost universally followed at present, but
known to lead through a district infested by the Tsetse fly, so deadly to cattle, it was determined
to land at Saadani, and passing through Uzugua and Nguru, reach Mpwapwa on the borders of
Ugogo, where the ordinary caravan route is joined, and beyond which all travelers describe the
country as possessing cattle, and not difficult to pass through. The dangers were first form the
Tsetse fly, and secondly from the nature of the ground, for in many parts of the coast the grasses
and woody jungles are practically impenetrable for wagons, unless the road were first cut at great
expense, and again it remained to be seen whether the formidable slopes of the Usagara hills that
wall in this part of East Africa could be passed on suitable gradients.
“Mr. Price has not determined that on this line of road there is no fly country, and this he
has done not by personal observation alone; for he is too experienced an African traveler to
depend upon the eye in so essential a matter; but he has taken with him cattle from the Island of
Zanzibar, and safely returned to the coast, with the same, passing part of the way through
country where cattle are now kept by the people.
“Again, as to the nature of the road, he tells me that on the whole way there is not a place
to compare for difficulty with those the colonists daily pass, and that the ordinary road between
Graham’s Town and Algoa Bay is more difficult than that he traveled in going to Ugogo.
“After leaving Saadani there are a few days’ journey over ground covered with long grass
heavy in the wet season for cattle, also one or two belts of jungle, which, however, he was able
to cut his way through without difficulty, taking a wagon drawn by cattle with him so far.
“On reaching the higher ground, where the grass became shorter, he left the wagon but
took on the cattle, for the purpose I have already stated. Reaching the passes in the mountain he
found the path leading between the two hill masses of Nguru on the north nad Usagara on the
south. There he must have attained a considerable elevation, for the thermometer fell at night to
45°, although the days were hot; but he had no means of measuring heights, what he was there
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engaged on being rather to view the roads, and he tells me that he could pass these ridges with a
bullock wagon without any extraordinary difficulty.
“Many parts of the country he traversed possess a dense population, and the hills are
cultivated to the summits. Sugar cane he describes as grown in large quantities and most
luxuriant, the difficulty being to understand how so much can be consumed, where sugar is not
extracted and the cane simply chewed.
“Although Mr. Price will on his arrival submit a full report on all he has seen, I have
thought the above sketch of his proceedings may not be uninteresting to your Lordship, as
indicating a practicable means of developing at once the resources of the interior in a way that,
so long as every article sold or bought had to be carried by porters, could never have been done,
and I have urged His Highness to take advantage of the opportunity offered for increasing the
commerce of the interior, and retaining the trade his people now possess with the Lake regions in
his own hands.
“The Church Mission Society party have in the meantime devoted themselves to
examining the Rivers Wami and Kingani, with results I shall be able to give more in detail
hereafter.”

Pg 235 “VI – Notes of the Month, and Extracts”
1. Arrivals in England
The Rev. Roger Price, on the completion of his mission to Zanzibar and Eastern Central
Africa, per steamer Agra, September 6th.

November
Pg 251 “III – Proposed Mission on Lake Tanganyika”
Report of the Rev. Roger Price
Since we announced to our readers the safe return of the Rev. Roger Price from his
mission to Eastern Africa, and laid before them an outline of his route from the coast to the
interior, Mr. Price has presented to the Board of Directors a full report of his proceedings,
accompanied by statistics and suggestions for the guidance of future travelers. Mr. Price’s report
has been issued in a separate form specially for the information of the Directors and such of the
Society’s friends as may be more nearly interested in the details of the scheme which it unfolds.
For the general reader it will suffice to indicate the main features of the journey in its strictly
missionary aspect. Selecting a route some thirty miles north of that adopted by Stanley, Mr. Price
made Saadani his starting-point, and, with his entire caravan, consisting of thirty men, four oxen,
a donkey, and a cart, he left that town on Saturday, the 10th of June. The journey throughout took
a westerly direction. The villages of Ndumi and Mkange passed, the travelers entered a
somewhat extensive jungle, through which the cart was safely conveyed, but only to break down
a little further on. The oxen, however, proceeded and returned with the party without suffering
injury or loss, thereby showing conclusively the practicability of this mode of transit. The
country soon became more open, and, ascending a mountain ridge, the caravan followed its
course for miles. At a distance the valley of the Wami was seen, into which, on the 21st of June,
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Mr. Price and his followers descended. Passing the borderland between the district of Useguha
and that of Nguru, the great hill ranges came into view. The route from Saadani to Mpwapwa
and the lakes lies through a break or pass, about twenty to thirty miles wide, in the main ranges
of Nguru and Kaguru-Usagara. “I could scarcely believe my eyes,” writes Mr. Price, “as I gazed
upon the mountain sides, in the evening, and saw the smoke ascending from a score of peaceful
villages. I unexpectedly found myself in the center of a large population. The slopes of the great
Nguru, which during the day appeared still and lifeless, were now seen to be dotted over with
villages to a great height.” Mr. Price continues:“From Mkiropa our course still lay through the Nguru valley for about seven or eight
miles, when, having rounded the southern end of Nguru, we made a good deal of northing till we
came to the Mkundi river. The Mkundi is about thirty yards wide, shallow and swift, with sandy
bottom. It rises on the western side of Nguru. The Mkundi is the boundary between the Nguru
and Kaguru districts, so far as any boundary is recognized.
“The opinion which I had formed of the Nguru district as an interesting and important
field for missionary effort was greatly strengthened as I passed through the valley. The whole
valley and mountain sides are dotted over with little villages, many of them within gun-shot of
one another. Judging from the number of villages which were visible, and the corn and sugarcane fields, through the depths of which our path lay for the most part, the Wanguru must be
very numerous. And yet the great valley is capable of sustaining five times the number. Its
fertility is something marvelous: much of the corn was sixteen and eighteen feet high. As to the
sugar-cane it was apparently almost uncontrollable – a perfect forest. The valley itself is too rank
in its vegetation to be suitable for livestock; but on the mountain sides flocks of sheep and goats
are kept, and on the northern side of the range horned cattle also.
“The Nguru district is one which could not fail always to be a center of population. In
addition to the wonderful fertility of the valley itself, the mountains are very strong and afford
protection from enemies, and water is abundant. With a good road to the coast, and it is easily
made, the Nguru valley might become very important as a source of supply of cereals and other
products. The Wanguru are eminently an agricultural people and seem to trouble themselves very
little either about trade or hunting, much less about marauding expeditions against their
neighbors. They are certainly about the most friendly and tractable people that I have ever come
across in Africa. It is a rare thing in Africa to find so many people within a somewhat small area,
and yet comparatively small area, and yet comparatively independent of one another. We cannot
pass by these quiet, peace-loving, industrious tribes, who do not happen to be so well known in
the world as those of Mosilikatse, or Sebituane, or Mtesa. The quiet stay-at-home people are
generally the tribes which repay missionary labor most, embrace the advantages of civilization,
and stand the test of its many concomitant evils. Apart from the fact that there is here already an
immense population in a district capable of sustaining five times the number, the position itself
would be important in view of further operations in the interior.”
2. The Hill Districts
In the tracts of uninhabited and rocky country which had now to be traversed the only
break in an available wagon-road was encountered. Soon, however, the scene changed: the two
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mountain ranges, the distance between which had been gradually lessening, again separated, and
the landscape became wider and more level.
“Emerging from the pass, we gradually rose for about four miles, when there opened out
to us the most cheering sight I had yet seen in East Africa. To the southward lay the great
Kaguru-Usagara range, with a long gorge leading up into the very heart of the great mountains,
which seemed piled up one behind another as far as the eye could reach. Through this gorge
comes out the beautiful stream which gives its name (Kitange) to the district, and which forms its
principal water supply, although there are several other smaller streams. To the northward, and
round to the west and south-west, are high ridges and detached hills; the whole enclosing a basin
about ten miles wide. The whole of this was covered with a find and comparatively short grass,
such as I had often seen in the great pasture lands of the south. There was but little bush, except
along the course of the ravines. The large spreading mimosa, growing in its usual fashion, here a
solitary tree, there a clump of half-a-dozen, gave to the open parts of the basin quite a park-like
appearance. As this lovely scene was viewed from the height which we had attained, I could not
help saying to my South African servant, ‘Oh, that I had a wagon and a span of oxen now, and a
proper African whip.’ As might be expected, when we descended into the Kitange basin,
considerable flocks and herds began to appear. But what was most interesting to me, from a
missionary point of view (although to men with empty stomachs and good appetites the
appearance of flocks and herds was by no means uninteresting), was the sight of the villages with
which the whole of this great basin was dotted over. Look wherever I would, I could not fail to
discover several of these, often within rifle-shot of one another. Up the sides of the great
mountains, on both sides of the Kitange gorge, as far as the eye could reach – east, west, north,
and south – they were to be seen. The villages are mostly of the Tembe kind. This mode of
building seems necessary in this part of the country, where they have none of the protection
afforded by the thickets nearer the coast. One of the saddest features of the state of things in East
Africa is the constant fear which the people have of being attacked. It is a rare thing to see a male
above the age of twelve to fifteen, by day or by night, the town or out of it, without arms of some
kind.
“I need not say that this is another very important and inviting missionary sphere. If there
is anywhere a country so near the Equator where Europeans could live and enjoy health, Kitange
is such. Kitange combines pastoral and agricultural advantages, although, in the latter respect, it
is not equal to the Nguru district. The population of Kitange consists principally of Wakaguru,
although there are a few people from other tribes there. Even the Masai are represented there.
(The people of Kitange get much iron ore in the Kaguru-Usagara mountains.)”
3. Mpwapwa
Mpwapwa, the limit of the present journey, was reached on Wednesday, July 5th, the
twenty-sixth day from Saadani. Of these twenty-six, nineteen were marching days, and included
stages of varying duration. On the whole, the time occupied was somewhat under the average.
“Mpwapwa is decidedly dry, high and dry, and therefore healthy; and this is saying a
good deal of a place in equatorial Africa. There is nothing like a swamp, or anything that would
generate malaria anywhere near, so far as I could see or hear. In fact I could not conceive the
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place to be otherwise than healthy for Europeans. The district seems to be productive enough of
everything that can afford to wait for the rain, which, I am told, never fails to come in the proper
time. Native food is abundant.
“There is a considerable population at Mpwapwa; but it is of a very mixed and
nondescript character. The most numerously represented people are, I think, the Wasagara. Then
come the Wakaguru. There are also villages of the Wagogo. The all-pervading Wanyamwezi are
there too in considerable numbers. There are also numbers of coast Arabs there, or people who
call themselves Arabs, but whose pedigree is probably as uncertain as well can be.
“Like Shoshong in South Africa, Mpwapwa is not just the place one would choose to live
at. But like Shoshong, Mpwapwa is a kind of gateway to vast regions beyond. At Mpwapwa
meet all the roads from the coast to the lake regions, from Dára Salaam, from Bagamoyo, from
Whinde, and from Saadani; and it forms a fresh starting-point for caravans after all their trouble
and hard labor in the maritime and mountainous regions. Like Shoshong again, it is a most
important position to occupy, both as a mission and trading station. The population of Mpwapwa
itself is sufficiently large to justify the establishment of a mission there. Then there is Tubugwe
with a considerable population. It, too, might be visited from Mpwapwa. But the occupation of
Mpwapwa is all important in view of the establishment of misisons in the far interior, and should
not be deferred.
“As a trading station, the importance of Mpwapwa cannot be overrated. All the produce
of Tanganyika, and a great deal from the direction of Nyanza, and, of course, of all the countries
this side, comes through Mpwapwa; from there it branches off to the different ports on the coast.
A few men, or a company, with a moderate amount of capital, and who would not be afraid to
lay it out in the first instance upon the establishment of a thorough communication, by bullock
wagon, or any better mode, between the coast and Mpwapwa, could not fail in short time to
intercept a great proportion of the produce of the interior, which now goes to the coast.”
4. Meeting with the Masai
On the return journey to the coast, and when about to enter upon the uninhabited prairie,
the travelers were on the move at a very early hour. While breakfasting at Brack River Port they
were visited by a number of Wakamba – a nomadic, flesh-eating people, inhabiting the northern
parts of the Kaguru mountains. They are a portion of the ubiquitous Masai, who are the dread of
the whole country – a feeling which the following incident serves to illustrate. Mr. Price writes:“We had been joined in our morning’s march by two natives from Tubugwe. They
wanted to go to Kitange, and joined us for protection in crossing the prairie. I hired the one to
carry water for me, and the other to carry by Zulu cook’s bundle, as I feared he would knock up
on the long tramp, and the donkey was already engaged. All the vessels being filled with water,
we made a fair start, I leading the caravan according to promise. When we had gone about two
miles we came upon a fine lot of ostriches feeding not far from the road. The temptation was too
great. I left the road and went to try to get a shot at them. They quietly moved off in their
fashion, always managing to keep out of range, yet tempting me on. I did not, however, lose
sight of the caravan. When I had followed these birds for some time, and was about to give them
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up, I happened to cast my eye forward across the hollow of the Brack River which now lay
before me, and I saw in the distance a long black line of natives coming in our direction. I could
see at a glance that they were not an ordinary caravan by the absence of the usual white bundles
of up caravans. What could they be? I bent my course towards the path, still watching them and
wondering what they could be. Then I looked round to see whether my own men were observing
the black line in front of us. At that moment they halted, and the next thing I saw was the two
men I had just hired putting their loads down and bolting as hard as they could back along the
road. I then went up to the caravan and found the men in a state of considerable consternation.
That black line coming towards us were the Masai, and no mistake about it. What was to be
done? We decided to cross the ravine and halt on a bit of a knoll on the other side until they
should get nearer, for they were still a good way off. The loads were put down and the animals
driven into the midst of us, and there we stood to see what was to come next. That they were not
ordinary caravan natives was becoming more and more evident as they approached. But what
else should bring such a large number of them (about seventy) to that place? I breathed a prayer
that all danger might be averted, and that there might not be the necessity for us to act even on
the defensive. I thought, however, it would be prudent to follow still further the spirit of the
advice which it is said Cromwell was wont to give to his soldiers. I had not hitherto been in the
habit of carrying the powder-flask and balls, as the two loaded barrels were generally all I found
use for at a time. Now, however, I thought I might as well put a few spare balls in my pocket,
and take over the powder flask from Hassan. I scarcely venture to describe my feelings as I stood
on that little knoll in the midst of my comparatively unarmed little army, except that I had no
inclination to follow the example of the two Washeni and bolt. But afterwards when the
supposed danger was past, and we exchanged jambos (good morning) with the long line of
swarthy, naked, savage-looking fellows, each one of whom was armed to the teeth with ugly
bows and arrows and spears, I remember distinctly feeling particularly brave and jocose. They
were the veritable Wakamba Masai. But as they drew nearer, the practiced eye of Zaidi, the
carrier of my medicine chest, and an old caravan goer, discovered that they were all laden with
meat. So to do away with the appearance of our having been frightened, he shouted out nyama,
nyama (meat, meat – or they are carrying meat). Haia (go ahead), and all said haia; and so like
brave men we moved on to meet our phantom of a foe. The Wakamba crossed the ravine, and
followed its course down to join their friends who had visited us at breakfast time. They were all
heavily laden with the meat and skins of game which they had killed with their bows and arrows.
“Thus peacefully ended the battle of Brack River Port. And possibly many an East
African battle, which ends in cruel bloodshed, might end equally peacefully, if people would but
have the patience and humanity to wait and see whether the supposed foe carried meat or not.”

December
Pg 278 “VII – Notes of the Month, and Extracts”
4. Central Africa – Missions and Commerce
The following gratifying testimony to the material results of Christian missions in the
interior of Africa is borne by Henry Taylor, Esq., a merchant residing at the Society’s station of
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Molepolole in the Matebele country. Addressing the Directors under date August 9th, 1876, Mr.
Taylor writes: “The traders of this part of the country desire me to convey to the Society their very best
wishes for the success of the new mission to the Lake Tanganyika. They trust that by God’s help
the greatest blessing will attend the labor of the few noble men who have so readily come
forward to open up a fresh field of missionary labor. Those unacquainted with the history of
South Africa but little know the vast amount of commerce that has in all cases followed the steps
of missionary labor. Some fifty years ago but little was known north of the Vaal River. I do not
think I am far wrong if I say the trade of the country now is little short of £250,000 per annum,
the diamond fields excluded. For these great results the London Mission have much to be proud;
such names as Livingstone and Moffat will live in ages to come. Were I to mention the strides
the Zambesi trade has taken of late years I should scarce be believed. It has been hoped by many
that the Society will yet try and establish a mission in the Bahrutsi Valley, where a large field
would be open to them. Now that the country is so well known, there should be no fear that the
fatal results that attended the first mission would again occur.”

1877
January
Pg 21 “VII – Notes of the Month, and Extracts”
3. Missions in Central Africa
“We find in various continental periodicals great admiration expressed of the zeal with
which both Scotland and England are now struggling to evangelize Central Africa. One German
magazine comments with animation on the rapidity with which, when the Livingstonia Mission
and the Free Church was once proposed, the money was collected, the agents were obtained, the
expedition was despatched, and the Ilala was ploughing the waters of the far-away Nyassa. ‘It
was positively astonishing (erstaunlich),’ say our German friends. Another magazine, after
giving a summary of the efforts of the various missions sent forth to the three great lakes,
concludes thus: - ‘We see that the friends of missions in Britain are energetically carrying out the
testament of Livingstone; and the monument which they are erecting to their great countryman in
Africa promises, with the blessing of God, to be worthy of him.’” – Free Church of Scotland
Monthly Record, November, 1876.

April
Pg 83 “V – Notes of the Month, and Extracts”
1. Ordination of Missionaries
Mr. Arthur W. Dodgshun, who will form one of the first party of missionaries proceeding
to Ujiji, Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa, received ordination on Thursday, March 15th, at
Queen Street Chapel, Leeds. The introductory services were conducted by the Rev. W. Bolton,
M.A., of Newton Church. The Rev. Roger Price, of the Central African Mission, described the
field of labor. The questions were asked by the Rev. G. Williams, of Beeston Hill Chapel; the
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ordination prayer was offered by the Rev. E.R. Conder, M.A., of East Parade Chapel; and the
charge was delivered by the Rev. W. Thomas, of Queen Street Chapel, Leeds.

May
Pg 89 “I – Proposed Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

The Directors of the Society have unusual pleasure in informing its constituents and
friends that the second stage in their arrangements on behalf of the new mission on Lake
Tanganyika has at length been reached. By the time the present page is in the hands of our
readers the whole of the party forming the first contingent of the expedition will be on their way
to the East Coast of Africa – the starting-point to the interior. The names of our brethren are as
follows: Revs. Roger Price, J.B. Thomson, E.S. Clarke, A.W. Dodgshun, and Messrs. E.C. Hore
and W. Hutley. The first two names are familiar to our supporters as those of experienced
missionaries of the Society. Mr. Clarke has been laboring in the Natal for a brief period, and his
place is being supplied by the Committee of the Institution which sent him out. Of the last three,
who are all new men, Mr. Dodgshun goes out as an ordained missionary, possessing, with Mr.
Thomson, a good knowledge of medicine and surgery. Mr. Hore is the scientific member of the
party, and has been engaged specially in view of the employment of a steamer on the lake. Mr.
Hutley is a practical builder.
For the service of the mission, in addition to personal outfits, the missionaries carry with
them household stores sufficient for two years, together with tools and building materials,
medicines and medical works. Fittings for a good-sized boat on the lake and survey instruments
have also been supplied to the party. This valuable store of goods will be transported into the
interior by means of a wagon-train drawn by bullocks under the guidance of Zulu and Kafir
leaders. It is hoped that by July 1st everything will be ready for the commencement of the land
journey, and that, all being well, the entire party will reach the lake about the month of
November next.
Board Meeting
On the afternoon of Monday, March 26th, a meeting of the Board of Directors was held at
the Mission House, Bloomfield-street, to bid farewell to the missionary party, including the Rev.
Joseph Cockin, who goes out as successor to the Rev. J.B. Thomson in the Matebele country.
W.H. Willans, Esq., presided. The hymn, “Lord, her watch Thy Church is keeping,” was sung;
the Rev. R. Robinson read appropriate passages of Scripture, and the Rev. F. Soden offered
prayer. The Rev. Dr. Mullens gave an account of the origin of the mission to Central Africa. The
Rev. Dr. McAuslane delivered the valedictory address to the departing missionaries, and the
Rev. A. McMillan offered prayer, in course of which he invoked the Divine blessing, not only
for the London Missionary agents, but for those of the Church Missionary Society and the
Presbyterian Mission, all of which, “occupying different fields, preach the same Gospel and the
one Savior.”
The Rev. Henry Wright, clerical secretary of the Church Missionary Society, said: “Our
sympathies and the sympathy of our society, and I am sure of all the supporters of our Society,
have been greatly enlisted in this mission of yours. It is a subject of congratulation among us all
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that there are three great efforts being made by three great sections of the Christian Church for
the evangelization of Africa, and it is gratifying to think that we are thus united in this enterprise.
In connection with the Church Missionary Society we have had many prayers for the mission to
Africa, and we have linked you and the work of this Society in those prayers. As we are of one
heart and one mind at home, we look for cooperation in the field. I may mention an interesting
fact related in the last letter received from Lieutenant Smith. He stated that they had come within
four days of the great chieftain Mirambo, whose head-quarters are in the neighborhood of
Tanganyika, and they informed him of the expected visit of your party, and asked for his kind
interest in your behalf. His answer was that he would be glad to welcome you, and that he would
never injure any white man. In your travels we shall follow you with our interest and prayers,
and not forget those dear ones you leave at home.”
The Chairman handed to the missionaries their appointments and instructions, the Rev. J.
Cockin also receiving a letter and present for King Lopengule.
After a few remarks by the Chairman, short addressed were delivered by the
missionaries. The hymn, “Speed Thy servants, Savior, speed them,” was sung, and the Rev.
Edward H. Jones pronounced the Benediction.
Evening Meeting
In the evening of the same day a public valedictory service took place at the Memorial
Hall, Farringdon Street. Tea was served in the Library at seven o’clock, after which a
numerously-attended and enthusiastic meeting was held in the Hall at eight o’clock. W.H.
Willans, Esq., occupied the chair, and was supported by the representatives of this and kindred
Societies, as well as by many other friends of missions of position and influence.
name.”

The proceedings commenced with the singing of the hymn – “All hail the power of Jesus’
After which the Rev. W.J. Cox, of Dundee, offered prayer.

The Chairman said they were assembled to express their sympathy with their brethren,
and the interest that was felt in the mission to which they were appointed. He could not but thinm
that such a large and influenctial meeting would result in very large and increased contributions
to the Society. He could assure their missionary friends of the interest that would be taken in
their work, and how anxiously information from the would be looked for from time to time; and
although they had, in a former part of the day, said how weak they felt in the presence of the
Master and in the presence of the Church in regard to the work they had to do, he would say to
them, in the name of the meeting and in the name of the Master –
“Weak as ye are, ye shall not faint,
Or, fainting, shall not die:
Jesus, the strength of every saint,
Will watch you from on high.
So surely as He overcame,
And triumphed once for you,
So surely you who trust His name
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Shall in Him trumph, too.”
The Rev. R. Robinson announced that Miss Manning, of the Craven Hill Church, who
was unable to be present, had sent a donation of ten guineas for the Tanganyika Mission; and Mr.
Peek, or Torquay, who was also unable to attend, had contributed £100.
The Rev. Dr. Mullens observed that few new enterprises undertaken by the London
Missionary Society had called forth a deeper amount of interest and had deserved that interest so
well as this new mission. Having referred to the labors of Livingstone and other African
travelers; to the commencement by the Presbyterian Churches of Scotland, of a mission on Lake
Nyassa, and by the Church Missionary Society of one on the Victoria Nyanza, he described the
enthusiasm with which the proposal of Robert Arthington, Esq., of Leeds, for the occupation of
Lake Tanganyika by the London Missionary Society, had been met by its Directors. Dr. Mullens
next glanced at the successful visit of inquiry paid by the Rev. Roger Price to the East Coast of
Africa, and concluded thus: “Our brethren have before them a long journey – the road from the
coast to Lake Tanganyika runs over about 700 miles of country. There are about 200 miles
among the hills and slopes of mountains, and then it comes out on a level plateau; and then for
400 or 500 miles more they pass over a vast rolling country, about 4,000 feet above the sea. The
great difficulty they have to content with is in Ugogo, where there is a considerable lack of
water. In other parts there are great belts of trees passing across the country. Vast boulders are in
their way, too, at may points; then at last, they come to Arab stations, but they have also
abundance of native villages and native tribes. Though the Arabs are not friends in certain
respects, the native villages are prepared in many ways heartily to welcome Englishmen amongst
them. They go well provided; and their destination is the town of Ujiji, on the Lake Tanganyika.
It is difficult to approach Central Africa from the south, but the moment you touch the east coast
at Zanzibar you can pass right into the interior. Our Church Missionary friends take the post in
the north, the Presbyterians have one in the south, and we take the one right in the center.”
Arthur Marshall, Esq. (Chairman of the Southern Committee), said that the cost of the
expedition was nearly defrayed, but an increased demand of about £2,000 or £2,500 a year would
have to be made upon the annual resources of the Society; and the work had been undertaken
with the full faith that the churches throughout the country would amply make up the sum
required, because in the course of two or three years it would be necessary to reinforce the
present number by some additional missionaries, and, if possible, to send out a small steamer for
the purpose of sailing on Lake Tanganyika.
The assembly was afterwards addressed by the Rev. G.T. Perks, of the Wesleyan
Missionary Society; Edward Hutchinson, Esq., Lay Secretary of the Church Missionary Society;
Sir Charles Reed; and by four of the missionaries present.
After the Doxology had been sung, the Rev. Dr. Moffat offered prayer, and the meeting
separated.
As will be seen in another column, Messrs. Price and Dodgshun embarked from England
on the 29th of March, and Messrs. Hore and Hutley on the 14th of April. Mr. Thomson leaves by
the steamer on the 3rd of the present month; and Mr. Clarke will join the expedition at Zanzibar.
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Pg 101 “IV – Notes of the Month, and Extracts”
1. Departure of Missionaries
The Rev. Joseph Cockin, and Mrs. Cockin, appointed to the Matebele mission, Central
South Africa; and the Revs. Roger Price, and A.W. Dodghun, appointed to the new mission on
Lake Tanganyika, embarked at Southampton, for the Cape of Good Hope, per steamer Teuton,
March 29th.
Messrs. E.C. Hore and Walter Hutley, also appointed to the new mission on Lake
Tanganyika, embarked per steamer Java, April 14th.

June
Pg 112 “Annual Meeting in Exeter Hall”

…Lord Northbrook, who on rising was loudly cheered, said: - … “Upon the work which
this Society is undertaking in Central Africa I would say a few words. The Society undertakes to
occupy a central position in the interior of Africa between the Church Missionary Society to the
north and the Presbyterian mission to the south. The expedition which has been sent by the
Society has but recently left these shores, and it is only in the course of a few weeks that it will
proceed from the shores of Africa, opposite Zanzibar, to its destination on the distant lake. Who
shall say, as years roll by, what the effect upon Africa will be of these three great missionary
undertakings for the progress of Christianity, for the development of civilization, and for the
destruction of that fearful curse of mankind, the African slave trade?”

Pg 138 “Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

The Rev. Dr. MacEwan, of Clapham, said: -

“Then there is Central Africa. And in naming it I am happy to say that we have amongst
us to receive that honor which is so justly due to him for his work’s sake, his eye not dim, his
natural force hardly abated, one who has probably done more than any man living to open up a
way for the Gospel, and to promote Christianity in that vast continent, and whose heart is still so
thoroughly there that were the shadow on the sundial to go back ten degrees, much as he loves
his native land, I believe Dr. Moffat would be off from amongst us and away to spend his added
years in seeking the good of Africa.
“Now you are asked, first of all, to rejoice in the commencement of this new mission,
which will be all the dearer to you because with it will ever be associated the honored name of
his illustrious son-in-law. And then you are asked to rejoice because in this mission you are in
full sympathy with the Presbyterian churches and the Church Missionary Society heartily rejoice
this day to be in full sympathy with you. There is no more important mission that you have ever
undertaken than this to Central Africa – important to commerce, to science, to Christianity, to the
cause of truth and freedom – a region that was marked blank on the map when I was at school,
but which is now found to abound with flowing rivers and extensive lakes, waving forests,
exuberant vegetation, and glorious mountain land. Your mission goes there with the sword of the
Spirit in its hand, to fight the battle of the Lord against heathen ignorance and equally against
European cruelty and oppression – to proclaim liberty to the captive, and to deal out, as I trust, a
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final death-blow to slavery. It is too common to think that slavery is dead, that the battle has been
fought and won, and that nothing remains of the horrors of that monstrous system now but the
memory. But slavery is not dead. So long as it can drive its accursed traffic across the length and
breadth of Central Africa, dragging its tens of thousands to the slave market annually, and
causing hundreds of thousands to perish on the way, so that it is estimated that the tribes of that
down-trodden continent suffer to the extent of one million of their population every year through
this God-defying and man-degrading system – slavery is not dead. Who can forget the scenes
depicted by Livingstone as enacted in that unhappy land where gangs of heavy-laden captives are
dragged or driven for miles, from the center to the sea-coast, under the lash of brutal human
traffickers in human flesh; the path of their journey echoing with their groans, watered with their
tears, dyed with their blood, and not seldom marked with their bones left bleaching in the sun, a
ghastly witness before God to the wrong they have suffered at the hands of those who bear the
same image with themselves. We have still a mighty work to do in putting an end to this unholy
traffic; the one result which I trust will flow from this united mission – for we may call it a
united mission – will be the cherishing of a strong anti-slavery sentiment in our own land. A
great future, I believe, is yet in store for Africa, and loud and earnest is the appeal addressed to
us in its behalf. There are certain scenes which, once contemplated, paint themselves on the
memory in colors that are ineffaceable; and non who have read Livingstone’s Last Journals can
ever forget that kneeling form by that bedside in that lonely hut in the wilds of Africa, where,
like a weary warrior with his armor on, the great traveler had bowed himself down for the last
time to pray before the gates of an opening paradise. It was night; darkness still overspread the
land, emblem of those deeper shadows that rested on the heart of the people, and which he had
labored so earnestly to dispel; it was night, though nearing sunrise, and, therefore, the sun was on
its way to dispel the night gloom. What visions of the future of Africa and of Africa’s wrongs
passed before the view of the departing spirit of Livingstone at that eventful moment, none can
tell; but, oh, I feel as if the memory of that kneeling form by that lonely beside should forever
haunt us, should stir us to effort and prayer, and give us no rest until, through prayer and effort,
all Africa’s wrongs shall have been redressed, and the Sun of righteousness shall have arisen
upon the whole land with healing and liberty in His beams.”

Pg 143 “Central Africa”

H.H. Fowler, Esq., of Wolverhampton, Director of the Wesleyan Missionary Society:

“Was there ever such a providential opening set before the Church of Christ as is set
before us in Africa at this moment?
“Dr. MacEwan drew a touching picture of the last scene in the great missionary traveler’s
life. I think that history has few contrasts more suggestive, more sublime, than the contrast
between that illustrious man lying down to die in that rude hut in that savage land, and the
magnificent entombment in England’s noblest mausoleum of those precious bones which his
devoted African followers had, with more than Hebrew or Roman fidelity, brought safely
through the wilderness to his native land; but I venture to think, more lord, that when the
representatives of the Throne, the Parliament, and Churches, the people of England, placed the
remains of David Livingstone in Westminster Abey, they gave a tacit pledge that the work for
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which he lived and died should be carried on to its glorious consummation; and that work will
not be finished until all the peoples of Africa, from the Nile to the Zambesi, from the Indian to
the Atlantic Ocean, are brought in to the families of Christ. Your Society is the executor of
Livingstone, and we rejoice to know that you directors have accepted the trust. The Anglo-Saxon
Churches have at this moment set before them such opportunities of widespread, universal
missionary enterprise as, I venture to say, have never been afforded either to the Church
collectively or to any one section of it since the first great missionary command was given. And
yet, with all this affluence of opportunity, there is one need which our Society feels, and I think,
perhaps, in a limited degree – and I am glad to hear it is in a limited degree – your Society feels,
and which all societies feel. What is it? It is not money. You can always get money in this
country for a good cause. What you want is men. The noblest monuments of missionary
enterprise are the monuments of men, not of expenditure. A man with a sling and a stone has
done more for the Lord’s side than many of a well-disciplined host with the best equipped
artillery. We want the churches to feel that the gift of a man is the grandest gift they can lay on
the altar; we want the societies to recognize that a man is the most precious donation in their
treasury. I think there are few scenes in modern biography more admonitory, more truly sublime,
than that which is described in the life of the late Bishop Pattison, where, in the Devonshire
country home, the grand old judge – one of the most learned, impartial, merciful, wise, Christian
men that ever sat upon the English bench – gave up his son, his only son, the son of his old age,
the heir of his honored name, and, with a full consciousness that he would see his face on earth
no more, devoted him to mission life. I think that noble father and that nobler son have left for all
the sections of the Christian church a grand example of missionary heroism which reached its
true consummation when, following the example of his Nonconformist predecessor John
Williams, of Erromanga, the sainted Bishop of Melanesia joined the noble army of martyrs. How
are you to get the men? You cannot buy them; thank God for that there is something in this age
you cannot buy. There is no stiped that can compensate a missionary. You cannot reckon up
what he is worth, and you cannot train them. How are you to get them? Our blessed Lord has
given the answer in, to my mind, one of the most mysterious passages in the whole New
Testament. As His omniscient glance, not limited to the hill sides of Judea, but, sweeping down
the generations, saw that countless millions of the human race, weary and worn and faint,
scattered abroad like sheep without a shepherd, running hither and thither in search of some path
which should lead to peace and happiness – as His pitying eye surveyed that sad procession of
sin and sorrow, He taught His apostles and His Church for ever their duty in the sight of that
awful need, ‘Pray ye the Lord of the harvest that He would send forth laborers into His harvest;’
and when the Church has faith enough to obey her Lord’s command, the day will already have
dawned which shall witness the eternal harvest home.”

July
Pg 161 “Notes of the Month, and Extracts”
1. Departure of Missionaries
The Rev J.B. Thomson, appointed to the new mission on Lake Tanganyika, embarked at
Brindisi for Zanzibar, per steamer Cathay, May 6th
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4. The Mission on Lake Tanganyika
Our readers will learn with interest that the intelligence received from the several
members of the Society’s Expedition to Central Africa is of the most hopeful nad encouraging
character. On the 5th of May, the Revs. Roger Price and A.W. Dodgshun arrived at Algoa Bay,
where twelve men of good character were engaged as wagon-drivers, and arrangements made
with the Union Steamship Company’s agent for the transport of bullocks from Natal. Mr. Price
left for Zanzibar on Saturday, the 12th of May. The last advices from Messrs. Thomson and Hore
are dated from Aden, May 19th. The Directors are happy to report that the Rev. E.S. Clarke, of
Natal, has consented to join the party as one of the Society’s missionaries.

September
Pg 207 “VII – Notes of the Month, and Extracts”
2. Arrivals in England
Mrs. Clarke, wife of the Rev. Elbert S. Clarke, of the Tanganyika Mission, and family,
per steamer Nyanza, August 15th.
5. The Mission on Lake Tanganyika
The Directors have much pleasure in announcing that information of a most satisfactory
character has been received respecting the missionary party now on their way to Lake
Tanganyika down to the 30th of June. At that date the brethren forming the Expedition were in
good health and excellent spirits. They were expecting almost daily to leave Zanzibar for the
mainland, whither the wagons, oxen, and stores had been transported, and the road up the
country from Saadani had, for some distance, been prepared for the caravan.

October
Pg 222 “III – Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

The August mails from Zanzibar enable us to lay before our readers intelligence
respecting the Society’s Expedition to Central Africa, dating more than six weeks in advance of
the advices reported in our last number. At present we are unable to supply the missing link
occasioned by the loss of the June mails in the Cashmere. But the issue of the arrangements
made for the missionary party has so far proved highly satisfactory. The health of the English
members of the Expedition has suffered but little interruption; while their safety in journeying
has never once been imperiled. In all these experiences the Directors desire to recognize the
guardian and guiding hand of God. The latest letter received from the Rev. Roger Price is dated
August 15th from Kwamreri, Rukigura River, which lies very nearly half way between the coast
and Mpwapwa. Taking up the narrative of events which followed the transport of the
commissariat to Saadani, it may be stated that Mr. Price returned to Zanzibar in order to
complete arrangements, and finally left that port on Saturday the 21st of July, reaching the camp
at Ndumi early on the following morning. Our brother writes: “We found Mr. Thomson waiting for us at Saadani with two carts to take up the stuff we
had with us. It was our first real attempt at night traveling. With our good road and a splendid
moonlight, we got up without any trouble, the oxen feeling the work very much less than they
would have done during the daytime. We shall not travel successfully, especially in this part of
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the country, until we can do it at night; but this is out of the question at present, and we shall
have to be satisfied with very short stages during the day.”
2. Plans of Operation
At their first meeting as a Committee, after special prayer, the missionaries had agreed
upon a definite plan of action and division of labor. These arrangements are thus described: “Mr. Clarke kindly undertook the commissariat department for the men. Mr. Dodgshun
took the management of the same department for ourselves, in addition to acting as accountant of
the expedition. Mr. Hore, in addition to the specialties of his appointment, undertook to be a
general superintendent of the property of the mission. The loading of the carts and wagons has
therefore devolved upon him, of the contents of which he keeps an exact account, so that when
any article is required, he knows precisely its whereabouts. Upon Mr. Thomson and myself
devolves the general management of the locomotive department; whilst Mr. Hutley will make
himself generally useful.
“There being but two wagons we decided that they should be principally loaded with the
personal effects of the members of the mission. To provide for the possibility of a separation at
any time, we divided ourselves at once into two parties, each to have its own wagon from the
commencement. Messrs. Thomson, Clarke, and Hutley form one party, and Messrs. Dodgshun,
Hore, and myself the other.”
3. Information Gained
At Ndumi our brethren acquired much valuable information respecting the country to be
traversed, the tribes inhabiting it, and the feelings entertained by their principal rulers towards
Englishmen. The Rev. J.B. Thomson writes: “While we have been waiting here we have seen numerous caravans pass and repass from
the interior with ivory. I am sure we have seen upwards of 2,000 lbs. of ivory pass here during
the last five or six weeks. I believe a trader would do very well if he established himself at
Mpwapwa, where all the roads meet to and from the interior. Some of the caravans came from
the far interior, and several of them have come from Mirambo. A large caravan passed through
our camp on Monday last which came from Mirambo. We asked them all about their king, his
people, and his country, and all the country on this side of him. They gave us the most
encouraging accounts of them all. I asked the head man of the caravan about the Watuta, and he
told me all about them. I asked him in Zulu, and he answered me in Zulu and Swahili. He says
they live north-west about thirty miles from Mirambo, and are very friendly with him. From his
descrption of them they are just like the Amantebele in speech, dress, and life. He says they are a
very large tribe.
“Two or three days ago I met a Mr. P. Brayon, who has been living with Mirambo for the
last two or three years, and has just come down to the coast to get a supply of barter goods, and
is going back to Mirambo. He visited our camp and gave us a most interesting and encouraging
account about Mirambo, his people, and country, and also the country on this side of him. He
says Mirambo is about thirty-five years of age, is very favorable to Englishmen, and is anxious
that they should come into his country to live and trade. Mirambo wants calicoes, beads, cap
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guns, etc. He has plenty of ivory and cattle. Some little time ago he made a confederation with
many of the small chiefs, and he is now a great king. Mr. Brayon told me also about the Watuta.
He has not been in their country, but has seen many of them at Mirambo. The name of their chief
is Umpangelala. They are a numerous people and plunder all the weak tribes near them. He says
all the country in there is well watered, and there is plenty of food. There is not much sickness in
the country; he has not had much fever in there. The Ugogo country is very dry in the winter
season, but they have numerous wells, and every family has its well, and they have plenty of
cattle, which drink at these wells. He says we can get sufficient water for all our oxen out of
these wells by paying for it with tobacco, which we can buy very cheaply on this side of Ugogo,
in the Sagua country. He also says the Ugogo country can be traveled in the rainy season. The
soil is hard and dry, and there are long intervals between the rains.”
4. Latest News
Owing to the difficulties experienced in securing an adequate supply of drivers, it soon
became apparent that a considerable portion of the stores provided would have to be left behind
for transmission on a future occasion. Some of the baggage-carts were in consequence dispensed
with; but both the wagons have been taken forward. Addressing Dr. Kirk under date Ndumi, July
31st, Mr. Price reports: “We made our first move forward from the Saadani side of Ndumi on the 25th inst.; but
the ascent of the Ndumi hill took us such a long time that we were not able to proceed very far.
We camped about a mile west of Ndumi until yesterday, when we made another start. Nor did
we succeed much better then. The fact is, our vehicles are too heavily laden, and our colonial
men, many of them, are in ill-health. After the experience of yesterday we have come to the
conclusion that we are attempting too much. In these circumstances we are of opinion that we
shall be really gaining time, and running less risk of failure, by leaving some of our carts behind
in charge of Bwana Hori at Ndumi. We have therefore decided to leave four carts and their loads
behind. By this atrangement [sic] we take with us the two wagons and three carts, for each of
which we shall have two Colonial men and a full complement of tolerably efficient oxen. In this
way we hope to push on pretty quickly, and get probably to Mpwapwa, or somewhere near there,
and then send back for the remainder of our things. This plan will occasion some delay, but in
the end I think we shall be more certain of accomplishing our purpose.”
The arrangement described above having been successfully carried out, Mr. Price in a
subsequent letter writes: “Next morning, the 1st of August, we were on the move at an early hour, and we had the
unspeakable gratification of doing about five miles of a journey that day. Every day since then
we have done distances ranging from three to seven miles. We have difficulties still in the way,
consisting of forests and gullies and long grass; but we are tolerably sure of making more or less
progress every day. We cannot but feel gratified when we remember that in about ten travelling
days we have done at least a fourth of the distance to Mpwapwa, and we have every prospect of
doing much better yet as we get out into more open country. We propose to go on thus till we get
well beyond all the rivers, or possibly even as far as Mpwapwa. Then some of us will return with
most of the men and oxen, and one wagon, to bring up the carts and loads left at Ndumi. You
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will easily see that in these circumstances we will be compelled to remain probably somewhere
about Mpwapwa over the rainy season.
“The Waseguha are most friendly and favorable to our expedition. Wondering and
admiring crowds sometimes follow us considerable distances, and as to anything in the shape of
hongo, apparently they would as soon ask it of the clouds as ask it of us. The Waseguha are a
most interesting people, and much more numerous than I thought them to be.
“The introduction of money instead of barter goods is answering well thus far; and we
only regret that we did not bring more, especially pice. Our twelve hundred pice are already
exhausted. We have scarcely used any barter at all thus far. This will be a most important step.
Now that we have no more pice, we are beginning to feel the inconvenience of barter.
“Kuedigwami, August 14th – We arrived here yesterday evening after a very hard and
long day. We had two or three slight showers during the day, but when we arrived in the
adjoining valley it rained in torrents; and, as it was out of the question to camp in the valley, we
had to ascend the hill to where we are now, in the midst of the rain. It took us some time and
hard work to do so, as the hill is pretty steep, and our cattle were somewhat tired after a long
day’s journey. We had, however, the comfortable feeling of having done the best day yet.
Twelve hours of fasting was not very good for us; but the breakfast came at seven o’clock last
night, and was thoroughly enjoyed. We are none of us the worse for it, thank God. Mr. Hutley,
however, has been ill for two or three days, and is still so today. It was necessary to give our
cattle half a day’s rest today; but we hoped to make a short stage in the afternoon. Rain has,
however, prevented us.
“Kwamreri, Rukigura River, Wednesday, August 15th – Happily we have been enabled to
carry out our intention of getting thus far today. It has been a pretty hard day, an ordinary pagazi
journey – six miles, three furlongs. We hope to reach Matungu tomorrow, and we have the
almost certain prospect of reaching Kidudwe on Saturday, the 18th, which means being half way
to Mpwapwa.
“I am happy to say that all are well again today. We have brought the messengers of
Bwana Heri with us thus far, but they will return with our mail bag in the morning.”

November
Pg 248 “VI – Notes of the Month and Extracts”
5. Mission on Lake Tanganyika
On the eve of going to press intelligence of a most assuring character has reached the
Directors from their missionaries in Central Africa. On the 4th of September the entire party
arrived at Msoero, in the Usagara country, distant from Ndumi (on the east coast) 130 miles.
Here the two divisions of the expedition separated: that under Mr. Thomson proceeded onward
to Mpwapwa, while Mr. Price and his two companions retraced their steps in order to bring up
the stores and supplies which had been left behind at Ndumi. Full details will be given in our
December number.
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December
Pg 267 “IV – Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

In our last number we announced the receipt of intelligence from the Society's expedition
to Central Africa, the two divisions of which were then journeying respectively eastward and
westward of Msoero, in the Usagara country. By the mail which came to hand on the 12th ult. the
Rev. Roger Price, writing from Saadani on the 16th of October, reports his safe arrival at the
coast, notwithstanding serious losses arising from disease and death among the oxen and their
Kafir drivers. Mr. Price also states that he had engaged upwards of one hundred pagazi for the
purpose of conveying to the interior additional stores weighing between six and seven thousand
pounds. With Messrs. Clarke and Hore, our brother was again about to leave the coast in charge
of the caravan thus formed, in order to join the other division of the expedition, consisting of
Messrs. Thomson, Dodgshun, and Hutley, which, on the 14th of September, had safely crossed
the Wami river at a spot about one hundred and forty miles from the east coast. It is hoped that
before the commencement of the rainy season the entire party will reach Mpwapwa, and that a
residence of a few months in its cool and bracing climate may tend both to recruit the health of
our brethren and afford time and opportunity for the completion of their plans with regard to the
second portion of the journey which yet awaits them. The Directors have much pleasure in
giving insertion to the following extracts from recent correspondence respecting the mission.
Under date Msoero, September 15th, Mr. Price writes: “I closed my last to you at the Rukigura river three weeks ago. Since then we have had a
great variety of experience – getting into ecstasies as we made rapid strides over level and open
plains – then spending well-nigh whole days laboring, to the verge of despondency, to get over
the mud banks and rivers, or being half suffocated, half maddened, by the monstrous grasses and
burning weeds of the Nguru valley. Our spirits again rose as we emerged from the tangle of the
great valley, and we entered upon level, park-like plains, where our speed attained the cheering
rate of a mile and a half an hour. Here, also, we were able to change the almost unchanging bill
of faire of East Africa – fowls and rice – and to regale ourselves with venison from God’s own
flocks.
“We have had fearfully hard work, with, in the end, a glorious reward. Between the 1st of
August and the 4th of September, thirty-five days, we have done one hundred and thirty miles, a
distance not often exceeded, in the same time, and in exceptional circumstances, even in South
Africa.
“This place, Msoero, so called after a river of that name which passes close by, is one of
great importance, as the center of a very considerable and enterprising population.
“Some of the villages belong to a people called Makua, portions of a tribe of that name
living on the coast near Kilwa. They originally migrated to this part of the country for hunting
purposes, but are now probably permanently settled in it, although always moving a little farther
inland as the game retreats. They are a most enterprising and energetic, yet very peaceful and
friendly people, much more civilized than the aborigines of this part of the country. The village,
in the center of which we are now encamped, is a model of neatness and cleanliness for Africa,
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and the people themselves are living in the greatest comfort, having apparently quite a profusion
of everything in the shape of food.
“We have this evening spent a very happy hour together around our Lord’s table, in
anticipation of the parting which is so soon to take place. May the Lord deal mercifully with us,
and bring us together again in due time.”
2. Wagon Road from Saadani
Writing from Msoero, about the same date as the forgoing, Mr. Thomson gives his
impressions regarding the road which had just been traversed. He ascribed the illness of the
native drivers to their long detention on the coast: “We met Mr. Mackay rather more than a week ago on his way from Mpwapwa to
Zanzibar. He gave us a most favorable account of the road he has taken to Mpwapwa. From what
he says it is quite certain there is no fly on the road. Between this and Bagamoyo road people
keep cattle and dogs.
“The whole road from the coast to this place is very much better than I anticipated. It has
not been beset with half the difficulties which I was led to believe we would have to content
with. Except a little long grass here and there – which, if it were put all together, would not make
ten miles – I have had many more difficult journeys in the Matebele country. Even this little bit
of long grass is no very insurmountable difficulty; if it is burned at the beginning of the traveling
season, there will be an end to it for that season. There is plenty of grass and water all along the
road for oxen, and, when the country is a little better known, there will be found many good and
healthy resting places. There are many towns all along the road, where plenty of food can be
bought. There are certain places where it would not be wise to outspan – where grass is not good
for the oxen, and where it is not so healthy for people; but these the traveler can always avoid by
a little inquiry. There is this important fact, however, to be kept in mind – that this road can only
be traveled from July to December, on account of marshes and swollen rivers. We have just been
one month and four days in coming from the coast to this place – about 110 miles – and when it
is remembered that the most of our drivers have been sick all the way, and that we had the oxen
all to train, I think we have come on remarkably well. It will take a little time before we can get
the system of wagon traveling fairly introduced, but, when it has been set a-going, I think there
will be no difficulty in traveling from the coast to Mpwapwa in from fifteen to twenty days.”
3. General Conclusions
Mr. Price reports that on his return to Ndumi he found all the Society’s property in
perfect order. Of the twenty-nine oxen left at Saadani nine had died, and several of the remaining
twenty were in wretched condition. Our brother continues: “We have no had four months of a very varied experience, and of much hard and rough
work in connection with the expedition, which at the time we left England you expected would
by this time be drawing near to its destination on Lake Tanganyika. I have, from time to time,
endeavored to describe to you, as faithfully and fully as the stress of the work of the expedition
would allow, our difficulties and disappointments as well as our successes. Considering the
immense disadvantages we have labored under, and which I have pointed out from time to time,
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our success has, I think, been perfectly marvelous – far beyond my most sanguine expectation. I
know, however, what this success has cost us already; nor does it close my eyes to the work
which still lies before us, for the accomplishment of which we are not by any means in the same
state of efficiency, either as regards ourselves, our men, or our bullocks, as we were three months
ago, or even two months ago. This terrible climate, together with the severe work of the last two
months, has told considerably upon some of the members of the Mission, so that one sees no
more the ability for almost endless activity and work which distinguished them two months ago.
As to the colonial men, they seem to be completely sapped, and the bullocks, I fear, are but little
better.”
Again, under the date Saadani, October 16th, Mr. Price writes: “Mr. Clarke and I walked down here last night to complete a few arrangements
preparatory for tomorrow or the day after. Nothing has yet arrived from Mr. Thomson. If his
letters do not come in time for the Aden Mail, which leaves on the 18th, I shall have them
forwarded by the Cape Mail on the 20th.
“I am sorry to say that our poor unfortunate oxen are still dying. Three died yesterday,
and the same number the day before, making altogether eighteen which have died since our
arrival at Ndumi.
“The pagazi have all come over, making up our number to about one hundred and
fifteen.”
With regard to the port of Saadani, Mr. Edward C. Hore observes:“You have doubtless heard frequently of the great difficulties of landing at Saadani, and
it cannot be denied that to any one unaccustomed to being afloat, or perhaps used to walking on
board their steamer from a comfortable wharf, the long sands of Saadani appear somewhat
formidable, especially if aggravated by the sorrows of an unhappy night spent in a dhow rolling
in shallow water, or a day or two of anxious waiting for their goods, caused, however, very
probably, by the delay of the time of starting rather than by that of arrival. But it can scarcely be
said that the natural difficulties of the place offer any serious obstacle to the landing of goods.
Were an extensive and frequent traffic in question, some sort of harbor, or, at any rate, a pier
would be rendered necessary, although the smooth sea and regular breezes of the Zanzibar
Channel give facilities for landing at Saadani, not possessed by many places having a
considerable trade.”
4. Scientific Inquiry
Respecting his own special department of labor, Mr. Edward C. Hore gives the following
details: “The requirements and circumstances of the journey have hitherto been such that other
work than minute scientific inquiry and observation has demanded my first attention – the care
of the stores and property of the expedition, involving at times considerable labor and at all times
vigilance and activity, and a share of the general work while traveling, place me in much less
favorable circumstances, and afford me fewer opportunities for observation than those enjoyed
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by a single traveler, who, not compelled to frequent manual labor, and able to stop his pagazi at
favorable places and times, can command the necessary leisure and opportunity. Apart from this,
the clear nights so suitable and necessary for astronomical observations, have been few and far
between. Burton’s description of the gloomy, over-clouded coast region, has been realized by us
to a considerable extent. We had a few splendid bright nights, but scarcely ever without light
passing clouds, of great annoyance to the anxious observer. About the first clear night after
leaving Ndumi was at Kikwazo, and, being Saturday night, I stopped out; but although
apparently a clear night, occasional light misty clouds prevented any accurate sights being taken,
although the intervals of clear sky lured me on to perseverance till three A.M. Although taking
the precautions of wrapping up and using the waterproof sheet, the result of this night was a
diarrhea, the weakness accompanying which has scarcely yet left me. Several times I have been
disappointed in this way, so that you may easily imagine I cannot send you much of a map of the
route at present. I have regularly kept what I call my meteorological log, viz., daily records of
temperature and barometer, state of weather, rain, etc.; but by itself, and as far as it goes, it
would at present be of little value to send home.
“With regard to the general welfare and progress of the expedition, I will not weary you
by reviewing its proceedings – you are already well informed of all of this – but I shall just make
a few remarks on its present position and prospects. Knowing, as I do, what transport of goods
means here, it is not without some satisfaction, in having had a share in the work, that I regard
the fact that already five cartloads of our stores have been transported to Msoero – a distance of
nearly 130 miles by road from the coast – with what may be called, under the circumstances, fair
dispatch. Again and again have I experienced a glow of pleasure as I have looked upon our
wagon-train winding its way through the luxuriant grass-covered tracts of park-like country, and
anon piercing the dark recesses of the thicker forest, pressing steadily westward; before us the
grand, strange country into which in its daily unfolding beauties and wonders we peer with
curious eyes: and it has appeared to me on such occasions a beautiful and wondrous thing, on the
question seeming to rise, ‘What means all this?’ to remember that it is the progress of a
missionary party, and the wagon-train has seemed to me to be as the foremost ray of God’s
gospel light piercing the gross darkness of poor, beautiful Africa.”

1878
January
Pg 13 “IV. – Central Africa”
Deaths of Dr. Black and Dr. Smith
While recognizing the Providence which has watched over this Society’s expedition to
Central Africa and guarded the health and lives of its members, the Directors would not forget
that kindred Societies prosecuting a similar work have been called to suffer painful loss. Dr.
William Black, of the Livingstonia Mission, died on the 7th of May, within six months of his
arrival at Lake Nyassa. Four days later, namely on the 11th of May, at the town of Kagei, on the
Victoria Nyanza, Dr. John Smith also died. The Directors desire to tender to the Executive of the
Free Church of Scotland Mission and to that of the Church Missionary Society, the expression of
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their deep sympathy in the trials and which, at this early stage of their efforts in the interior of
Africa, have befallen their respective missions. For the substance of the following brief sketch
we are indebted to the Free Church Monthly Record: “Dr. Black was a native of Dunbog, Fifeshire. From his earliest infancy, a mother’s faith
and prayer had consecrated her first-born to the service of Christ. Having finished his education,
he entered an architect’s office in St. Andrews. Here, in his twenty-first year, the light, which he
had been long and earnestly seeking, dawned upon him, and he soon showed, by his spiritual life
and zealous service, that the truth had deeply impressed his heart. Early in 1868, he went to
Alloa as inspector of works, and there he resolved to relinquish his profession, and to devote his
life to missionary work. He returned to St. Andrews, intending to support himself while
prosecuting his studies at the University. He had many and great difficulties to content with; the
way, however, was providentially opened up. In the summer of 1870, Dr. Lyall, late
superintendent of the Glasgow Medical Mission, who knew his desire and character, secured an
opening for him in his dispensary. He prosecuted his medical studies at the Glasgow University
with great success. In 1872, he obtained the munificent bursary given by Dr. Joshua Paterson,
which he held for four years. In the last year of his medical studies he was medalist in zoology,
and gained first class honors in the Institutes of Medicine. He graduated in 1875, as M.B. and
C.M. In 1873, while yet a medical student, he was appointed missionary of the Barony Church,
Glasgow. Into that work he threw himself with all his native energy; but overwork undermined
his health, and, in the spring of 1875, at the request of his friends, he sailed to Bombay, as ship
surgeon on board the Macedonia. He returned home greatly improved.
“He was next brough under the notice of Dr. Stewart, of Lovedale, as well fitted to
become the head of the projected mission to Lake Nyassa, and was offered the appointment,
which he thankfully accepted. On Dr. Black’s return from India, his time was occupied with the
study of theology, advocating the claims of the Livingstonia Mission; and, latterly, in preparation
for his departure. He was ordained by the Presbytery of Glasgow in the spring of 1876.
“After interesting valedictory meetings held in Glasgow and Edinburgh, Dr. Black sailed
from London on the 20th of May, 18776. A week later he writes: - ‘My mind and powers are bent
on Africa, and I find myself thinking and scheming at some great and noble work. I think for
Africa, read for Africa, and scheme for Africa.’
“Under the leadership of Dr. Stewart, the missionary party arrived safely at Livingstonia
on October the 22nd. On the way from the coast the whole party suffered, more or less, from
fever, Dr. Black being the first to have it. On reaching the Lake he was convalescent from his
second attack. He was soon able, however, to take his full share of duty, and his letters show how
fully his heart was given to his work, although he was never impatient for results. He wrote: - ‘It
is a work in hope – the ploughing of a very rough but rich soil; hardly even that so much of the
clearing away of the brushwood to make for the plough. To the future we must look, and for the
future we must work. The extent of the work will not be much in our day; but if we get a grip,
and pioneer the way for others, then may we hope for a glorious future, when the land shall
overflow with the knowledge of Christ, and perhaps, like Kaffraria, send the Gospel farther on
through this great continent.’
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“Of one who so loved his Savior and his fellow-men, and who seemed raised up and
endowed with special gifts and training in order to accomplish and important work – much was
to be expected, and in the belief that the Lord had need of him for special service in Africa, we
had counted on a long and useful career. The period of allotted service was, however, very short;
but God knows what is best. ‘He being dead yet speaketh,’ and, in his own words, we still hear
him saying, ‘Africa must not be given up, though it should cost thousands of lives.’”
Dr. John Smith
The Quarterly Paper of the Edinburgh Medical Missionary Society for November
contains a memoir of Dr. Smith, of which the following are extracts: “Dr. Smith was the son of the Free Church Minister of Half-Morton, Dumfriesshire.
While he was a student at the University, he came, as a volunteer, to help us in our work at the
Cowgate, and to gain professional experience. When he graduated in 1875, he was appointed
Resident Physician at our Dispensary, succeeding Dr. Wm. Carey, now of Delhi. No one could
have entered with more enthusiasm into the work of Medical Missions than did Dr. Smith at the
Cowgate. He often said that he never felt happier than when going about among his poor
patients, and, occasionally, when we prevailed upon him to take a holiday, he would never stay
away more than a day or two at a time from his much-loved work. He took, all along, a deep
interest in the Drill Hall Sabbath-morning Breakfast, and was one of the most active works in
connection with that movement.
“Towards the close of 1875, the Rev. Dr. McRae, of Hawich, applied to us for a Medical
Missionary, to accompany the Church of Scotland missionary expedition to Central Africa, and
to assist in establishing a mission settlement there, as a memorial of Dr. Livingstone. We told Dr.
McRae of the zeal and devotedness of our young assistant, and he asked for an interview with
him. We met with Dr. Smith in the Magdalene Chapel, and had a long and deeply interesting
conversation with him; he stated, however, that he could not think of going out till he had gained
more professional experience, and, on that account, did not wish to break his engagement with
our Society. Dr. McRae was obliged, therefore, to look elsewhere.
“The next day, he came up to the mission house, and we can never forget the frank and
decided manner in which he then expressed his noble determination to give himself to the work.
‘Dr. Lowe,’ he said, ‘I have been praying much of late that God would accept my services as a
missionary to the heathen, and now I think that Dr. McRae has been sent, like the prophet to
Hezekiah, to tell me my prayers have been heard. I’ll hear what the good folks at home have to
say, and, if they don’t prevent me, I’ve made up my mind to be a missionary.’
“Soon after this interview, Mr. Mackay, who had offered his services as an engineer to
the Church Missionary Society, and been accepted as one of the little band of missionary
pioneers to Lake Victoria Nyanza, came, as a volunteer student, to the dispensary. A close and
intimate friendship soon sprang up between the two young missionaries, and the claims of the
C.M.S. Central Africa Mission were, no doubt, frequently and urgently pressed upon Dr. Smith’s
attention. The result was, that early in 1876 he offered to accompany the expedition, then fitting
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out, as a medical missionary. His services were at once accepted, and, in June the same year, he
sailed for Africa.
“On the 4th of September last, the following telegram reached London from Aden: - ‘Dr.
John Smith dead. Daisy on Lake. Road to Mpwapwa completed.’ And in the note from the
Editorial Secretary of the C.M.S. received the next day, he writes: - ‘This is a sad and serious
blow to our mission; the doctor had endeared himself to his companions in no common degree,
and, though not the head, he was evidently the leader, spiritually as well as medically.’
“Those of us who knew Dr. Smith intimately can never forget him – his child-like
humility, his strong faith, his ardent zeal, his self-sacrificing devotion; gentle as a child, yet
constantly exerting an influence, which the wild, unruly Cowgate Arab could not resist, and
which made itself felt wherever he went; with a heart beating in sympathy with Christ in His
yearning solicitude for the salvation of the lost.
“When Dr. Smith offered his services to the Church Missionary Society he laid upon the
missionary altar no mean sacrifice. His varied talents, his high professional accomplishments, his
integrity and enthusiastic devotion to his work, could not fail to have secured for him at home,
honorable distinction; but, receiving, as he believed, a call from God to preach Christ among the
heathen, he conferred not with flesh and blood, but, bidding farewell to his home, his kindred,
and his friends, he chose the lot of an humble missionary. His manly courage, his self-sacrificing
devotion, his unflinching response to the call of God, is a noble example to young men!”

Pg 17 – “VI. – Notes of the Month and Extracts”
1. Arrivals in England
The Rev. Roger Price, from Central Africa, per P.&O. steamer, December 15th.

April
Pg 74 – “II. Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

When the members of the Tanganyika mission left England in April last, both the
Directors and themselves indulged the sanguine hope that, furnished as they were, and expecting
to secure and abundant supply of oxen, they would be able to march forward into the interior
with considerable speed, and, perhaps, reach the Lake itself before the end of the year. We have
already on three occasions informed our readers of the many difficulties inevitably produced.
They reached Zanzibar at the beginning of July; their equipment and supplies were safely landed
and stored at Ndumi, under charge of the Chief Bwana Heri, who had so kindly befriended Mr.
Price during his pioneer visit. A considerable number of oxen were purchased from native
merchants, and Mr. Price had brought up from Natal and Port Elizabeth some sixteen trained
oxen, with the usual wagon gear, and twelve colonial men as drivers. After the training of the
local oxen had been accomplished, and the cavalcade prepared to start into the interior, it was
soon found that the supplies for the mission, which had been brought from England, were far in
excess of the carrying power at the command of the expedition. The colonial drivers were far too
few for the duties involved, and the local oxen proved to be small and weak. It was, therefore,
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decided to leave one-half of the equipage stored at Ndumi, under Bwana Heri’s care, together
with the four English and six Indian carts, in which they might subsequently be conveyed.
The members of the mission then started for the interior with three carts and two wagons
containing the other half of their stores. For several days they proceeded in comparative comfort,
and, enjoying the benefit of the track which had been roughly cleared for them by Mr. Mackay,
of the Church Missionary Society, they made, on the whole, fair progress. They had to contend
with numerous difficulties, and, at various points in the journey, had to perform very laborious
work. But the extracts from their letters which we laid before our readers in October last will
have shown that they were by no means discouraged by this work, and the delays which it
caused. Between the 1st of August and the 4th of September, a period of thirty-five days, they
advanced to the town of Msoero, one hundred and thirty miles from the sea-coast, “a distance not
often exceeded,” says Mr. Price, “in the same time and in exceptional circumstances, even in
South Africa.” Again he says, “considering the immense disadvantages we have labored under,
and which I have pointed out from time to time, our success has, I think, been perfectly
marvelous – far beyond my most sanguine expectation.”
From this point three members of the mission, Mr. Thomson, Mr. Dodgshun, and Mr.
Hutley, proceeded with one wagon and the carts, on the way to Mpwapwa, and reached the
village of Kirasa, about forty miles east of Mpwapwa, on the edge of the high plateau, where
they commenced to form a settled camp in which to pass the rainy season. Mr. Price and the
remaining members of the expedition returned to the coast with the other wagon to fetch the rest
of the goods.
In the Chronicle for December last, we showed from their letters the experience through
which these brethren had passed, and the plans they proposed to adopt. Being anxious to reach
the permanent camp on the hills before the rainy season set it, the party engaged in Zanzibar 115
Native bearers, such as previous travelers in Central Africa had employed, and on the 18th of
October again started for the interior, still leaving 5,000 lbs. weight of goods on the coast. It had
now become evident, both to them and to the Directors, that the outfit and supplies of the
mission were of far greater bulk and weight than either had expected; and since, whether from
the rank guess, the hard work, the unusual experience, or other causes, they had continued to lose
a large proportion of their oxen, it was evident that the carriage into the interior had become a
problem by no means easy to solve. After full consultation between Mr. Thomson and the three
brethren on the Rukigura river, Mr. Price was requested to return at once to England and explain
matters to the Directors. Messrs. Dodgshun and Hore again visited the coast to fetch the
remainder of their goods; and, as the result, the entire bulk of the stores and supplies of the
mission safely reached the camp at Kirasa, on the 26th of January of the present year. Here Mr.
Thomson and Mr. Hutley had built a set of temporary dwellings and store houses for the use of
the mission, and when the last letters left, the whole party were preparing to enjoy a long rest, till
the beginning of the month of May. Mr. Thomson speaks of the locality as healthy and
salubrious. Supplies were readily obtained and they had plenty of service at their command. The
health of the party generally seems to have been good; but the Directors regret that the Rev. E.S.
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Clarke who, at their request, joined the expedition from Kaffirland, in consequence of continued
ill-health and other reasons, had quitted the mission and returned to Natal.
These are the only difficulties which have arisen in the way of our brethren. They have
suffered far less from personal sickness than the Directors had feared; they have everywhere
been received most kindly by the natives; and their judgement is that, considering the great
weight of their supplies, they have, after all, made fair progress. In this judgement the Directors
heartily concur. The result has only been delay, but the safety of the mission has not for a
moment been compromised; and there is every reason to expect that the object will be more
readily accomplished during the present year.
The Rev. J.B. Thomson thus describes a portion of the country traversed between Msoero
and the hills:
“The road from Msoero to the point of the mountains where we come into immediate
contact with the Mukondokwa River is, upon the whole, good, except a few places here and there
which detained us and gave us a good deal of extra labor. The drift [ford] [brackets in original]
which Mr. Mackay made at the Umvumi River was quite impassable, so I had to set to work and
put a bridge over it. I cut down four immense trees and put them over the river, and then put
smaller timber across them, and reeds on the top of the whole. It answered our purpose well, and
I believe will stand for years; the river may take away the small timber, but the main part of the
bridge will remain. We got through the Wami River pretty well, but had to unload the vehicles
before we could get them out, owing to a soft place on the west bank. The river is broad but not
deep where we forded it. It was about 100 yards wide and four feet deep.
“From the river we came along a good road until we came into the neighborhood of
Farahami. Here we joined the Bagamoyo road. With the exception of a few difficulties we had a
good road through a well-watered country as far as the point of the mountains where we begin to
come up the Mukondokwa River. But the road from this point to the ford where we cross the
river at Kiola is very bad and difficult to travel. In fact, it is the only really difficult part of the
whole road, and it is certainly difficult and dangerous, but it only lasts for about twelve miles.
“We have been a little longer in getting thus far on our journey than I anticipated; but
when I remember that this was just the difficult part of the whole road, and the part which some
thought to be impassable, I am not at all discouraged. Indeed, I am very thankful that I have got
on so well, and have got thus far without accident. Now that we are past the really difficult part,
and all in front of us comparatively easy, I feel not a little pleased that I have had the honor to
bring the first wagons over the most difficult part of the road, and I am sure the friends at home
will feel not a little encouraged to know that we are thus far on our way.
“I think I can safely say there is no tsetse fly on this road. Several of our oxen have died,
but not one of them had the symptoms of a fly-bitten ox. The people keep cattle in Mukondokwa
valley.”
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2. Reasons for Loss of Cattle
While stating that both the Natal and Swahili oxen were, generally speaking, small, and
that in number they were inadequate for the service required of them, Mr. Thomson attributes the
loss of cattle rather to climatic influences than to overwork. He writes: “That all the oxen died through overwork is a question open to much doubt. Granting that
we worked our oxen too much, let us look at Mr. Broyon, who has neither the ability nor the
means of overworking his. He had about sixty oxen, and now I hear he has not ten. He came up
at a time when grass was good for oxen, and he had to give them plenty of rest during the latter
part of his journey, on account have having to wait for swollen rivers, etc. His oxen did not begin
to die in numbers till they came to Farahami, a distance of twenty-five miles from here. It was
there that my first lot showed decided signs of failing; but by pushing on I reached Kirasa with
mine, while Mr. Broyon has not been able to come so far. I know of no particular cause why all
these oxen have died; but I think that experience shows that, while some of them may have been
overworked, most of them must have died from other causes. It seems to be the length of time
they are away from the coast rather than the amount of work they do that kills them. Those
which have worked little have died the same as those which worked more, and they die all the
same whether they come right on or whether they turn back to the coast after they reach a certain
point. I am beginning to lose hope of transporting goods from the coast to Mpwapwa by oxwagon, but I am most hopeful of success between Mpwapwa and Tanganyika – the country of
cattle.”
3. Medical Labors
During the journey between Msoero and Kirasa, Mr. Thomson had several opportunities
of exercising his skill in the healing art. Retraciign his steps shortly afterwards he witnessed the
effect which had been produced.
“On my way back,” he writes, “I called to see the sick people to whom I gave medicine
on my way up the country. I found them all better, and some of them were quite well again. The
woman whom I treated was well, and very grateful to me for the good I had doner her. The man
from whose leg I extracted the bullet was so far recovered that he was able to walk about; the
wound was almost healed, and he was very much improved in condition. His master gave me a
nice large goat and a basketful of sweet potatoes as a reward. The man who was bitten by the
crocodile was also much better, and was able to walk about. In a short time the wounds will be
quite healed.
“The effect of these and similar cases on the minds of the people generally has been
marvelous. On my way down here the people came to me from all quarters seeking medicine.
They came with all sorts of diseases and sores. Some of them seemed incurable, but I will be
able to help many of them. I was called to go and see a chief’s wife. I found her very ill. Within
half-an-hour of the time I saw her she gave birth to a living child. When I left the town two days
afterwards she was walking about. I greatly astonished the women folks of the town. They came
to me in a body to express their astonishment and to thank me; they said they had never seen the
like before. The husband gave me a young sheep and some meal as a reward of my doings. I was
not anxious for a reward, as I was glad of the opportunity of showing the people how much I
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could help them in such cases. Natives are very reserved in all such matters, and it is only when
they know that they can get substantial help that they let their troubles be known.
“There was a town at which I slept on night where the people seemed all diseased
together, so many of them came to me for medicine. I reached the place about midday, and
pitched my tent in the midst of the town. I had not got well settled down when the people began
to apply for medicine, and in a short time I had quite a crowd about me. The people who came
for medicine brought fowls with them to pay for it, and this gave the whole scene something of
the appearance of a fowl market.
“I have had more applications for medicine during this journey than I have ever had
before within the same length of time.”
4. Final Journey from the Coast
On the 22nd of January of the present year Messrs. Dodgshun and Hore crossed the Wami
river for the last time, and encamped at Rudewa, on its west bank. Mr. Hore gives the following
narrative of the journey from the coast: “We left Ndumi on Christmas-day, after waiting three weeks for remainder of our men
after all else was ready. On leaving we numbered 151 men and lads, but have since lost fourteen
by desertion. We have had no rain while marching, though often some sharp showers in the
evenings when in camp. The large amount of water, however, left by the little rains, has proved a
formidable obstacle to us in many places, having to wade through water and mud knee deep, and
often thigh deep, for several whole days’ marches. On the dry pori, which we formerly marched
over for eighteen miles without meeting any water, the pagazi train at one time consisted of a
row of heads, each with its load moving along on the surface of the standing water. The rivers,
too, have given us some trouble, but still we have got through or over them all, with safety and
fair dispatch. I cannot speak too much on the value of the ropes which were supplied for the
Lake. If we had not had them, I do not know where we might have been now, for we have
depended almost entirely upon them to cross the large rivers. At the Rukigura we rigged an
arrangement similar to that used on our coast for the rescue of the shipwrecked. It answered
admirably.
“But all has not been trouble with us; we have been able to rejoice at victory over our
difficulties, and ofttimes found a dry path where we had looked for water.
“Mr. Thomson’s mail men have come upon us to-day, sooner than we had expected –
hence this short note just to tell you of our safety, and to announce that all the stores are now up
the country.”
5. The Camp at Kirasa
After expressing some disappointment at not having been able to reach Mpwapwa before
the commencement of the rains, and reporting the preparations which had been made for a three
months’ sojurn at Kirasa, Mr. Thomson adds hopefully: - “I am bound for Tanganyika, and if the
Lord will help me and spare me, I will reach it by some means or other.” He also encloses a
sketch plan, showing the neat and compact arrangements for the camp.
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“We have fallen in with a most eligible site on the south side of the river. It is situated on
a shoulder on the mountain side, about a mile from the river, up a very steep ascent. It is
sheltered from the cold winds, and, when it rains, the water will run off quickly. It is surrounded
with very picturesque mountains – some of them near and some of them at a greater distance –
except to the west, where there is a break in the mountains. From our camp we can see the bills
round about and beyond Mpwapwa. There are two towns very near us, and seven or eight towns
within sight of the camp. We had a great deal of difficulty in getting our vehicles and goods all
taken up such a steep ascent, but we set ourselves to work to do it, and it was done.
“Since my return from Msoero in December, Mr. Hutley and I have been busy building
houses, and I am glad we have got the last one almost done. We have built five houses, one large
open shed, one kitchen, one goat house, and one baking oven. We have built on little square
house, with two rooms and verandah; three large round houses, and one smaller – all of them
wattle and mud.
“For the sake of cleanliness, and to keep the people out of our camp at night, I made all
the Swahili men and also the Colonial men, make their camp about one hundred yards off ours,
at the bottom of the little hill where our camp it pitched. We have our camp fenced in, and no
one but our personal servants is expected within the enclosure after dark. We have made a small
garden in front of the houses, but I am sorry the seeds are not coming up well.
“I have sent twenty-five men to Mr. Buchanan to be discharged, and this leaves us only
twenty-nine, including our private servants, postmen, cattle herds, and goat boy. The rest have to
work on the place, go and buy food, and I mean them to go with some of ourselves to hunt
something for the pot, etc. These are the only means of transport we have, and, although I do not
like keeping so many, yet we cannot leave ourselves without the means of moving if any of us
were ill.
“You ask me how we conduct our camp. Of course it is very different now that we are
staying in one place to what it is when we are traveling. Our habit is to get up between five and
six in the morning, and get the men to work – some at one thing and some at another, as
circumstances may require. We have had, off and on, about eight on our sick list, some with
diseased and swollen limbs, some with dysentery, and others with fever. The men used to have
an hour and a half at midday, and they left off work at five in the afternoon. We have family
worship about seven o’clock, and then again in the evening.”
6. Conference at the Rukigura River
Towards the close of October, as already stated, the brethren met in Committee at the
Rukugura river. Having reviewed their past experience in its bearing on the future work of the
expedition, the result of their deliberations was embodied in the following recommendation to
the Directors: “We have already been compelled to depart to a very serious extent from the bullockwagon mode of transport which the Directors had adopted. But we feel we cannot take upon
ourselves the responsibility of the tremendous expenditure of the Society’s money involved in
the above plan without the sanction of the Directors. As soon, therefore, as we have brought all
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the goods of the expedition to some suitable place in Usagara, we shall dismiss the pagazi whom
we have already hired, and await further instructions from home. We suggest the above plan as a
way of carrying out the wish of the Directors that we should go through with the whole of the
stuff of the expedition. But after much prayerful deliberation, and after looking upon this great
work in the light of the experience and observation of the last few months, we have unanimously
come to the conclusion that the best, if not the only, way of successfully establishing our mission
upon Tanganyika is by, at the outset, establishing intermediate stations, and we would strongly
recommend the following plan for the approval of the Directors: - At present a first station might
be established at Mpwapwa; then next season two of our number might remain at such station,
and the remaining four proceed (say) as far as Mirambo’s and establish another station.
“Our experience of the capability of this country’s bullocks, even for comparatively short
stages, is yet too limited for us to pronounce very decidedly upon the practicability of bullock
wagons. But we see no chance whatever of adopting such a means of transit without at least two
occupied stations on the route. We would, therefore, most strongly urge the Directors at once to
establish such stations, and thus give the bullock-wagon, as a means of transit, a fair trial. Should
the Directors, however, still wish that we push through to the Lake with the whole expedition, in
the way already referred to, three of our number are prepared to carry it out.”
To the suggestions offered by the brethren the Directors replied, on the 14th December in
the following terms: “In your letter from the Rukigura you express the opinion that there should be a line of
stations between the coast and Ujiji; you mention Mpwapwa as the first station and Mirambo’s
as another; and you suggest that your progress along the line should not be forced or hurried.
Practically, that scheme differs little from the scheme laid down in your instructions, unless it be
on the question of the rate of progress. The Directors have all along understood the Church
Missionary Society intended to occupy Mpwapwa, and that that station was to be used by us as
well as by them as a resting station. The letter of Mr. Hutchinson, of which I send you a copy today, will make this point quite clear; you will hear with pleasure that four missionaries are at this
moment at Zanzibar, on their way to occupy it, and ere long you will have pleasant intercourse
with these brethren at Mpwapwa itself.
“You will at once see that that fact has a powerful bearing on other questions.
Throughout history of modern missions all great Societies have adopted the plan of establishing
strong central stations in important localities, and they have allowed the smaller stations to
cluster round great centers as subordinate posts. Had they stopped at every suitable place on their
road where people are found, those centers would never have been reached. Such centers are
determined by many considerations. Mpwapwa, from its commanding position on the upper
plateau, so suitable for a trading town, either on going down or coming up, is such a place.
Distance requires another such station at or near Taboro, though that place itself is unhealthy.
Your own choice of Mirambo’s seems, from all we hear, to be an excellent, as it is natural, one.
The Directors, under the same thought in your instructions, had named Mininga, suggested by
Colonel Grant. Perhaps you may, from actual experience, find some other good place, somewhat
nearer Mpwapwa, at the fork of the road to the Victoria Lake. Then Ujiji is named by common
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consent as another great center, and its position on the Lake gives it access to the vast population
living around its shores. You will see that the question of large or small spheres of operation is a
very important one. The Directors, in all their past history, have preferred the former.”
Expressing their sympathy with the missionary brethren, in view of the difficulties and
hardships which they have undergone, the Board thus addressed them: “The Directors thank you all for the zeal, earnestness, and union with which you have
labored to make your journey succeed, and they offer you their warm sympathy in the
difficulties, disappointments, and losses with which these exertions have met. They trust,
however, that not only God Himself has protected and sustained you both in mind and body, but
that He has given you much comfort in Himself, and has made your patience perfect amid the
trials borne for the sake of His cause. Once, and again, have they commended you to His special
care.”
7. Plans for the Future
The letters from the brethren, which reached England in February, were at once laid
before the Directors, when the position of the mission, and the course which it should follow
during the approaching dry season, were carefully considered, and the following Resolutions
adopted by the Board. Our readers will observe that the Directors accept the proposal of the
missionaries with regard to the two stations; and that, feeling Mr. Price’s services to be less
necessary to the expedition than they were in its earlier stages, have deemed it kind and wise to
relieve him from further duty in connection therewith: 1. – That in regard to the plans of the expedition for the present year, the Board approve
the proposal made by its members to carry forward only a portion of their equipment, and to do
so partly by oxen and partly by bearers. They would express the hope that, in accordance with
the views contained in paragraph 8 of their Instructions, the expedition may be able to complete
the journey to Lake Tanganyika during the season; but the discretion reserved to the expedition
in the last words of that paragraph is left undiminished. The Directors still consider the Lake the
goal of the expedition; but they are prepared to accept Miorambo’s town as another mission
station; if, after inquiry and experience on the spot, its members are themselves satisfied with
such an arrangement: and they are desired specially to report upon the subject.
2. – That considering the present compact form of the expedition, and the importance of
curtailing the expenditure already heavy; considering the excellent advance already made, and
the experience gained even by the younger members of the mission; remembering also that his
appointment to the expedition was but temporary, and for a special purpose, the Board are of
opinion that the experience and advice of the Rev. Roger Price are no longer so necessary to the
advance of the expedition as they were at the outset; especially when the road yet to be traversed
is as new to him as to the other brethren; and therefore, with warm thanks to Mr. Price for the
zeal and energy he has displayed in guiding and helping the expedition hitherto, they think it
unnecessary that he should return to Zanzibar.
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8. Minute of Town and Country Directors
At a General Meeting of the Town and Country Directors held in the Mission House on
Wednesday, March 20th, the following Resolution was passed unanimously: That this Board have heard with much interest the statements which have been made to
them respecting the Central Africa Mission. They express their cordial appreciation of the zeal
and energy displayed by Mr. Price in the conduct of the expedition; but they fully approve the
Resolution of the Board, when Mr. Price had returned, seeing that he was appointed for only
temporary services, not to send him back. They sympathize with the brethren who are engaged in
the work of the mission, in the difficulties which have arisen in its prosecution; but in nothing
that has occurred do they see the slightest reason for discouragement. They have unabated
confidence in Mr. Thomson and his coadjutors; they think that their self-denying and devoted
service deserves the warmest praise, and they cherish the firm persuasion that, by God’s blessing
on their endeavors, the purpose for which their enterprise was undertaken – that of establishing a
missionary station on Lake Tanganyika itself – will ere long be attained. They would further
express their conviction that, however, desirable it may be to establish intermediate stations,
anything which may be done in respect of such stations should be subordinate to the attainment
of the great original purpose of the mission.

May
Pg 100 – “III. Notes of the Month and Extracts”
5. Central Africa – Roman Catholic Mission
“Pope Leo XIII has sanctioned a plan for the conversion of Central Africa, which was
prepared by Cardinal Franchi whilst Prefect of the Propaganda. The missionary work has been
entrusted to a congregation established some ten years ago by M. Lavigerie at Algiers. Twelve
missionaries have already left for Zanziabar, and it is expected that they will be able to leave in
April for the interior. P. Livinsac will take charge of the missions to be established on Lakes
Victoria and Albert; P. Parcal will fix his head-quarters on the Tanganyika; and it is proposed to
push forward as far as the capital of the Muata Yanvo, which might certainly be reached far more
easily from the west coast. The missionaries have been instructed in the use of scientific
instruments, and whatever benefits the negroes may derive from the existence of this mission,
geography is almost certain to profit from them.” – From the “Athenæum” of March 30, 1878.

June
Pg 112 – “Annual Meeting in Exeter Hall
…

Receipts and Expenditure of the Year
…The contributions for special objects, apart from dividends, have amounted to but a
small sum, and have been confined almost entirely to the new Mission in Central Africa; these
last amount to £1,761…
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Mission in Central Africa
It is with pleasure and thankfulness the Directors report that during the past year the
proposed Mission to Central Africa has entered on its course, and has accomplished one stage of
its important journey. When the official year began, the members of the expedition were on their
way to Zanzibar, and the equipage accompanying them included not only their personal outfit
and supplies for their journey, but many elements of a permanent Mission, such as tools,
medicines, scientific instruments, and the wagons and carts needed to convey them into the
interior.
It was evident that the supplies of the mission were of greater bulk and weight than had
been originally calculated on; the carrying power was too limited, the drivers were far too few,
the local oxen were unequal to the work laid upon them, the absence of a road increased the
labor of drawing the simplest load. It was deemed impracticable to attempt so much. The
missionaries, therefore, resolved to divide their supplies; to leave a considerable portion at
Ndumi, under the charge of the friendly chief, Bwana Heri, with the four carts in which they
might be carried; to appropriate all their carrying power to the two wagons and three carts, and
subsequently to pay a second visit to the coast to fetch up the remainder.
As the rainy season on the east side of Central Africa lasts for about three months, its
arrival has furnished the members of the expedition with an excellent opportunity for recruiting
their strength, after the immense exertion and trouble to which their repeated journeys have
exposed them.
When the last mail left Kirasa, on the 20th of March, the members of the expedition were
well in health, were enjoying greatly their hard-earned rest in the clear, fresh air; and were
looking forward with expectation and pleasure to a new campaign as soon as their preparations
were complete. They were revising and selecting their supplies; they had arranged what they
would carry forward; they had sent messengers to Mirambo, the powerful chief of the
Wanyamwezi, asking him to supply them with oxen for their march; and had ordered a large
number of “bearers” from Zanzibar. They were anxious also to cross Ugogo before the end of the
rainy season so as to get a good supply of water for the cattle through that usually dry country.
This next stage of their journey exceeds three hundred miles in length, and passes on far to the
north-west of Unyanyembe. God speed them in their purpose, and grant them “a wide and
effectual door” in carrying the Gospel to tribes amongst which it has not yet been preached.

November
Pg 235 – “II. Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

In the Society’s last Annual Report, intelligence respecting the Central African Mission
was brought down to the 25th of March. At that date the members of the expedition were
encamped at Kirasa, a healthy district about forty-five miles east of Mpwapwa. This enforced
rest during the rainy season afforded them the opportunity of making preparations for the second
stage of their journey – a distance of some three hundred miles across the Ugogo country to the
town of Mirambo, the chief of the Wanyamwesi. The testimony of other travelers leaving no
doubt on the minds of our brethren that the tsetse fly was to be found in the district they were
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about to traverse, they felt constrained, although reluctantly, to abandon the use of wagons and
oxen for the rest of the journey. After full inquiry and consultation, an agreement was entered
into with Mons. Broyon, a trader, for the transport of all the remaining goods to the lake by
means of pagazi. Messrs. Thomson, Hore, and Hutley, left Kirasa on the 29th of May, taking with
them such barter goods, provisions, and tools as seemed absolutely necessary and as the limited
number of Zanzibar men at their disposal enabled them to carry. Mr. Dodgshun remained behind,
in order that he might return to the coast and complete arrangements with Mons. Broyon. By the
beginning of July Mr. Thomson and party reached the last town of Ugogo; and from letters dated
August 4th, which came to hand on the 10th of October, the Directors learn with much
satisfaction, that they arrived safelty at Urambo on the 27th of the same month (July).
Preparations had been made for leaving Mirambo’s town on the day after the dispatch of the mail
(August 5th), when our friends would enter upon the last stage of their long journey, the goal of
which – Ujiji, on Lake Tanganyika – they were hoping to reach by the beginning of September.
The caravan conducted by Messrs. Dodgshun and Broyon started from Zanzibar on the 5th of
August, and on the 21st of that month was at the town of Bigilo, three days westward of
Bagamoyo. From the letters of our correspondents we select the following extracts. Under date
Uyanguru, Urambo, August 4th, the Rev. J.B. Thomson writes: “We have had a most prosperous and speedy journey since we left Ugogo. We were just
twenty-three days between Mukondoku and this place, and three of these were Sundays. We lost
noe of our men by death in the long and trying “Pares,” where other travelers have lost several,
owing to the forced marches which have to be made. Nor have we had to stay one day for rest
since we left Ugogo except the Sundays. Some of our men got footsore and sick, but we were
able to bring them all on with us except two, whom we left in towns with their friends, and we
gave them calico to buy food for some time. When we were at the nearest point to Unyanyembe
three men ran away to go there, but we heave had none of our goods stolen, nor have we lost
anything since we left Kirasa.
“We reached Mirambo’s new town, which he is busy building, on the 27th of July. He
received us most kindly, and has treated us very handsomely while we have been here. He has
certainly done his best to show himself friendly to us. He asked us to remain a month with him;
but when I told him how we wished ot push on and get houses built before the rains, he was
willing to let us go, but expressed a hope that I would come back soon and stay with him for a
month. We leave here to-morrow morning, the 5th inst. We have stayed here a week, partly on
Mirambo’s account, but chiefly to let our lame and sick men get better. The chief has promised
us men to go with us to show us on the road. He says he has men who can go to Ujiji in five
days, but it will take our caravan from twenty-five to thirty days to get there. There is a near road
through the Uha country, but the Waha are very bad people, and it would not be safe for caravans
to go that way at present. The chief has given us seven herd of cattle and one fine sheep. I gave
him two muskets, two 2 lb. tins of powder, two boxes of caps, my own campchair, one woolen
blanket, five colored clothes, and ten rupees and £1 10s in gold which he asked for specially. He
sent for my two head men and told them to tell me that he loved me very much, but now he saw
that I did not love him or I would not have kept the good guns to myself and given him these
poor things. He said he was not a pagazi to use such guns. I sent back word to him that we did
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not measure a man’s love by what he gave. But the chief did not see it and nothing would please
him, till I had to give him my own good rifle, and he returned the two muskets, the powder, and
caps. I was unwilling to part with this good and expensive gun, but I felt if it would aid in
securing his friendship and help our work it would pay us in the end to part with it. It will be of
the utmost importance to our work on the Lake, and to our communication with the coast, to
retain his friendship. At present the chief is extremely pleased with his gun, and says he will do
everything he can to help us both now and hereafter. He says he will help Mons. Broyon to get
men to take our things on to the Lake as soon as he arrives here. If he does all he promises, my
rifle will be money well spent.
“I took an early opportunity of explaining to him the object of our coming into the
country, and the nature of our work. He seemed pleased with what I said, but he thought the
Wajiji would not learn, the Arabs had been too long among them. He said he wanted white
people to live with him. I think this is a most excellent sphere for missionary labor, and prudent,
cautious, and generally practical men would soon have abundant reward of their labor; but they
will have to be very prudent in their conduct with the chief for two or three years, till he gets to
know what missionaries are. The country generally, I would say, is unhealthy; but I think pretty
healthy places could be found for a station, and there are numerous fountains in the country, so
that the missionary could grow his own food. He might not be able to get a fountain close to his
house, but that would not matter much. There is one uncommonly fine fountain five miles form
here, and the water could be led out easily, as it runs almost on the surface.”
2. Mirambo and his Country
During his brief residence with Mirambo and his people, Mr. Thomson found numerous
opportunities for the exercise of his medical skill. Between Ugogo and Urambo the tsetse fly was
found in great abundance. This may be attributed to the depopulation of the country, owing to
frequent and destructive wars: “I do not,” adds Mr. Thomson, “see the remotest hope of using vehicles on this road until
the whole country is thickly populated. Long ago there was no fly in Mirambo’s country. There
were a thick population and many cattle; but there has been so much fighting among them that
the people are all scattered and destroyed, and since then the fly has come, and there are now
very few cattle. Our experience since we left Mpwapwa has more than justified the plans we
adopted respecting our vehicles.
“As far as I can see at present, the best method of reaching the interior is from Kilwa to
the south end of the Lake. The Church Missionary Society, the London Missionary Society, the
Free Church on Nyassa, and the Glasgow party, might all join, and make a cheap railway from
Kilwa to the north end of Nyassa, where the Free Church station could be, and thence on to
Tanganyika. The Church Missionary Society people might sail up the Lake, and thence to their
several stations. This would do more to open up the country than anything else.
“Mirambo is about 40 years of age, 5ft. 10 in. or 5ft. 11 in. in height, not stout, but firmly
and well made, very active, far-seeing, and clever; mean if anything, but one who makes himself
very agreeable. He has none of the put-on dignity which kings so often assume. He has twenty
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wives and five children living. His name is much feared among the natives, and I believe he will
do good in his way. He is gathering together the many scattered tribes who live and plunder all
they can. Already he has done a good work in this way between this and Uvinza. He says, two
years ago caravans could not travel this road, but now travelers can go safely.
“As a boy the chief was brought up among the Wangoni or Watuta. By the way, there are
some of them here just now; they speak Zulu, and I can converse with them. Mirambo can also
speak Kingoni, and I can converse with him very well. We have had many conversations
together on religion and morals. He seemed much interested to hear that God was the Father of
all men and that He loved all, and that He was the Maker of everything, and that in Him
everything lives, moves, and has its being.
“I am afraid we will not be able to send another post till we reach Ujiji. Messrs. Hore,
Hutley, and myself are all very well, and looking forward with more interest than ever to our
arrival at the Lake.
“Mirambo is going with us tomorrow morning to our first camping place.”
3. Geographical Observations
For facility of reference, Mr. Hore divides his description of the country between Kirasa
and Kwikuru of Mirambo (i.e., the capital or chief town of Mirambo’s country) into four parts or
stages. These are as follow: “(1.) From Kirasa, in lat. 6°42’30”, elevation 2,700 ft., to Mpwapwa, lat. 6°22’, 3,200 ft.,
we are still in the coast or maritime region. Leaving the Mukondoku to our south, we gradually
rise to Mpwapwa, along an enclosed plain – it can scarcely be called a valley; to the north the
lofty boundary of the Usagara hills extends to Mpwapwa; south, the Rubeho forms a similar
boundary; but between us and them are many isolated hills, of which Gombo hill is one. As
Mpwapwa is approached, the mountains of that range bound the view westward, forming the
distinct boundary-line of the maritime region. The waters of Limbo and of the Mpwapwa stream
are, in my opinion, mere tricklings left by an immense and irregular flow of water during the
rains, which, I suspect, will alter the whole face of the country, and reconcile the conflicting
accounts we have got about the Gombo Lake. The Chunyo Pass is the back door of the maritime
region. A slight descent brings us to the plain of the Marenga Mhali, a plan which extends right
through Ugogo, unless the break of elevated forest and ridge between Kididimo and Nyambwa
may be said to divide it into two portions. Assuming this, the first portion, consisting of the
Marenga Mhali and Eastern Ugogo, exhibit a similar character throughout – a very gently
undulating plain, with harsh, thorny, scrubby vegetation and small trees; its monotony broken by
small, irregular and rugged granite hills. A slightly elevated ridge, with a really beautiful forest,
divides the first from the second portion or stage.
“(2.) Slightly descending from the first ridge we enter the second portion – a flat plain,
crusted with a salt deposit, the view bounded by a far horizon, broken by the tall palm trees
which here form a new feature. South, the country is slightly more irregular; north, the level
plain is a vast marsh, and, as far as we can see, unbounded by hill or rise. It was only on arriving
at Mukondoku that the weather became sufficiently clear to enable us to place bounds to this vast
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level. We then saw that the dividing forest-ridge extended far north, ending apparently in broken
hills bending north-westerly, and thus forming some northerly as well as easterly boundary to the
marsh. At Mizanga our second stage terminates abruptly at a wall (for here it is precipitous) of
800 feet, the elevated forest plateau forming the third stage. This wall or ‘step’ here extends
north and south; but north of Mizanga it trends away to north-west and west-north-west, which
bend we follow, and mount into the third stage – a little beyond Mukondoku, the westernmost
town of Ugogo.
“(3.) The third portion is the vast forest plateau of Uyanzi and Unyamwezi, on to which
we mount from Mukondoku, which extends almost unbroken to nearly the meridian of
Unyanyembe. We thoroughly enjoyed a comparatively bracing atmosphere in this the third stage.
We also reached our highest elevation – about 4,400 feet – in the meridian of Jewe la singa, and
also made the greater part of our northing. Kwikuru of Uyui is in lat. 4°53’, 3,924 feet, and this
place, Kwikuru of Urambo, 4°, 37’30”, and 3,815 feet.
“(4.) At Uyui we enter the fourth stage or portion – the hills and dales of Unyamwezi,
which character continues to this place [Urambo] [brackets in original]. The hills, often little
elevated ridges, trend generally north and south; and in our western course we crossed many of
their shoulders. The dales are seldom guiltless of a bog; and this, with the change of air, warns us
that we are in a far different climate from that of the third stage. To look at the avenue-like
arrangement of hills of Speke’s map, a hastily-formed opinion might not reconcile it with my
description. But it must be remembered that Speke here made a northerly course; and, therefore,
these north and south hills would appear to him as represented, while to us traveling westward
they would appear all over the country. This is the region of the Gombe Nullah. Nullah indeed:
to the passing traveler the driftwood and grass in the trees overhead speak to him of some vast
inundation rather than of a stream. The Gombe Nullah is the lowest drain of a vast body of water
whose general direction towards the Malagarasi is indicated by it. When we crossed the Nullah at
Ugombe, and again near here, it contained a few standing pools. This fourth stage has brought us
on the watershed of the Tanganyika.

December
Pg 259 – “II. Mission on Lake Tanganyika”

It is with pleasure and thankfulness that the Directors have to report the safe arrival of the
main body of the Society’s Expedition at its destination on Lake Tanganyika. On the morning of
Monday, November 11th, a communication was received from the Rev. J.B. Thomson, conveying
this gratifying information; and at the Board meeting on the afternoon of the same day, special
thanksgivings were offered to God on behalf of the mission party. Mr. Thomson’s letter, which is
dated Ujiji, Tanganyika, August 25th, 1878, is as follows: “We arrived here on Friday, the 23rd, all in good health and strength. I hope you got my
letter from Mirambo’s. We have just been eighteen days in coming from there to this place. I am
sending three men off with letters this morning, trusting they will reach Zanzibar in time for the
October mail. They have very short time to do it in – about forty-five days – but I think they will
reach in time, and I know it will be a great pleasure to you to learn that we arrived safely. We
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have come in eighteen days from Mirambo. We had to pay fifty-six cloths at Katalambula’s, the
amount they charged us for hongo, and again we had to pay forty-four yards of calico and six
pounds of beads to the ferry-men for bringing us across the Malagarazi River. This is all we have
had to pay since we left Mirambo’s, but I am sure, if Mirambo had not sent men with us as far as
the Malagarazi, we would have had to pay much more.
“Through God’s blessing we have performed one of the quickest and most prosperous
journeys which have been done to Ujiji. We were just seventy-three days from Mpwapwa; we
have lost none of our goods, and we have had few of those troubles which other travelers seem to
have had. I cannot tell you how pleased we are to get here. I came on in front on Friday to look
for a good camping-place, but I could not find one, so we pitched our tents in the town, and
yesterday Mr. Hore and I traveled all over in search of a good camping-place, and we found a
most healthy-looking site for our station, and close on Kigoma Bay. It is the highest hill about
here, but there is no good running stream near it, and if we wish to make a garden to grow wheat,
we will have to make it at some distance from the station. We will move to this place to-morrow
and pitch out camp there, until we try further to get a place as healthy with a running stream
close to it. The place I speak of is about three miles from Ujiji, and can be seen from it. We have
got no letters since two days after we left Mpwapwa. I know you will excuse this short note, as I
have to hurry the men off, and I was away the best part of the day yesterday. I hope this will
reach you in November.”

1879
January
Pg 19 – “IV. Notes of the Month and Extracts”
3. Mission on Lake Tanganyika
By the mail which reached England on Saturday, December 7th, dispatches were received
by the Directors from the expedition in Central Africa. Mr. Hore’s letter is dated Ujiji,
September 17th and 18th. From it we learn that, with Messrs. Thomson and Hutley, he was
occupying a large Arab house in the town, which the party had rented for twelve months. The
Arabs and other subjects of the Sultan continued to express friendly feelings towards their
visitors, and were ready to assist the expedition by allowing them to hire a boat for use on the
Lake, and the like. Our readers will share the deep concern and regret which were felt by the
Directors on hearing that Mr. Thomson had been suffering from severe illness. With
thankfulness we report that, when Mr. Hore’s letter left, the crises had passed, and our brother
appeared to be on the way to health again. It can scarcely be matter for surprise that the long
journey from Mpwapwa, the heavy anxieties and responsibilities upon him, and the necessary
exposure to the sun in the hot season should have laid Mr. Thomson low, especially after he had
suffered in the course of his journey. To the tender solicitude and excellent nursing of his
colleagues, Mr. Thomson’s restoration to a measure of health is, under God, to be attributed. On
reporting the details above narrated to the Board, the following resolution was unanimously
adopted: - That the Board have heard with much regret of Mr. Thomson’s severe and dangerous
illness; but are thankful for the measure of recovery, which in God’s goodness has already been
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granted to him. The Board offer their warmest thanks to Messrs. Hore and Hutley for their
devoted and skillful care of their valued colleague; and feel that the energy, enterprise, and
perseverance of all the members of the mission entitle them to the congratulations and thanks of
the constituents of the Society, which have been, on several occasions, already expressed to
them, and have been eminently deserved.

February
Pg 38 – “V. Notes of the Month and Extracts”
1. Departures
The Rev. Roger Price, Mrs. Price, and four children, returning to Molepolole, and Master
and Miss Sykes, returning to Inyati, Central South Africa, embarked for Natal and Cape Town
respectively, per steamer Balmoral Castle, January 10th.
8. Ujiji – Death of the Rev. J.B. Thomson
It is with the deepest sorrow that the Directors announce the severe loss just suffered by
the new mission to Central Africa. On Monday, January 20th, they received a telegram from
Aden, which informed them in brief terms that the Rev. J.B. Thomson had died at Ujiji on the
22nd September last. They knew that he had been exceedingly ill; but they hoped that the worst
was past. Full particulars will probably reach them by the mail, which is due in London on the 3rd
of the present month (February). Who now will be “baptized for the dead”?

March
Pg 45 – “I. The New Missions in Central Africa”
By the Editor

During the past three years three missionary schemes have been commenced in Central
Africa by strong Societies; they have been entered on with great spirit, have excited the deepest
interest in the missionary world, and have been readily supplied with funds. In carrying them out
the usual brotherly co-operation of Christian workers has been acted on with peculiar care; the
Societies have made most friendly arrangements, and have given each other valuable information
as to their proceedings and plans. They have, in a general way, divided the center of the country
between them, and have taken up positions of great importance by which its districts may easily
be reached. Our map shows that in Central Africa there are three great lakes, extending down the
country, with intervals of land, in a direction from north to south, for a distance of a thousand
miles. The most northern lake is the Victoria Nyanza; the lake in the center is the Tanganyika;
the southern is Lake Nyassa. Other great sheets of water lie in their neighborhood to the
westwards; notably, Lake Bemba, near which Livingstone died. The coasts of these lakes are
extensive, and, by means of boats and small steamers, missionaries will be able to visit a wide
area of population. Each of the Societies has adopted one of these lakes as its sphere of labor.
The Free Church of Scotland, with its Presbyterian friends, was first in the field, and selected
Lake Nyassa. The Church Missionary Society, after the appeal made by Mr. Stanley, chose the
Victoria Nyanza. And most appropriately, Lake Tanganyika, in the center, with its town of Ujiji,
the last head-quarters of Livingstone, fell to the London Missionary Society.
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The Free Church of Scotland commenced its work by sending an expedition to Cape
Maclear, near the south end of Lake Nyassa, and there founded a station called Livingstonia. The
expedition included several artisans, as well as ordained ministers and medical men, and was
ably led by Lieutenant Young. It received a hearty welcome from the native tribes in the
neighborhood. In its little steamer the Ilala, Lieutenant Young circumnavigated the lake,
discovered the Livingstone Mountains at its north-east corner, found Arab dhows on the lake
engaged in the slave trade, and made known the purpose of the mission over a large extent of
country. On his return to England the Mission was placed in charge of the Rev. Dr. Stewart, who
is well known in connection with the Mission at Lovedale, in the Cape Colony. A second station
has been formed, called Blantyre, on the line of route between Nyassa and the lower reaches of
the Zambesi. The visits to the coasts of the lake have been repeated. The natives of the
neighborhood, recognizing the missionaries as their friends, have gathered round them and filled
their market with supplies. All the means and appliances of Christian service are now being
employed for the instruction of the people; and Christian traders are working in the
neighborhood of the Mission, to add to the comfort of the tribes around the lake, by purchasing
their produce and supply them with English goods. The Mission has its base on the sea at
Kilimane, and uses the Zambesi River for the carriage of its supplies.
The Church Missionary Society three years ago sent a strong party to commence the
mission on the Victoria Nyanza. After surveying the Wámi and Kingani rivers, and finding that
the journey must be made entirely by land, the expedition, under Lieutenant Smith, started from
Bagamoyo, reached Mpwapwa, on the interior plateau, and proceeded towards the great lake.
The party left the coast with four caravans, at intervals between July and September, 1876: and
the amount of toil and care and trouble involved in the management of these eight hundred men,
may be readily conceived. From Mpwapwa and Wester Ugogo the caravans, now two in number,
took Mr. Stanley’s more northerly route, and, after varied experiences, reached Kagei, on the
south shore of Lake Victoria. Thence they crossed in the Daisy to Uganda, where they received a
hearty welcome from King M’tesa. Thus the mission was commenced in the kingdom desired.
Heavy losses soon followed in the massacre of Lieut. Smith and Mr. O’Neile. But the mission
has been reinforced, party by the Nile route, and at this time has a strong force at the stations
which it has occupied.
The London Missionary Society dispatched their missionary brethren to Zanzibar in
April, 1877; and, after careful preparation, they left the coast for the interior, six in number, on
the 24th of July. Aware of the great difficulty and expense of forwarding goods to the interior by
bands of native porters, who often steal or throw away the property entrusted to their care, the
Directors had planned to employ in their stead the South African wagon, with its long team of
oxen; and they sent the Rev. R. Price to Zanzibar to examine the road and make inquiries on the
subject. He met with much success in his journey: and Mr. Mackay, of the Church Missionary
Society, spent much labor on the formation of a road. The mission party, therefore, began their
march into the interior with wagons and oxen, as some of them had been accustomed to do in
South Africa.
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But unexpectedly the tsetse fly, the great enemy of oxen, appeared at various points on
the road; the oxen were bitten and died; and the wagon plan proved an almost entire failure.
Having rested during the rainy season in the hills at Kirasa, near Mpwapwa, for members of the
mission went forward, on May 29th last, in two parties. The firstt of these had an easy and
prosperous journey through Ugogo, and were heartily welcomed at Urambo by the well-known
and able chief, Mirambo, who is building up a strong kingdom among the Wanyamwezi, and at
whose town the Directors wish them to establish a station. Leaving him on the 5th of August, in
eighteen days they arrived at their destination at Ujiji. The letter which announced their arrival
reached London in seventy-eight days. After a severe attack of illness, it has pleased God to
remove Mr. Thomson by death; and thus the mission has suffered an irreparable loss. But his
colleagues have obtained comfortable quarters in Ujiji; and it is hoped that both in Ujiji and
Urambo systematic mission work will soon be begun.
For several years the Church Missionary Society has maintained a most useful mission on
the coast of East Africa at Mombasa, a few miles north of Zanzibar. The station was founded by
Messrs. Rebmann and Krapf; and was the head-quarters from whence they made the journeys
and originated the inquiries which ultimately led to the great discoveries of recent years. During
the last five years the station has been much strengthened by its work among the captured slaves,
who have been sent there (among other places) for Christian training and settlement in life.
At Ribé, in their neighborhood, the United Methodist Free Churches have had the
mission, to which Mr. New belonged. It is now occupied by his colleague, the Rev. T.
Wakefield, who has been a missionary in East Africa for some eighteen years.
After Bishop Mackenzie’s death, the Universities’ Mission removed its head-quarters
from the Zambesi to Zanzibar: where it has large boys’ and girls’ schools, a refuge also for the
African children captured from the slavers. In recent years Bishope Steere has endeavored to
extend the mission to the mainland. He has carried out more than one journey toward the eastcentral shore of Lake Nyassa; and the district between Kilwa and the east side of the lake is
considered to be the sphere of his mission. As with others, so here also, the mission has been
greatly tried by heavy losses among its laborers both by sickness and death.
During the past year the Baptist Missionary Society has decided to enter Central Africa
on its west coast, and to found a mission near the Congo. Two missionaries were sent on the
expedition: inquiries only have as yet been made and information been gathered preparatory to
definite settlement.
All these schemes are being pushed forward with firmness and vigor, with a sincere
desire to further the kingdom of Christ and to redeem His lost and long-neglected children in
Africa. They are being carried out also with a remarkable amount of mutual union and cooperation. But in their work of mercy they have been called greatly to suffer. They have drunk of
the Master’s cup; they have been baptized with His baptism. In giving life to others, many
faithful brethren have been called to lay down their own. But they have not died in vain. Others
have been baptized for the dead; and they have found the promise true: “He that loseth his life
for My sake shall keep it unto life eternal.”
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Journal of Mr. E.C. Hore
As already reported, the Society’s expedition reached Ujiji on Friday, August 23rd. Mr.
Hore thus describes the march into the town: “The pagazi were rapidly descending the rugged and stony path, and I must keep up the
impetus. We had never marched like this before. Hurrying up to a party of men, I would shout to
them to go on, and as I passed them shout to them again to come on. Juma hurried them from
behind, and Faragala, alternatively laughing and scolding at them, seemed to be everywhere. We
passed over two smaller hills in descending, and then, instead of striking across the valley
straight to the ridge of hills over-looking Ujiji, as Stanley seems to have done, we made a long
detour to the N.W., to avoid the bog into which the river is spread out here – eventually crossing
the river at 8 ¼ miles on route. The Ruche was here from ten to thirty yards wide – a very
winding course with many elbows; lower down it spreads out in places into wide marsh. The
river has many deeps and shallows. Where we crossed it the first half was thigh deep – the
second, knee deep – and a swift current.
“I can quite understand how one of Burton and Speke’s routes crosses the Ruche twice.
Mr. Thomson, who went over it this morning early, tells me he crossed it four times, and now a
wide detour N. to W. to S.W. brings us – after crossing several hills, a considerable feeder of the
Ruche, another small stream, and two small but deep pools – to the Ujiji gardens – a dense
plantation of plantains, palms, beans, and little open gardens of maize and potatoes. Winding
through these gardens a long ascent at last brings us up to the heights overlooking Ujiji, and the
glorious Tanganyika beyond. Between the Ruche and Ujiji this elevated ascent and ridge is dry
and wholesome (except to the N.W. where there is a hole and little swamp), and the air seems
good and fresh – the valley of the Ruche on the one side, and the hollow of Ujiji, filled up as it is
with damp groves of palms and plantains, on the other side, are bad.
“Here the caravan halts, according to my orders, that all may come up and proceed in
proper order. Three quarters of an hour brings all hands together (except that Mr. Hutley and his
party, the vanguard, have missed their way, and not yet turned up. I send Faragala and another
man after them). Ammunition has been served out to the men for the march through the pori,
after leaving Mirambo’s; and as I knew it would never be returned after the journey, I thought we
might as well have a little benefit out of it somehow, so gave the men permission to make the
usual display and noise as they entered Ujiji. Meantime I had retired to the bust and donned clean
attire (after having first carefully ascertained that there was no more bog on the road), and gave
the order to proceed. As we descended towards Ujiji, the open descent, bare of trees, showed off
the whole caravan to good advantage at a glance; and never in my life have I seen a procession
which has given me such joy and pleasure. Yonder is Ujiji, towards which we have so long
marched and waded; and here, in due order, are our goods intact and ourselves in excellent
health. Two hundred and twenty-five men in single file, and, save the head man, each with his
load on head or shoulder. In front, walks the portly and consequential Songoro, bearing the
Union Jack with white border; then the pagazi’s kilangozi, with lofty head dress of nodding
ostrich plumes, perseveringly working his legs to give due sound to the iron bells hung round his
knees; then come box and bale, bag and bundle, tents, pots, and kettles, and little bundles of
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matting and cloth (the “bed” is easily walked off with). In the center of the procession, Juma
Makay displays, on long bamboo, the dove of peace with olive branch. After the last load, I
march, in orthodox position, as master of the caravan, followed by the head man, Juma, with his
three stripes; and his mate, Sudi, closes the read with the English ensign. As we near the town,
the people run to look. It is a great day for them (and, indeed, it is one for us); some of our
leading pagazi shout to the rest, who answer in chorus, and Juma fires his gun as a signal for a
salute – bang, bang, now in front, now behind; and, anon, a ‘pistola’ vies (with its big charge of
powder) with the larger weapons; Juma and Sudi, close behind me, seem to be trying who can
make the most noise with their guns, the excitement resulting in Juma firing into the ensign, and
giving it a sad tear; and at that, I well know, they are congratulating themselves that I am in an
excellent humor. We entered the town, and camped in the gardens of Bwana Musa. Mr. Hutley
turned up shortly afterwards, and then men who had lost their way, before dark.”
Illness and Death of the Rev. J.B. Thomson
The brief announcement in our last number of the death at Ujiji, on the 22nd of
September, of the Rev. J.B. Thomson will have prepared our readers for the full particulars of
that event which we are now in a position to lay before them. The first intimation which reached
the Directors of Mr. Thomson’s illness is contained in a letter from Mr. E.C. Hore, dated
September 17th. His next letter is dated October 17th, and is as follows: “I hope ere this a telegram has informed you of the trial which God has called us to bear.
At the time of writing my last letter to you, I fully believed, as I then told you, that Mr. Thomson
was in a fair way to recovery. He had indeed, in a very great measure, as far as I could judge,
recovered from the first serious attack with which he was seized; but it proved to be only the last
effort of his naturally strong constitution in its attempts to oppose the progress of fatal disease.
From that very day on which I wrote – Wednesday, September 18th – the poor sufferer gradually
relapsed, and quietly went home to Jesus (after another period of insensibility which followed a
second fit) on Sunday afternoon, September 22nd, about a quarter-past two o’clock. So has our
heavenly Father seen fit to take from us one of our number, and one who had often been thought
to be the strongest among us. His will be done.
“Mr. Hutley and I had an anxious time of it; but the anxiety after Mr. Thomson’s death
and the call for action, I think, kept us both up. We both stopped up on the night of Mr.
Thomson’s death. Mr. Hutley made a coffin of teak planks, the only material obtainable; it was
then covered with black canvas and a tin plate etched with nitric acid, so as to record the name
and date. The next day was one of anxious waiting, first for permission to dig the grave in the
place I had chosen, then as to a rumor that the Wajiji were hindering our men, and finally for the
return of our men, that we might be strong enough to carry the heavy coffin; at last, however, the
day was so far gone that we were obliged to borrow six men from our landlord, and proceed to
the grave.
“We buried the poor mortal remains on the hill at Kigoma, about five miles north and
west of this place (on Monday evening, the 23rd of September), a spot overlooking the Lake
which I had previously visited in company with Mr. Thomson, and the situation of which he was
pleased with. He was followed to the grave by all our men, who also knelt reverently round the
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grave, while, in simple service, we committed the body to the grave, in sure hope of a glorious
resurrection unto life eternal.”
Resolutions of the Board
Immediately on receipt of this painful intelligence, the Committee of Directors, in charge
of the Central African Mission, met for special prayer and deliberation; and on Monday, January
27th, at a full meeting of the Board, the following Resolutions were adopted: “That, while this Board recognize in the removal of the Rev. J.B. Thomson the hand of
that wise and gracious God for whose service the Mission in Central Africa has been established,
and while they bow in humble submission to His will, they desire to place on record their deep
sense of the heavy loss which the Mission has sustained in his decease. They thank God for all
the grace bestowed upon His servant during all the years of his missionary life; they heartily
recognize the ability, the devotedness, the self-denial, with which he carried out the important
duties entrusted to him, especially in the present expedition, which have carried him forward
fearless of all perils, and have made him faithful unto death. They offer also to his bereaved
widow and children the expression of their most tender and affectionate sympathy in the heavy
loss which, under peculiar circumstances, they have sustained, and in the unusually painful trial
which they have been called to bear.”
“That this Board offer their warmest sympathy to the missionary brethren now in Central
Africa, in the painful bereavement which they, too, have suffered in the death of their valued
colleague. They would assure them of their thorough appreciation of the isolation in which they
now find themselves, far away in the interior of the country; but, without fear, they commend
them afresh to the loving care of that Savior who has promised to be with His servants, even to
the end of the world.”
“That, in the great loss sustained by the Mission and by the Society, this Board find no
cause for discouragement, but only a renewed call to the exercise of that self-sacrifice, of that
faith, that compassion to the perishing, and that prayerfulness, which are the conditions of all
true missionary service. They recognize the formidable difficulties which have had to be
encountered, and many of which have already been surmounted; but they unanimously resolve,
with all convenient speed, to reinforce the mission.”
“That, in order to render this reinforcement effective, the Board resolve that, if it be at all
practicable, they will fill the vacancy now made by the appointment of some suitable missionary
of the Society who has already acquired something of that experience which the position
eminently needs. That two or three other missionaries be appointed, of whom one shall have
competent medical knowledge.”
Present Position and Prospects
After a residence of the shores of the Lake of nearly two months, Mr. W. Hutley writes as
follows: “When we first came here, the Wajiji passed us by without looking, and on asking an
explanation I was told they were afraid. Now, I am glad to say, they come to see us very
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frequently – some for the purpose of trade, others out of curiosity. One old Ujiji elder visited me
some days ago, in company of a young Arab, who is a friend of his. After showing him various
things – not forgetting our most precious one, the ‘Bible’ – he declared, in his own language,
that, from the time of his great-grandfather till now, no one had seen such wonderful things as he
had seen in this one day.
“You will be pleased to hear that, by our simple presence here, our influence is felt and
we are doing some good. Only yesterday I was told that, since we have been here, there have
been but very few floggings amongst our landlord’s slaves, and he has a great number; and the
slaves say it is because of our presence here, and that before we came he had thrashed a slave to
death. A caravan, also, which left a few days ago, taking with them a number of slaves for sale at
the coast, conveyed most of its human merchandise out of the town before daylight. One of our
own men told me that they were marched in chains, with a gun in front and one behind. Thus by
degrees we are making ourselves felt, and ere long the poor down-trodden African may have
cause to rejoice that we are here as his friends. God grant that the day may soon come when they
shall rejoice that we are here, not only as their friends, but as their instructors in the path of life,
and of that God of whom, now, their notions are so very vague.”
That the Central African Mission needs immediate reinforcement is only too plain. The
brethren sent out two years ago were intended but to commence a mission, the stations of which
had yet to be determined. Their number has been diminished; yet the work already opens out
before them, and God has presented to them a sphere of labor, for which any Missionary Society
maybe truly thankful. “Whom shall we send; and who will go for us?” Are there none among our
younger pastors, and younger medical men, willing to consecrate themselves to this noble
service. What ignorance, what social and personal degradation, can exceed that of these tribes of
Africans, who have not heard the Gospel? What privilege can be greater than that of carrying
Christ’s message of love to them for the first time? And are there no large hearts which even in
this hour of our national distress will open to provide the means by which their mission and
service shall be sustained? The effort is new; it has proved (as was expected) costly. The original
fund which started it, and which was not large, is exhausted. We need the supplies for the present
year; as well as the outlay required for this new journey. Three thousand pounds is not a large
sum to provide in a Society like ours: when it has enlarged its borders in many countries; and has
a range of missions far larger than it ever possessed before. May the Lord open the hearts of His
people to appreciate His work done by their hands; that it may be continued, may be maintained;
may have “free course, and be glorified.”

April
Pg 83 – “V. Notes of the Month and Extracts”
5. Telegraph Through Central Africa
A project is on foot for constructing a line of telegraphic communication from end to end
of the continent of Africa. It is promoted by the African Exploration Committee of the Royal
Geographical Society, and a report, presented to that society upon the subject, speaks in sanguine
terms of the feasibility of the scheme, and gives full particulars of probably cost, revenue, etc.
The route of the proposed line is as follows: - In the first place, the Egyptian Government at one
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end is prepared to carry forward its line, which already extends southward some distance beyond
Khartoum, as far as Gondokoro, or to the limits of the territory under Colonel Gordon’s
administration. At the other end, the Government of Cape Colony is expected to extend the
existing line in British South Africa to Pretoria in the Trasnvaal. It is now proposed to continue
the line from the southern limits of Egyptian territory to Mtesa’s capital, and thence round the
western shore of the Victoria Nyanca, and on the Unyanyembe; from thence to branch out
westward to Ujiji, and eastward to Mpwapwa, Bagamoyo, and Zanzibar; from Bagamoyo to
conduct the wires in a south-westerly direction to the head of Lake Nyassa, whence they would
be carried to Livingstonia and down the Shire and Zambezi, and thence southward to Pretoria.
The whole distance, from Khartoum to Pretoria, is 3,335 geographical miles, or, allowing for
deviations, just 4,000 miles.
The experience already gained in carrying the telegraph 2,000 miles across Australia,
through a less-known and more difficult country, and also in establishing the Indo-European line
through Beluchistan and Persia, gives every reason to expect that the proposed line could be
constructed without serious difficulty, and maintained with perfect safety. And the cost is
estimated at only half a million [~$88 million in 2020], or not more than one half that of a
submarine cable from (say) Aden to Natal.
The marvelous strides made in the opening up of Africa within a few years may be
estimated by the simple fact that the famous “finding” of Dr. Livingstone by Mr. Stanley in
November, 1871, was at Ujiji, one of the places now proposed to be put in instantaneous
communication with London. – Baptist Missionary Herald.

May
Pg 91 – “I. The Central African Mission”

At the beginning of March, when the last intelligence from the Central African Mission
was laid before the readers of the Chronicle, the Directors were experiencing considerable
anxiety respecting Mr. Dodgshun, whose latest communication was dated as far back as October
28th.
In the month of June, at the close of the rainy season, the members of the mission began
their preparations for proceedings to the Lake from their encampment at Kirasa. As a large
portion of the stores for the mission was still at Zanzibar, an agreement was entered into with M.
Broyon, a trader from Mirambo’s country, for the transport of these goods from Zanzibar to
Ujiji, and Mr. Dodgshun, leaving the other members of the mission to proceed to the west,
returned to Zanzibar in order to accompany M. Broyon. Leaving Zanzibar on August 5th with the
stores, they crossed to Bagamoyo, on the mainland, and, having completed their arrangements
there, left that place on the 19th, and commenced their journey into the interior. About the middle
of September they arrived at Mpwapwa. Here, through the want of Wanyamwezi porters for the
stores, they were detained at least a month.
Soon after leaving this place they began to encounter various difficulties, which are
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“You will doubtless wonder,” writes Mr. Dodghun, under the date Mawara, Ugogo,
October 28th, 1878, “to see that I am no nearer to Urambo or the Lake than this, the first hongo
station on the road. We have been detained at least a month at Kirasa and Mpwapwa by the
dearth of Wanyamwezi. Now, however, we are going on again, always excepting this iniquitous
hongo system, which has already caused us to stay over eight days here, and is not likely to be
settled for two days more. Pombe-drinking and perhaps the influences of Kisessa of
Unyanyembe are the hindrances; although several minute occurrences have given them an
excuse to annoy us more. The demands have increased since my brethren passed; water must be
dearly bought, but food is not dear. Since the change of the moon we have had very stormy
weather, with wind and rain. To-night threatens, too. I cannot add much to my last letter. I have
not much hope of a very favorable reception by Mirambo, for I am only ‘little master,’ like
Messrs. Hore and Hutley, and have practically nothing to give to his highness. Then this serious
illness of Mr. Thomson tells me to get to Ujiji as quickly as possible, for before April (perhaps)
work – building, etc. – would be difficult, if not impracticable, and it is not good for man to be
alone. If, after consultation and report, we find Mirambo’s a desirable station, I am willing to go
there. But the recruits should be good and strong, and thoroughly common-sense men; not less
able than I find myself after all this experience of the country.”
After the receipt of this letter no further intelligence respecting his progress was received,
either from Mr. Dodgshun or from any other source, until March 29th. This long silence
respecting him, together with the fact of a rumor having reached England of the murder of an
Englishman traveling alone, and of the plunder of the stores which he was taking up the country,
added greatly to the apprehension of the Directors respecting Mr. Dodghun. Their fears on this
account, however, were relieved by learning, with much regret, that the traveler who had been
murdered was Mr. Penrose, connected with the Church Missionary Society. But still no
intelligence reached the Mission House respecting Mr. Dodgshun.
During these weeks of painful suspense, the subject of the reinforcement of the Mission
had occupied much of the attention of the Directors. Of the six brethren who, in August 1877,
left the coast for the interior. The three seniors, Messrs. Price, Thomson, and Clarke, who alone
of the party had actually engaged in missionary work, had, either by death or by other causes,
ceased to belong to the missionary band; thus the work of establishing and organizing the
Mission at the Lake rested on Messrs. Dodgshun and Hore, of the safety and position of the
former of whom the Directors were in painful doubt.
Among the students of the Society preparing for mission service, two, after careful
inquiry, were selected who appeared to be well suited for the work, and who, with promptness
and enthusiasm, accepted the arduous and important position which was offered to them. At the
same time, as the presence of one who had actually been engaged in the mission-field was
deemed very desirable, an invitation to join this Mission was sent to Mr. Pickersgill, a young
missionary who has had several years’ experience in Madagascar, and who was at that time
occupying the station at Mojanga, on the north-west coast of that island, within easy reach of
Zanzibar.
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Still the presence of a senior of more wide experience to counsel and guide in the early
stages of this Mission – to be commenced in an entirely new field, and under circumstances of
peculiar difficulty – appeared of great importance, and the Directors anxiously, but vainly,
looked around among the missionaries of the Society for one who could occupy this position.
At this juncture an offer of such service came from an unexpected quarter, - the Foreign
Secretary of the Society volunteering himself to accompany the reinforcements even as far as the
Lake, and to take the lead there in the settlement and organization of the Mission. The Directors,
while fully recognizing the noble consecration which prompted this offer – which involved no
little risk and self-sacrifice – having in view the interests of the Society, both at home and
abroad, hesitated to accept the proposal made to them by Dr. Mullens, and determined to await
the reply of Mr. Pickersgill, and the unfolding of events which a few weeks might bring.
This more full development of events came in letters from Mr. Dodgshun, which arrived
on March 29th, and which gave numerous details of grave difficulties which he had encountered
since October 28th – the date of the last letter received from him. These difficulties, with the
aspect of the matter as seen by Mr. Dodgshun, are shown in the following letters from him: “Uyui, December 28th or 29th, 1878 – At last I see some hope of an opportunity of
sending to the coast, and hasten to write what I can. You will have had news from Mr. Hore of
late date, for I hear that a post has left Unyanyembe within a few days. I have only heard to-day
of Mr. Thomson’s death, and the news has greatly troubled me. Now, more than ever, I regret
that ever Mr. Price left us. While I intend to do my utmost to carry out the wishes of the
Directors, and shall lose no time in hastening on to Mr. Hore’s and Mr. Hutley’s assistance, I feel
greatly the responsibility which thus falls on me. I hope you will be able to send out at least two
good men to help us, and that soon. If another of us should be taken, the Mission will be in a sad
way; and almost daily, since coming to this end of Ugogo, I have had reason to doubt whether I
should ever reach Ujiji, for Mirambo and his allies are at war with the Arabs of Unyanyembe,
and have stopped the road.
“At Mukondoku in Ugogo we were within an ace of being attacked by over 100 of the
natives, fully armed, and thirsting for the blood of the white men. Their only ground of
complaint was that M. Broyon’s little child had lost a toy – an indiarubber doll – in our camp,
which they found, and persisted in calling ‘medicine to ruin their country!’ When convinced that
they were wrong, and that we had not the slightest wish to injure them, they only grew the more
violent, and told the pagazi to leave us alone that they might kill us. A heavy payment of cloth
smoothed the way for peace, but we fully expected to have to fight for our lives, as we had not a
single man to be depended on to stand by us.
“You may think our fears groundless, but we, on the spot, think far otherwise. It is here a
daily dodging of fate, and it is not a comfortable state of things. Now, I hope, the danger is past.
We have had to go round by Utaturu and Ukimbo to avoid the murderers of Mr. Penrose, and, on
the way, have had the painful task of burying the remains of Mr. Wautier, of the Belgian
expedition, who died of dysentery at Ikungu in Ukimbo on the 19th.”
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“Uyui, January 8th, 1879 – I find that I have another opportunity of reporting myself
along with Mr. Hores admirable communication of December 9th. I am very glad to find that, in
spite of difficulties, they seem to be doing a good work. I am most anxious to get to them
speedily; but, owing to the very unsettled state of this corner of the country, it is difficult to know
how to make even one day’s march. My pagazi, who were engaged to go to Mriambo’s, as well
as M. Broyon’s, have run away here, and we are obliged to hire men for each state, at exorbitant
rates. We have been led to turn to Unyanyembe, rather than trust ourselves in the hands of
Mirambo, who is now at war with Kisessa, the Arab Governor of Unyanyembe. I am trying to
get some of our returning Ujiji men to go back with me at once, via Mirambo’s. If I go thus with
covetable wealth, he can hardly care to detain or try to fleece me, and thus I maybe be able to
join my brethren sooner than I could by waiting to get Wanyamwezi. We must hope this
wretched war will soon end, for no one’s life is safe from the plots of the contending parties.”
“Unyanyembe, January 23rd, 1879 – Since the middle of October, I have no news from
the coast, and therefore nothing to answer. Our mails have been, and probably still will be,
irregular and very uncertain. The few men we can afford to send are not enough, in bravery if in
number, to face the dangers of the road alone, and so keep waiting about here and there for
company. Thus we are very badly served in this way now. And now, as to another and more
serious matter. One installment of goods reached here safely, consisting of about twenty loads of
mine, tent and gear, and seventy of M. Broyon’s. I do not know their nature, how many may be
the London Missionary Society’s goods.
“Afterwards other men went to Uyui for more, but were ever deterred on the road by
people instigated by Said bin Salim, who told them Mirambo was coming to take the things, that
they belonged to Mirambo, and so many returned empty. Others were starting with loads, and
had received their pay, when some messengers from Mirambo arrived, under one Mwana Kipeo
(who was formerly sent to us at Kirasa when we had asked for oxen, and who knows well that
these things are ours), and forbade the men to proceed, making them throw down the loads in the
way and decamp, taking their pay with them. There was thus nothing left but to store the goods
in the village again, and try to get help from here, and so M. Broyon at once came over and got
Kisessa and the native chief to send a large body of men, who were to use force if resisted, and
bring all the things here. Again news on the way broke the poor courage of the people, and half
of them returned, and the rest were only allowed to take the Belgian’s loads. So they have got all
safe here. Then came the catastrophe – a large body of men from Mirambo came and cleared
away everything remaining of M. Broyon’s, opened bales of cloth to pay the men, and have gone
off with the lot to Mirambo’s. What will be the next move I cannot say. Probably M. Broyon will
go on at once to Ujiji with this portion of the goods, and then return to Mirambo’s, and try to get
the rest, and take them. I do not see what can be done now at Mirambo’s. I intend to start with
my few things at once, and join Messrs. Hore and Hutley without delay.”
The perusal of these letters by the Directors caused very serious anxiety, both in
reference to Mr. Dodgshun and to the large quantity of stores which had been seized by order of
Mirambo; but, by the kindness of the Secretaries of the Church Missionary Society, a letter from
Mr. J.T. Last, an agent of that Society at Zanzibar, was sent, for their information, which refers
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very fully to the action of Mirambo in respect to the store, and puts that action in a more
favorable light, leading to the hope that the detention of the goods is only temporary.
The intelligence conveyed in the letters from Mr. Dodgshun and Mr. Last, in connection
with the considerations before referred to, led the Directors to decide to accept the offer of Dr.
Mullens to the extent of his proceeding as far as Zanzibar, where he will be able to make full
inquiry on many points bearing on the interests of the Mission, as well as to superintend the
arrangements necessary for the journey of the party into the interior.
The resolutions of the Directors in connection with the important matters referred to in
the foregoing pages are as follows: (a) That the Board desire to recognize in fullest degree the numerous and grave perils
which have continued to surround the missionary brethren in Central Africa. They would
specially offer their warmest sympathy to Mr. Dodgshun, in the very trying journey which he has
had to Unyanyembe. They recognize also with much thankfulness the tender and protecting care
over them of a gracious God; and they hope yet that, if sustained with earnestness and wisdom,
both at home and abroad, and with a strong faith in the Master’s promised help, the stations
planned for useful Christian labors in His service will be safely and firmly established.
(b) That the Board regret to hear that any difficulty or misunderstanding should have
arisen between Mirambo and the second party that has reached his territory, with a large amount
of the goods of the Mission. Under the light thrown upon the matter by the letter of Mr. Last
(Church Missionary Socity), they venture to hope that the goods are not really in peril.
(c) That, in judgement of the Board, the question of establishing the contemplated station
in Mirambo’s town and territory, by the aid of the missionaries now going to Central Africa,
must depend upon what the chief really meant by taking these goods. If the result of inquiry
prove favorable to him, the Board see no valid reason for withdrawing from their previous
resolution. If, on the other hand, he has really done the Society and the other European travelers
an injury, our brethren should seek to establish the second station elsewhere; as in Western
Ugogo; at Uyui; or at some position on the southern portion of Lake Tanganyika.
(d) That, as the information necessary to the final decision cannot be obtained in London
without considerable delay, the Board accept the offer of the Foreign Secretary to visit Zanzibar,
with the missionaries now proceeding thither; that he may, on behalf of the Board, make all
needful inquiries; may consult with Dr. Kirk and other competent authorities; and may then offer
his counsels, and make the latest suitable arrangements with the missionary party before they
proceed into the interior.
(e) That any further question as to the Foreign Secretary’s movements be left till after the
receipt of the telegram expected from Mr. Pickersgill on April 14th.
The expected telegram from Mr. Pickersgill, in reply to the invitation of the Directors to
join the Mission, was not received on April 14th; it is therefore doubtful whether he will meet the
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party at Zanzibar, as he was instructed to do in the event of his complying with the request of the
Directors.
Under these circumstances, the Directors, at their meeting on April 17th, adopted the
following resolution in reference to the further movements of the Foreign Secretary: (f) That, in the opinion of the Board, it is not advisable that Dr. Mullens go farther than
Zanzibar, unless the vital interest of the Mission should be manifestly dependent on his
accompanying the brethren up the country.
On Wednesday, April 9th, a Valedictory Service was held at the Mission House, to take
leave of Dr. Mullens and the Rev. W. Griffith, and Mr. Southon, a medical missionary. At this
meeting, which was very well attended, Dr. Moffat gave an address full of affection and
appropriate counsel to the young brethren. They sailed for Zanzibar on April 18th, and Dr.
Mullens embarked at Southampton on the 24th, with the object of joining Messrs. Griffith and
Southon at Aden, to proceed with them onward to Zanzibar.

Pg 101 – “IV. Notes of the Month and Extracts
1. Departures
The Rev. W. Griffith and Mr. E.J. Southon, appointed to the new Mission in Central
Africa, embarked for Zanzibar per steamer Chindwara, April 18th.
The Rev. Joseph Mullens, D.D., proceeding to the East Coast of Africa, embarked at
Southampton for Zanzibar, per P.&O. Steamer Kedire, April 24th.
2. Ordination of Missionaries
Mr. William Griffith
On the 1st and 2nd of April, services were held at Gwynfe, Carmarthenshire, in connection
with the ordination of Mr. William Griffith, of Western College, Plymoth (formerly of
Carmarthen College), as a Missionary to Central Africa. The Rev. D.A. Griffith delivered an
address on “The Aggressive Mission of the Christian Church”; Rev. Edward H. Jones asked the
usual questions and delivered an address; and Professor Morgan spoke on “Ministerial Work”;
Rev. W. Morgan offered the ordination prayer. The Revs. J.T. Evans, Professor Jones, T. Johns,
E.H. Davis, J.O. Davies, W. Davies, and others, took part in the services.

June
Pg 111 – “I. – Anniversary of the London Missionary Society”
…

The Mission in Central Africa
The history of the Central African Mission during the past year has been one of varied
and painful interest.
The wagon system of conveyance having failed through the prevalence of the tsetse fly,
the four brethren were unable to accomplish the journey to the Lake in one season, and were
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therefore compelled to encamp on high ground at Kirasa, about a third of the distance to Ujiji,
until the next season for travelling came round.
In May of last year, breaking up their encampment, three of the party, employing porters
for the conveyance of their stores, set out westward; while the fourth, Mr. Dodgshun, returned to
Zanzibar to accompany Monsieur Broyon, who had undertaken to convey the remaining stores to
Ujiji.
The three going to the west now made comparatively rapid progress, and at the close of
July reached Urambo, the town of the powerful chief, Mirambo. The visit to Mirambo was
important, as the establishment of a station at his town to a great degree depended on his bearing
towards the brethren. This was reported by them as favorable. After a stay of a week at Urambo,
they left, and quickly pasing over the intervening country, arrived at Ujiji on August 23rd.
On August 25th, Mr. Thomson, full of joy at the successful termination of their journey,
wrote to the Directors announcing their safe arrival at the Lake. This letter was the last which
they received form him. Having rented a house about three miles from Ujiji, they were preparing
to settle there temporarily, when, on September 13th, Mr. Thomson was seized with what
appeared to be apoplexy, and, after a few days, his valuable life, from which so much had been
anticipated, closed in death, at a point when an important future of missionary service seemed to
be opening before him.
Thus the leader was taken, and the two companions were left solitary in a strange land.
But by their character and bearing, and also by the medical and surgical aid rendered by Mr.
Hore, they made friends, and produced a favorable impression upon the people.
Reverting to Mr. Dodgeshun, who had left his brethren at Kirasa to return to Zanzibar;
making his way with M. Broyon to Mpwapwa, they began to encounter difficulties. This was
stated in a letter from Mr. Dodgshun, dated October 28th. After the receipt of this letter, the
Directors had no further intelligence respecting Mr. Dodgshun until March 29th.
During these weeks of painful suspense, the subject of reinforcing the mission was
carefully considered by the Directors, and from the students of the Society two were selected,
one of whom was a medical student who had much experience in rough travelling in America. At
the same time the Rev. W.C. Pickersgill, a young missionary in Madagascar, was invited to join
the mission. Still the presence of a senior and more wide experience appeared to be of great
importance, but the Directors in vain looked for one among the missionaries available for the
position.
At this juncture an offer came from an unexpected quarter, Dr. Mullens, the Foreign
Secretary, volunteering himself to accompany the reinforcements, even as far as the Lake. The
Directors, while fully recognizing the noble consecration which prompted this offer, in view of
the conflicting interests involved, hesitated to accept Dr. Mullens’ proposal, and decided to await
the unfolding of events. That unfolding came in letters from Mr. Dodgshun, which detailed
serious difficulties and dangers which he had encountered, and also the fact of a large portion of
the stores having been detained by Mirambo.
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At the same time information kindly supplied by the Church Missionary Society put the
action of Mirambo in a more favorable light, and led the Directors to hope that the detention of
goods was only temporary. This intelligence, with other considerations before mentioned,
together with the absence of any reply from Mr. Pickersgill to the invitation of the Directors, led
them to accept Dr. Mullens’ offer, to the extent of proceeding to Zanzibar, leaving the question
of his going further conditional on the vital interests of the mission absolutely requiring it. The
young brethren left London on the 18th of April, and Dr. Mullens followed on the 24th, intending
to join them at Aden, and go on with them to Zanzibar.
These friends are proceeding on their way, followed by the prayers of many of whom the
highest interests of Africa are dear, seeking for them the protecting care of the Head of the
Church, and His guidance in their deliberations and decisions in regard to the establishment and
future labors of the missionaries of this and other Societies, carried on in holy brotherhood, may
be crowned with early success, that thus the name “the Dark Continent” too long, through the
cruel greed and unrighteousness of men, befitting down-trodden Africa, may cease to be
applicable in the fulness of the blessing of light, liberty, and life, through Him who is the Life
and Light of the world.
The First Resolution
…
Central Africa
And now, turning to Central Africa, of which this resolution speaks more particularly,
what a solemn responsibility has been thrown upon the Church of Christ in connection with that
vast continent! True it is that the North of Africa has been connected with European history ever
since Europe had a history, and Egypt, especially is rich in associations of the most remote
antiquity. South Africa has been colonized by modern European nations, and the East and the
West Coasts have furnished the material for that iniquitous slave-trade in which Christian nations
have not been ashamed to join hands with Mohammedans in order to rob their fellow-men of
their liberties.
But all this has touched only the fringe of this vast continent, and the interior has been
practically unknown. Look at the maps of a few years ago, and you will see blank spaces,
relieved only by imaginary rivers and unverified mountains, and the letterpress of the geography
books was just as meagre and as unsatisfactory. I chanced to light upon a school geography the
other day, published in 1847, in which this was the description given: “The interior of Africa is
little known. The climate is so bad that the few Europeans who travel there generally die before
they return.” And it concluded by saying, “Most of the inhabitants are negroes.” I think that the
young people of to-day may congratulate themselves that they have not to study the text-books
of thirty years ago – at any rate, on this question. I need not remind this meeting how, by the
labors of eminent geographers and explorers and, not the least, missionaries, this reproach has
been rolled away, and Africa promises to be as widely known as is Asia. But is is more to the
purpose of this meeting to express with which we witness the Church of Christ solemn
responsibilities thrown upon her, and addressing herself to the evangelization of Africa. The
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Church Missionary Society advancing to Lake Nyanza, the Scotch Church taking possession of
Lake Nyassa, the Baptist Missionary Society establishing itself on the banks of the Congo; and,
not to mention other kindred societies, our own London Missionary Society advancing to Lake
Tanganyika – are so many distinct columns of the great invading army which has gone forth to
rescue Africa from the power of the prince of this world, and to bring it into subjugation unto
Christ. Surely this is the dawning of the day which David Livingstone rejoiced to see and was
glad. And I hope that I may take upon myself, in your name, respectfully to congratulate our
venerable father and apostle, Dr. Moffat, upon the advent of a time so rich in promise, and so
glowing with hope, for that Africa which he has so long and so lovingly served. The report has
spoken to us in forcible terms of the anxieties of the Directors concerning the establishment of
this Central African Mission, and I think you will feel that nothing shows that anxiety more
clearly than the action of the Directors, in regard to the offer of Dr. Mullens, that they should
have accepted that offer and dispatched him, if not to the front, at any rate to the base of
operations for this new campaign; and he will carry with him to Zanzibar our best wishes, and
our most earnest prayers, in the enterprise which he has so promptly and so generously
undertaken. I think nothing can exaggerate the seriousness of the enterprise to which we, as a
society, have committed ourselves in connection with Central Africa. To have to travel 600 or
700 miles, every mile of it measured out by the weary tread of human feet, and to be
accompanied by 200 or 300 porters, not simply to carry your luggage, but even to carry the very
money with which you have to pay your way, is not holiday excursion; and to have to deal with
native chiefs of difficult and capricious tempers, with differing and oftentimes opposing
interests, demands qualities of the highest statesmanship. To establish a mission like that of Lake
Tanganyika, the lake itself being of the length of the distance, say, from London to Carlisle –
twenty miles broad, with all its shores lined with populous villages – to establish a mission in
such a center of such a district demands an energy and a zeal and a patience equal to those of the
greatest missionaries that have ever lived; and to do this, with the certain loss of the comforts and
conveniences of civilized life, and with the equally certain risk of losing life itself, demands a
heroism equal to that of the ancient martyr. All honor to the brethren who have responded to the
demands of Christ, and have given themselves to this sacred work. We sympathize with those
that are living and working, and we shall never forget those that have laid down their lives in this
blessed service. Dr. Black in the South, Lieut. Smith in the North, and our own J.B. Thomson,
and others who have fallen with them in this warfare, - shall not the Church of Christ register
them, each one, in the roll of heroes and of martyrs, by whose immortal example she will seek to
stimulate the generations to come?
So let them die.
The world shows nothing lost,
Therefore not blood. Above or underneath,
What matter, brothers, if ye keep your post
On duty’s side? As sword to sheath,
So dust to grave, but souls find place in heaven.
Heroic daring is the true success;
And though your ends were hopeless
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We should bless your cause as holy.
Strive; and having striven,
Take for God’s recompense that righteousness.
But does not this array of devoted lives and of heroic deaths impose upon the Church at
home obligations from which she cannot shirk, and supply examples which she cannot but
imitate? I think if our churches really felt the grandeur and nobility of this sacred enterprise, we
should have men and money in abundance, and our Directors would have no more anxiety as to
the strength and vigor of this new mission. As to the men, it is not for me to depreciate, by one
word that I say, the dignity and the value of the ministry at home; but, Sir, when I think of our
home work, of the differing, and often competing, churches in a very small district, of the
congregations that never can increase, and the agencies that must always remain restricted, and
often feeble – and such are the conditions in many cases of our home work – and when I think,
on the other hand, of the conditions of foreign work, the nations that are waiting to be born at
once, the tribes that are stretching forth their hands to God, the multitudes that can be influence
by the weakest and meanest laborer in the missionary service; when I compare the conditions of
home service with the conditions of foreign service, - I sometimes marvel that there is not an
extensive emigration – at any rate, on the part of our younger ministers – a besieging of the doors
of the Mission House with applications for service, and a longing on the part of Christian
students generally to give themselves up to this sacred and blessed work. Let us pray the Lord of
the harvest that He would raise up laborers for this portion of His harvest, and would at the same
time furnish the means whereby this work may be continued and extended.

July
Pg 168 – “VI. Notes of the Month and Extracts”
3. Central Africa – The Universities’ Mission
The Universities’ Central African Mission gets on hopefully. In the direction of the
Nyassa, not only has the original settlement at Masari become well established, with decent
houses, church, and schools, but a new station (consisting of fifty souls, received and trained at
Zanzibar,) has been established at Newala, forty miles farther up, and on the Rovuma river,
under the care of the Rev. H. Clarke, ordained for that purpose by the Bishop. Three most
desirable workers have offered themselves – a Cambridge graduate, as a lay-worker, and a dulyqualified surgeon and his wife, who have both worked in India previously. – Lovedale Christian
Express
10. The Central African Mission
The Directors have much pleasure in announcing the safe arrival at Zanzibar on Tuesday,
th
the 27 of May, of the Rev. Joseph Mullens, D.D., the Rev. W. Griffith, and Mr. E.J. Southon.
All the members of the party were in good health.
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August
Pg 193 – “V. – Notes of the Month and Extracts”
3. The Central African Mission
On arriving at Zanzibar, Dr. Mullens, having learnt that the Rev. W.C. Pickersgill had
declined the Directors’ invitation that he should join the Central African Mission, and taking into
consideration other important circumstances connected with the interests of that Mission,
decided, in the exercise of the discretion given to him by the Board, on proceeding onward, in
company with Messrs. Griffith and Southon, to Lake Tanganyika. The party left Zanzibar on the
afternoon of Friday, June 13th, and having laned at Saadani, started for the interior. Letters dated
Ndumi, June 16th, report that all the members of the expedition were in excellent health, and
were well on their way westward.
5. Early Discoveries in Africa
Central Africa seems not so much being discovered in our day, as only re-discovered.
There are maps of the 17th century, Dutch, English, and Portuguese, in which the lake-sources of
the Nile and the whole course of the Congo, just as Stanley traced it, are laid down with
substantial accuracy. And one, John Ogilvy, “Master of His Majesty’s Revels in Ireland,”
published, in 1670, a correct description of the climate and physical conditions of these
equatorial regions. – From the Christian Express

September
Pg 215 – “V. Notes of the Month and Extracts”
4. Serious Tidings
Death of the Rev. Dr. Mullens, the Foreign Secretary
The Directors expected that the last mail from Zanzibar, which arrived on August 16,
would have brought a letter from Dr. Mullens, giving an account of the progress of the party
proceeding to Lake Tanganyika form the date of their leaving Zanzibar (June 13), but no letter
from him was received, though information obtained from another source intimated that the
travelers were making way with comparative speed, and with no special difficulty. To-day
(August 22), on the eve of going to press, the following distressing telegram was received from
Messrs. Boustead, Ridley, & Co., of Zanzibar: - “Dr. Mullens died near Mpwapwa, July 10;
peritonitis – particulars mail.” Thus early, in carrying out the enterprise to which Dr. Mullens
nobly devoted himself, has he fallen; while the Society is deprived of the important aid which it
was expected that he would be able to render in the primary arrangements of the Central African
Mission. This sad intelligence will be received by the Directors and friends of the Society with
deep sorrow, and the arrival of the mail will be awaited with much anxiety.

October
Pg 219 – “I. – The Late Rev. Dr. Mullens”

Announcements in the Chronicle and in the public press will, long ere this, have
conveyed to a wide circle the painful intelligence of the death of Dr. Mullens, on July 10th, near
Mpwapwa. Thus, at the very outset in carrying out the new and arduous enterprise in Central
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Africa to which he had devoted himself, has his active and useful missionary life been
terminated.
At a very early age the romance and stirring facts of Christian missions arrested his
attention, and awakened an interest which grew with his years and shaped his after-life. This
result was but the natural outcome of the domestical and pastoral influences which gathered
around him in his boyhood and youth. Born in London, September 2nd, 1820, a member of a
large family circle, in which an intelligent and practical Christianity was to be seen in daily life
in an eminent degree, he was prepared to receive with advantage the clear teaching, the earnest
appeals, and the large-hearted views of Christian duty presented by Dr. Tidman, who, when the
subject of this sketch was in his ninth year, entered on the pastorate of Barbican Chapel.
…
Being accepted by the Directors for foreign service, and appointed to Calcutta, it was
arranged for him to spend one session at Edinburgh, in the further study of mental philosophy
and logic. In the following year, on September 5th [1842], he was ordained at Barbican Chapel,
and on the 9th of the same month he sailed for India, having on the voyage, the advantage of the
company and of the instruction in Bengali of the Rev. A.F. Lacroix. Arriving in Calcultta,
besides pursuing the study of Bengali, he entered on work in the Institution at Bhowanipore, for
which work he was designated and especially fitted.
In 1845, he married a daughter of Mr. Lecroix, who was a valuable aid to him, and whose
devotion to native female education and improvement, at first in schools, and afterwards in
zenana vistation, which she was one of the earliest to undertake, still stands, as in her lifetime, an
example and a stimulus to those in like circumstances.
…
When, through the discoveries and statements of Stanley, the attention and enterprise of
the Christian public had been drawn towards Central Africa, and when, in 1875, Mr. Arthington,
of Leeds, with a liberal offer of help, proposed to the Society to commence a Mission on Lake
Tanganyika, the soul of the Foreign Secretary [Dr. Mullens] was deeply stirred, with the project;
and when the Directors had decided on establishing a Mission there, he entered on the various
inquiries and preparations with great zest and earnestness, anxiously watching the working out of
the plans adopted – the experimental journey, the suitability of the wagon scheme, etc. – and
taking the lead in the selection and equipment of the missionary pioneers. Undismayed by not a
few checks and formidable difficulties which obstructed the early course of the Mission towards
success, he knew no discouragement. Even in face of the sad fact of the death of Mr. Thomson at
the moment of a first victory, he, at a meeting of the Board on January 27th last, held a confident
tone, and spoke emphatically of victory through death, little thinking that before six months had
passed his own death would form another death-step towards victory.
At the Conference on Foreign Missions held in October, 1878, at Mildmay Park, in which
he took a leading part, he, in a broad-hearted address, referred feelingly to the “sigh of sympathy
and sorrow which went forth when Dr. Black died at Livingstonia, and when Lieutenant Smith
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was assassinated on the Nyanza.” Now like sighs have gone forth over him who thus spoke, for
he has himself fallen on the same hard field of Christian conflict – Central Africa.
The loss of Mr. Thomson, the need of reinforcing the Mission, and the importance of
securing the presence of a senior of wide experience to counsel and guide in the early stages of
this new Mission, led Dr. Mullens, as it is well known, himself to volunteer to accompany the
reinforcements even as far as Ujiji, and to take the lead there in the settlement and organization
of the Mission. The Directors, while fully recognizing the noble consecration which prompted
this offer, hesitate to accept it. They were apprehensive, and, as the event now shows, justly
apprehensive, that he was not physically equal to the demands which the journey would make
upon him. They, however, gave reluctant consent that he should accompany the young brethren
appointed to this Mission as far as Zanzibar, hoping that the consent of the Rev. W.C.
Pickersgill, of Madagascar, to accept the invitation of the Directors to join the Central African
Mission, and his arrival at Zanzibar to go forward to the Lake with Mr. Griffith and Dr. Southon,
would obviate Dr. Mullens’s farther advance. In the absence of any reply from Mr. Pickersgill,
the Directors resolved – “That, in the opinion of the Board, it is not advisable that Dr. Mullens
go farther than Zanzibar, unless the vital interest of the Mission should be manifestly dependent
on his accompanying the brethren up the country.”
Leaving England on April 24th, he, with Mr. Griffith and Dr. Southon, arrived at Zanzibar
on May 27th. On the evening of that day, even before they landed, he was called to face the
question of going on into the interior. In the last letter received from him, dated May 30th, he thus
writes on this subject: “During the evening Mr. MacGregor, our agent, acting in Mr. Buchanan’s place, came on
board, and gave us the important intelligence that Mr. Pickersgill was not here, that he had sent
over no palankeens, and that he had declined to accept the Director’s invitation. We instantly
perceived that the fact had a vital influence on our future plans. But I resolved to think things
over very carefully and to talk them over with my companions, with Dr. Kirk and others here,
before coming to a formal decision. I have done so to some extent. Mr. Pickersgill’s declining at
once raises all the difficulties which staggered us all at the outset. One is shut up to some
measure such as I offered to carry out. The five members of the Mission are inexperienced; these
two wish me to accompany them, and promise me all personal help; Dr. Kirk thinks that with
care, carried into the interior and not compelled to walk, I may be able to bear the strain of the
journey; other things point in the same direction; Mirambo’s case needs serious settlement; nonChristian expeditions are increasing and our Societies are anxious to do their share. It seems to
me, therefore, that the Directors will now consider it but a natural and necessary use of the
‘discretion’ they have given me, that I shall formally join our new expedition and endeavor as
speedily and comfortably as possible to reach Ujiji and the brethren there. I do this diffidently,
calmly, with a deep sense of my own lack of youth and vigor, and of the grave external perils
around us. But I do so believing that the call has come direct from God; that He has given me the
grace to hear and accept it; and I do it in firm reliance upon His promised presence and help in
service asked for by Himself. And in it all I rest also on the many prayers already offered by the
Directors and friends of the Society on my behalf, and on those which will continue to be offered
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in the days to come. Let me ad that I am anxious to complete my present duties as soon as
circumstances allow, and, if spared, to resume my place amongst you, and render to the Society a
better service than ever hitherto.”
Such was the decision to which the circumstances in which they found themselves
seemed to point, and now every effort was made in arranging for the journey. As the palankeens,
which it was expected that Mr. Pickersgill would bring with him, or send from Madagascar, had
not arrived, recourse was had to local help, and an iron chair, very unsuitable for the nature of
the journey, was obtained. All preparations being completed, they sailed from Zanzibar for the
mainland on June 13th, and, after a brief stay near the coast to complete arrangements, set
forward into the interior.
Dr. Southon, in a letter dated Mpwapwa, July 16th, 1879, thus carries on the narrative of
Dr. Mullens’s last days: “From the time of arriving at Zanzibar, Dr. Mullens took an active part in everything that
was being done in the way of preparation, plans, etc. We ever worked harmoniously together,
and, while his age did not permit him to do much of the active practical work of the expedition,
still he did his share, and as much as he could. It is a pleasure for me to recall his many acts of
self-denial, in order to save others work or worry – his constant solicitude for the welfare of
others, especially for Mr. Griffith and myself, and his constant habit of carrying everything to the
throne of grace for Divine help and guidance.
“Dr. Mullens found a serious obstacle to his progress in the long, rank grass, which grows
in great abundance in all the valleys and low-lying lands. He was, of course, carried in an iron
chair, which was made at Zanzibar. Eight men were appointed as his personal bearers. The chair
was slung between two bamboo poles, and four men then carried it on their shoulders. As the
men were two abreast, they had to walk on either side of the path, instead of in it, as all the paths
are only wide enough for one person to walk at a time. Dr. Mullens’s men were therefore obliged
to walk in the thick grass, hence their slow progress. At Mkange we halted a day to re-adjust
loads, and to alter Dr. Mullens’s chair. After a few hours’ labor I contrived, by inserting a pole
between the other two, and lashing a few cross pieces to it, to get a chair which men could carry,
and still be able to keep the center of the path. This did very well for a time, but as it was really
very heavy, I afterwards, at Kikwazo, rigged up an ordinary iron camp chair, in which Dr.
Mullens was carried the remainder of the journey. Everything worked smoothly and
harmoniously; the men did their work willingly and cheerfully, and though the poor, dear doctor
was generally tired out, and a little late in getting in to camp, a cup of coca or tea and a little rest
sufficed to restore him to his wonted health and spirits. He hardly ever complained of anything
except the patches of long grass, and, though on one occasion he was traveling from 6:30 a.m.
till 2 p.m. without food, he, in a few hours, was quite himself again.
“Generally speaking, Dr. Mullens did not find the hardships of camp life so bad as he
anticipated. He was ever expressing his appreciation of our excellent tents, so warm at night, so
cool in the day, and so comfortable. He thoroughly appreciated the various articles of native food
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which we were able to procure, and with our own store of English provisions we never lacked for
food.
“Dr. Mullens frequently walked considerable distances, and once did a whole march with
me without being carried at all. At first he used to walk to ease the men, subsequently it was for
the pleasure which a good walk often gives a person in good health. On arriving in camp, his
bed, tent, etc., being ready, he would lie down for an hour, or, if not very tired, busy himself with
any little thing he wished to do. After our second breakfast, generally an hour or so after arriving
in camp, he would write his journal, etc. Then, as soon as the heat of the day was somewhat
gone, if any hills were near he would get a native to tell him their names; any distant mountains
he always ‘took’ with the theodite or prismatic compass. At noon occasionally he got meridians
of the sun.
“With my robust health and strength I frequently said it was a mere picnic – no trouble,
no care, no anxiety. To this Dr. Mullens agreed, ‘except that abominable long grass.’ ‘If,’ he
said, ‘I could devise means by which one could be carried without discomfort to oneself or the
men, then it would be an unmitigated pleasure to travel in this part of Africa.’ ‘You see,’ he said
on another occasion, ‘the climate is simply delightful; cold nights make a double blanket
desirable, but who cares for cold when in such tents as ours? Then, again, the heat is never really
great. I have not found it at any time more than 78 deg., and we always travel in the coolest part
of the day.’
“To Mr. Griffith and myself he was as a father dependent on the help of his sons, yet
respected and loved by each. Every day raised him in my estimation, till I had a regard for him
which I might have for a loved father or an elder brother.
“It was at Kitange, Saturday, July 5th, 150 miles from Saadani, that Dr. Mullens first
caught a severe cold, after having ascended a high hill for the purpose of taking observations.
Being much exhausted when he came down, I was hoping that he would suggest that we stay the
following Sunday there, instead of goin on that day, as we had intended. But the arrival of Dr.
Baxter, of the Church Missionary Society, from Mpwapwa, who was on his way to the coast, and
a good breakfast, led him to attempt the journey to Rubeho, six miles. Dr. Baxter also went with
us to spend the Sunday. On arriving there he was much exhausted, and ate but little dinner,
though he continued to converse as usual. I fear malarious fever, and as Dr. Baxter was invited
by Dr. Mullens to share his tent, I asked him kindly to watch over him, and if he noted any
untoward symptoms to report to me. All Sunday he remained in bed, and though he had fever he
doctored himself, and said he should be all right on the morrow. In the morning at 5 a.m. he was
decidedly worse, but later on was better, and got up. We remained in camp all day. Towards
evening an obstinate fit of vomiting set in, after which he called Dr. Baxter and myself, and
placed his case in our hands. We did our best, but decided that it would be better to move camp
next day, as it was so cold at Rubeho.”
The Rev. W. Griffith writes: - “On this day (July 7th) Dr. Mullens, in taking with Dr.
Baxter, decided not to go farther than Mpwapwa, but remain there for some time, and then return
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with Dr. Baxter to the coast. This decision brought Dr. Baxter all the way back to Mpwapwa.”
Dr. Southon thus continues: “Next morning, Tuesday, the 8th, he was better, and able to walk a little. He was,
however, carried all the way to Chakombe, eight miles farther on our journey. He arrived very
exhausted, but rallied after a cup of arrow-root had been given. He, however, incautiously drank
largely of very cold water, which brought on the vomiting again. Various remedies were tried,
and at last he obtained relief and got some sleep. During the night he sent for me, asking me to
advise him respecting a troublesome bowel complaint, with which he had suffered for many
years. After a time his trouble was met, and he dozed off to sleep. Next day, Wednesday, the 9th,
he was decidedly worse, and suffered a great deal of pain. Dr. Baxter and myself never left him
for any appreciable time after this. Inflammation of the bowels had set in, and he sank into
delirium, and died quite from exhaustion at 5.20 a.m., on Thursday, July 10th, 1879.”
It must not be presumed that the death of Dr. Mullens is solely attributable to the
influence of the climate. From the medical report and a post-mortem examination, there is strong
reason for believing that he died from a severe attack of an ailment to which he had for many
years been liable, which attack was probably occasioned by the exposure to heat, chills, and
fatigue, to which he was subjected on the journey. Again quoting Dr. Southon: “When we realized that no human aid could save him, we sank upon our knees by the
bedside, and with streaming eyes commended him to the care of the All-wise Father, who was
about to receive him; and even as we carefully wrapped the body in sheeting, and then in
blankets, and lifted it into a hammock. After packing up everything we started for Mpwapwa,
twenty-nine miles distant. This place we reached on the following morning, having made two
very quick marches. With their brotherly sympathy and regard, Dr. Baxter and Mr. Last made all
arrangements for the burial, but there being no boards about the place suitable for a coffin we
were in straits as to what to do. At last Dr. Baxter suggested that we should take the side of one
of the London Missionary Society’s carts which were left here by Mr. Thomson. This was
quickly done, and a very good coffin made from them by Mr. Last himself. This, covered with
white cloth, and lined inside with the same material, received the corpse, and it when lay all
night in the tent awaiting burial on the morrow. A pleasant site on the side of a hill, overlooking
the plain beneath, had been selected as the site for a burying-place. Here a grave was dug in the
hard ground, and with a kind forethought which did him great credit Mr. Last had cut a road to
the place from the main road. On the morning of Saturday, 12th July, 1879, a very mournful
procession started from Mr. Last’s house for the burial ground of the Church Missionary
Society’s mission at Mpwapwa. Solemnly and silently the procession wended its way down into
deep gorges and up the sides of steep ravines, now along a level road and across a little hill. On
either side the primeval forest stood in all its beauty, the lighter foliage of the mimosa mingling
with the darker green of huge castor oil plants. Forest trees and a thousand different shrubs made
an effect decidedly pretty. Overhead the bright morning glints on the hill-tops behind and above
us, and shines on the plain beneath and in front of us. Not a sound is heard, save an occasional
whisper and the steady tramp, tramp of the men who carry the burden. Just before arriving at the
grave the solemn words of Holy Writ sounded in the stillness, ‘The days of our years are
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threescore and ten,’ etc. After placing the coffin near the grave, and anon lowering it into it, Mr.
Griffith offered prayer, and then read the ordinary burial service. I then closed the service with a
short prayer. Another look at the coffin, and he is left in peace. When we turned from the grave
we fully realized our loss; but the Almighty arms were around us, and we were comforted. We
propose to erect a stone structure over the grave, and put a head-stone or a head-board.”
Mr. Griffith thus supplements this information: - “Mr. Last has kindly prepared a board
for a head-stone at the late Dr. Mullens’s grave. The wood is very good, and appears to be a
species of mahogany. This will do for a short season. The following inscription is on the board in
letters in black paint, and thus more durable: - ‘Rev. Joseph Mullens, D.D., F.R.G.S., died at
Chakombe, July 10th, 1879.’”
[Resolutions and Letters from fellow societies follow]

Pg 238 – “II. – Death of the Rev. Arthur W. Dodgshun”

On September 1st, while the hearts of many relations and friends were mourning over the
intelligence of the death of Dr. Mullens, the telegraph conveyed another message of death, from
the same field, in the following few but weighty words: “Broyon writes Dodgshun died Ujiji,
seven days after arrival there.” Thus, probably, before Dr. Mullens and his companions had left
England to proceed to Zanzibar, the brief but arduous missionary career of the Rev. Arthur
William Dodgshun had closed in death.
He was one of the first party who left England in March, 1877, to commence the Central
African Mission; and, two years afterwards, having in the interval encountered many difficulties
and perils on the journey, he reached Ujiji, only to see the bright waters of the Lake, and then
close his eyes on all earthly scenes. He was born at Leeds, on July 5th, 1847, the son of Mr. Isaac
Dodgshun, of that town, and was encircled by advantages of many kinds from his earliest hours.
As a youth, full of life and health, he spent the greater part of his school-days at Bramham
College, in Yorkshire, after which he passed to business occupations. His decided Christian life
began in 1868, about the time of his twenty-first birthday, and, in October of that year, he joined
the church at Queen Street Chapel, under the pastoral care of the Rev. W. Thomas. After taking
part for several years in various forms of local Christian work, he, in 1873, offered himself to the
London Missionary Society for foreign service. Being accepted by the Directors, he spent two
and a half sessions at Cheshunt College, where, by his genial bearing and Christian spirit, he won
the esteem and affection alike of his tutors and his fellow-students.
The Directors of the London Missionary Society, having decided to establish a mission
on Lake Tanganyika, he was selected as well suited to take part in this new enterprise; and, to
add to his qualification for the work, spent some months in Edinburgh in the study of medicine.
On March 15th, 1877, he was ordained at Queen Street Chapel, Leeds, his spiritual birthplace,
and on March 26th, at the valedictory meeting at the Memorial Hall, London, stood, with the rest
of the missionary band, a bright healthful young man, who gave good promise of a long, active,
and useful life, in seeking to bless for time and for eternity the long-neglected tribes of Central
Africa. On the 29th, in company with the Rev. Roger Price, he left England to proceed, via Natal,
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to Zanzibar. On August 1st he set out for the interior with the rest of the party, and shared with
them in the labor and disasters of the first stage of the journey.
At the end of May, 1878, when Messrs. Thomson, Hore, and Hutley, with whom he had
spent several months in encampment at Kirasa, set out westward for the Lake, he retracted his
steps to Zanzibar, in order to accompany M. Broyon, who had undertaken to convey to Ujiji the
remainder of the stores, then lying at Zanzibar. On the way up the country, trouble gathered
around their path soon after they left Mpwapwa, and greater difficulty was encountered as they
proceeded farther into the interior, culminating in the detention, by the Chief Mirambo, of most
of the stores which they were conveying to the Lake. The last letter received from him by the
Directors is dated Unyanyembe, January 23rd, 1879, written with a fevered hand, and under a
heavy burden of perplexity: “Since the middle of October,” he writes with sadness, “I have no news from the coast,
and therefore nothing to answer. Our mails have been, and probably still will be, irregular and
very uncertain. And now, as to another and more serious matter. One installment of goods
reached here safely, consisting of about twenty loads of mine, tent and gear, and seventy of M.
Broyon’s. I do not know their nature, how many may be the London Missionary Society’s goods.
“Afterwards other men went to Uyui for more, but were ever deterred on the road by
people instigated by Said bin Salim, who told them Mirambo was coming to take the things, that
they belonged to Mirambo, and so many returned empty. Others were starting with loads, and
had received their pay, when some messengers from Mirambo arrived, under one Mwana Kipeo,
and forbade the men to proceed, making them throw down the loads in the way and decamp,
taking their pay with them. Then came the catastrophe – a large body of men from Mirambo
came and cleared away everything remaining of M. Broyon’s, opened bales of cloth to pay the
men, and have gone off with the lot to Mirambo’s. I intend to start with my few things at once,
and join Messrs. Hore and Hutley without delay.”
This letter was received on March 29th; the next intelligence same on September 1st, in
the telegram given above.
The arrival of the mail from Zanzibar has been anxiously looked for by mourning
relatives and friends, in the hope that it would bring letters which would give some details
respecting this sad event. The mail arrived on September 19th, but without any letters from Ujiji.
A copy of Mr. Broyon’s letter to the agents in Zanzibar was received, on the basis of which letter
the telegram was sent. This letter only adds the word “suddenly” to what was already known.
Thus at present a distressing veil hangs over the last days and hours of the earthly course of this
devoted young soldier of Christ. But the sorrow which is now keenly felt is not without hope.
The eye of faith in Him whom Arthur Dodgshun served may see the brightness of eternal light
beyond the dark cloud which hides the earthly and recent past from view.
Resolution of the Board
The Directors have heard with much distress of another heavy blow that has fallen on
their Central African Mission, by the death of their much esteemed and heroic young missionary,
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the Rev. Arthur W. Dodgshun, who is reported to have died seven days after his arrival at Ujiji,
on Lake Tanganyika.
“Their young brother having won for himself a high place in the esteem and confidence
of the Directors by his fervent piety, his personal courage, his untiring zeal, and scrupulous
concern for the varied interests of the Society throughout his perilous journey, encouraged the
hope that he would live to be one of the most efficient and successful of the missionary staff in
Central Africa; but the Divine Master and Savior, to whom he had consecrated his life, and who
knew what it was in his heart to serve Him much, and to serve Him long, having called him to
join those who are now within the veil, the Directors feel that it becomes them, in the midst of
their sorrow, to bow with humble submission to the Divine will, and say, ‘Even so, Father, for so
it seemed good in Thy sight.’
“They also would express their profound sympathy for the bereaved and mourning
family, to whom this blow must be peculiarly heavy. They cannot forget the deep interest in the
work of the Society so long manifested by the family, and also their munificent aid afforded to
the Central African Mission, by their generous contributions, and by defraying the cost of the
education and outfit of their young relative; and now that their hearts are sad and sore, the
Directors, sharing their grief, would desire for the family and for themselves the help that cometh
from above, praying for the good of the churches at home, and for the ultimate advancement of
the cause of Christ abroad.”

Pg 241 – “III. – The Central African Mission”
Progress of Messrs. Southon and Griffith
Impressed with the conviction that the painful loss which, in the mysterious providence
of God, the expedition has suffered forms a loud call to its remaining members for renewed
energy and consecration, Dr. Southon concludes his letter by stating somewhat in detail the plan
which had been formed for continuing the journey. He write: “Now for a few words about our future, and I must close the long, and I fear tedious,
epistle. Dr. Baxter has been into Ugogo by a different route to that taken by the white travelers.
He assures me that we can get through the country by paying a hongo of ten cloths each, at nine
or ten tembes. I have carefully cone over with him the route, and I think it feasible. Poor Dr.
Mullens also approved of the route, and was much interested in Dr. Baxter’s description of it. Dr.
Baxter did not go to more than seven of the ten tembes. He says that after leaving Chunga you
make a little northing, and then he things it is a straight line for Uyui. I am exceedingly well
pleased with the men and chiefs, as all are reliable, and eager to go on to Ujiji. Only three men
have deserted us since leaving Saadani. This is the smallest number of desertions on record. Poor
Thomson lost fourteen, Dr. Baxter ten, Mr. Last fifteen or sixteen, and Stanley forty. I shall make
a thorough revision of the whole expedition, and if I find we need fewer men than we have at
present, 168, I shall discharge some, and employ others to carry Dr. Mullens’s effects to
Zanzibar. I shall only send those things I think valuable, either intrinsically or from their
associations; for it would be follow to send clothes, books, etc., which would not be of use to
anyone, even when they arrived in England. Books of science, etc., bought for the use of the
mission, I shall retain, but Bibles, hymn-books, etc., I will forward by this mail if possible. Dr.
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Baxter will be going down shortly, and to him I shall entrust all the instruments of the Royal
Geographical Society, except the prismatic compass, which I shall take the liberty of retaining in
order to mark correctly the hills in Ugogo. The gold chronometer and other watch I shall also
send by Dr. Baxter. I have thought that under the circumstances it would be well if the prismatic
compass were considered the property of the mission, and another bought in London to replace it
and return to the Royal Geographical Society; but that is a question which is entirely in your
hands. I can only say I feel justified in keeping this one for the present. We may have to
exchange with Dr. Baxter for necessary articles a few things which are not needed; if so, I will
send you a list by next mail.
“Dr. Baxter says that it would be a most excellent plan to go straight to Mirambo’s, and
see him personally. He feels sure that there is a wrong impression regarding Mirambo in
England, and that Mirambo is very desirous of getting any white man to visit him, and would be
glad for any to settle among his people. Mirambo send sixteen oxen as a present to Lieutenant
Cambier at Unyanyembe, and a message asking him to visit him, and fetch the goods he left
there. This Cambier did not do, as he was frightened of Mirambo, so Mirambo’s own men
carried them to Unyanyembe. It appears that Cambier, hearing of Penrose’s death, precipitately
fled to Unyanyembe, leaving his goods in Mirambo’s country, hence Mirambo’s request to him
to fetch them. Our own goods are perfectly safe in Mirambo’s charge, and had either Broyon or
Mr. Dodgshun gone to Mirambo all would have gone well. It appears that beyond a few things,
and a bale or two of cloth, they did not save anything. I ought, therefore, to find great stores with
Mirambo. Mirambo says he will forgive Broyon if he will return to him and explain how he lost
(?) the ivory, etc., but he must not attempt to return to the coast, or he will prevent him. The
whole of the above was gleaned from the Belgians, who wrote to Dr. Baxter, and from the people
who have been with Mirambo, and since passed on to the coast. If all goes on as well as I trust it
will, I hope to leave with Mirambo some of my own goods, and get help from him to take the
remainder of the Society’s property to Ujiji. As letters from Dr. Kirk have already been
forwarded to Mirambo respecting us, and I have also others to present, I may expect a very
favorable reception. If we reach the Lake in safety I expect it will be better to remain the rainy
season, and then for me, with, perhaps, Mr. Hutley, to go back to Mirambo; but that is a matter
which must be decided at Ujiji in committee with those already there. I have, however, quite
made up my mind that, if the prospects are at all inviting, I shall tell Mirambo that I will settle
with him, and perhaps during my temporary absence at the Lake he will get a house in order, etc.
I should be very pleased to get your views on the subject, and if no suitable brother can be found
to settle with me, I have no objection to remain alone. At some future time I will embody my
experience and views of what a future expedition should be on paper, and send it to you; at
present my hands are full, and I have only time to make this report before the mail starts for the
coast, which it ought to do to-morrow morning. You will be pleased to know that both Mr.
Griffith and myself are in excellent health and spirits, having quite recovered the little touch of
fever which we got from the Wami valley.
“All our goods are in excellent condition, the basket principle being much admired by all
who have seen the packages. Our cloth, also, has been quite protected by the waterproof bags.
One of them fell into the Tubugwe river, a few days ago, and was brought to me by the bearer,
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who was in great fright lest the contents were damaged. I told him not to worry about it, as I
knew he could not help dropping the bag, and I felt sure nothing was injured. On opening it,
when we got into Mpwapwa, we found the contents quite dry as if the bag had not been
immersed. Our method of fastening them renders them quite water-tight: some of the empty ones
will now come in useful to carry water while travelling in Ugogo, as there are long stretches of
waterless country to pass over. I have waited till 11 a.m., July 16th, in hopes the mail from
Zanzibar will come in, as it should have started about the 27th of June, and have been here four or
five days ago. I shall send Dr. Mullens’s journal this mail; but as he evidently intended to rewrite it at some future time it is simply a collection of notes and observations. My own journal
will supply any deficiency in this report and in Dr. Mullens’s notes.”

Pg 243 – “IV. – Notes of the Month and Extracts
3. A Reminiscence of the Rev. J.B. Thomson
Shortly before leaving Madagascar for furlough in England, the Rev. W. Montgomery
thus refers to his former intercourse with one of the pioneers of the Central African Mission. He
writes: - “And so my dear friend and brother J.B. Thomson has left the Society. Well, he has
surely joined a better one – the society of the just made perfect. For years and years he was more
than friends or brother to me. I encouraged him to join the London Missionary Society – helped
him in answering the papers that you sent to him; and when my time came he too in his turn
helped and encouraged me. We worked together for years on Sundays and on week-nights. We
stood together in street-preaching, wrought hard together teaching the young Arabs of
Newcastle, went together scores and scores of times visiting among the poor and the maimed, the
halt and the blind. We have been hooted together by drunken rabble and wild Irish; we have
knelt and prayed together in our chambers; we have sung our Scotch psalms together on the
lonely hill-tops of Dumfriesshire. Very tender and constant was his love to me; more, I think,
than mine has been to him. God help and keep his widow, and teach his children to work in the
footsteps of their father’s faith.”

November
Pg 247 – “I. – The Grave of the Late Dr. Mullens”

The drawing, from which the frontispiece to the present number of the Chronicle is taken,
was kindly supplied by a friend, who had executed it from various outline sketches and
descriptions sent by Dr. Southon.
“The grave,” he writes, “is near the foot of a sloping hill, covered with trees, with here
and there a gneiss rock peeping through the foliage and varying the scene. A cleared space
around the grave shows at its edges the woods to be just like an English copse, except that in
various places a baobab, without leaves, rears itself above the surrounding trees, among which
are found no palms nor tropical vegetation. The grave is marked by an oval heap of stones,
neatly built up, with a head-board of mahogany.
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“From this deeply interesting spot, which faces the west, one looks down upon a very
extensive view. In front is the Chunyo Pass, with hills on either side, on the road to Ujiji. To the
south, in the distance, stretch the ranges of Usagara and Wahei, and, nearer, the hills forming the
Mpwapwa basin, which is simply a plain with its forest of trees and many tembes.
“We turn our backs upon this quiet and pleasant spot sorrowfully, for we are leaving the
grave of one whom we respected and loved.”
Passing from the material scene with its surroundings, this grave has aspects and relations
which eminently fit it to be the resting-place of Joseph Mullens. For the ardent missionary, eager
for new fields on which to plant the standard of the Cross, and feeling the busy routine of
Blomfield Street to be irksome; for the broad-hearted Christian worker, who recognized a
brotherhood with all Christian laborers; and for the earnest geographer, who, with absorbing
interest, loved, with instrument and note-book in hand, to mark and record the various features of
new ground, where could a more congenial resting-place be found? A grave on a hill-side at
Mpwapwa, on the way to a new and difficult field of Christian enterprise, in the burial-ground of
a Society with which he had long been closely linked in object, sympathy and co-operation,
would surely have been chosen by him in preference to one, though with fathers and brethren, in
Abney Park Cemetery.
On July 12th a very small company stood, with sorrowful hearts, at the grave at
Mpwapwa; but on the evening of October 3rd, at Union Chapel, Islington, a much larger number
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met at the grave, in spirit, to join in a Memorial Service. The place of meeting was appropriate,
for that was the place of worship with which Dr. Mullens was connected, and there, on April
20th, not six months before, he bade an affectionate farewell to his fellow church-members and
friends. Not a few of those who were present at the memorial service, would recall the touching
scene at the valedictory prayer-meeting which, on that evening, followed the ordinary service,
when, in a few sentences, interrupted more than once by his deep emotion, he besought the
sympathy and the prayers of those present for himself and his companions in the risk and
difficulties which they might encounter.
The assembly at the memorial service was, as was designed, thoroughly representative in
its character, including the Chairman, Deputy Chairman, and numerous members of the Board of
Directors, with the Secretaries, and also representatives of several missionary societies and other
Christian institutions. The Rev. Dr. Allon, the pastor, fitly presided. The service was of a
devotional character; and, while though was naturally directed to the grave at Mpwapwa, and
thanks were presented to God for the life, example, and widely effective Christian service of him
who had fallen so early in his new and arduous enterprise, earnest supplications were presented
for the safety and success of the members of the Society’s Central African Mission, both at the
Lake and on their way thither, and also for all missionary operations.
In the devotional part of the service, prayer was offered by the Rev. G. Wilkinson,
brother-in-law of Dr. Mullens, also by the Revs. Dr. Raleigh and A. Hannay, representing the
Congregational Union, and by the Rev. L.B. White, M.A., Secretary of the Religious Tract
Society. At intervals in the service, brief address were delivered, expressing affectionate and
appreciative remembrance of the departed, and sympathy with the Society in the loss sustained
through his death. These addresses were by the Rev. Dr. Allon, the Rev. S. Hebditch, the Deputy
Chairman of the Board of Directors, the Rev. H. Wright, M.A., Honorary Secretary of the
Church Missionary Society, Hugh Matheson, Esq., Convener of the English Presbyterian Board
of Missions, and the Rev. C.E.B. Reed, M.A., Secretary of the British and Foreign Bible Society.

Pg 249 – “II. – The Central African Mission”

In our last number it was stated that, on comparing notes with Dr. Baxter at Mpwapwa,
the members of the Society’s Expedition discovered that the route into Ugogo which he had
taken differed somewhat from that usually adopted by white travelers. Diverging to the north
soon after leaving Chunyo, it continued in a straight line as far as Uyui. It was also stated that
Messrs. Southon and Griffith had resolved to avail themselves of Dr. Baxter’s experience, by
following in the track thus marked out for them. From a subsequent mail we learn that their
intention has been carried into effect. With what success may be seen from the following letter
from Dr. Southon, dated Lagula, Ugogo, August 6th: “We left Mpwapwa on the 21st of July, and in excellent health and spirits began our
journey through Ugogo. I had previously engaged a kirangozi for the new route we expected to
take, and also consented to travel in front of a large Wanyamwezi caravan which was going
through Uyui.
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“For six miles we traveled the ordinary road towards Chunyo; then we made four miles
N. to a village called Nukombe. This was our first day’s journey.
“The next two days were occupied in crossing the ‘Marenga Mkali,’ in a N.W. direction.
Our men suffered somewhat from lack of water, but providentially we found some before their
distress was very urgent. We arrived at Mahamba, the village to which we were going, about
noon the second day, having traveled about twenty-six miles in a N.W. direction. After settling
the hongo at this place we went four miles further on, and entered the village of Masanga. Here
hongo was quickly settled, and twnty miles W.N.W. further on brought us to Njassa. The next
place was Kitunda, five miles W. of Njassa. From thence a splendid journey, in one day, of
twenty-two miles due W., brought us to Hirindi, where we rested one day, and the next did
another good day’s journey of twenty miles, arriving at Kiganza. At Kiganza we spent Sunday,
and as the next day was occupied in settling hongo, we did not leave until the following Tuesday,
when we reached this place, ten miles by road, but about six in a straight direction. At all of the
above-named places, from Mahamba, we paid a small hongo, generally taking a day to settle it,
as is the custom on this road.
“None of these places mentioned, except Kiganza, are on any map. I believe it to be
placed too far S. Dr. Baxter traveled about half the distance between this and Mpwapwa,
otherwise no European has ever been on this road before.
“From this place we go on to Unangeuele, due W. about four miles – not the Unanquira
of Stanley’s map – which is the last hongo place in this part of Ugogo. From thence to Muhalala,
and then on to Koi Kirondah, which we hope to reach on the twentieth day from Mpwapwa.
Twelve days from Koi Kirondah will bring us to Uyui, and six more to Urambo.”
Ugogo and Its Inhabitants
“The country through which we have passed has been, for the most part, such as travelers
have described South Ugogo; but there are long stretches of well-wooded and beautiful country –
as, for instance, between Masomga and Hirindi – such as I have not read of on the southern
route. Generally speaking, we have traveled between ranges of hills running E. and W. for the
latter part of the journey, and N.N.W. and S.S.E. the first part.
“The people we have visited and traveled among are certainly not entitled to the vicious
character which those of the Mvumi and Kididimo road have earned. From the first, we noticed a
lack of the bold, audacious manner so often described as belonging to the Wagogo; nor have we
found them a thievish, deceptive lot. We have taken but few of the precautions adopted by other
travelers against thieving, yet we have not lost one pice-worth of anything from this cause. When
I tell you that we have admitted them to our tents at all times and in any numbers, that we have
never built a boma or adopted any measure to keep these people out of our camp, you will see at
once that it was not for lack of opportunity that they did not steal. My impression is that they are
a simple, pastoral people; not an aggressive race – for I can find no authentic information
respecting their warring against their neighbors or attacking passing caravans; curious and
credulous in the extreme superstitious, but withal of a far higher order than the coast tribes as far
as Mpwapwa.
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“Man of them have very intellectual, and even classical-looking faces; some of the men
are really handsome in figure, while the women are, many of them, pretty and intelligent.
“The houses – or, rather, habitations – of these people are all of them of the tembe style,
and really good, substantial dwellings, some of them being as large as one hundred feet square.
“The youths and young men make a great parade of immense spears, bows, and arrows;
but the older men simply carry a long stick; and the entire absence of wound-scars, which I have
looked for in vain, confirms the opinion before expressed, namely, that they are not an
aggressive people.
“Ornaments of very many kinds are worn, and, did time and space permit, I should like to
give you a description of some of them; but I must content myself with saying that some of them
are not inelegant, and all display a large amount of mechanical ingenuity. Here I may mention
that the native blacksmith at Kiganza repaired an iron bedstead which was broken, and did it
very creditably indeed.”
The Hongo System
“Hongo is very little indeed compared with that of other routes. I may mention that the
brass and copper wire, beads, and cloth paid by Mr. Hore as hongo on the southern road was
more than ten times the value of all that I have paid or expect to pay on this road.
“I am led to believe that originally hongo was a kind of water tax, as that commodity is
so scarce in Ugogo, the people having to dig large holes and oftentimes make extensive
excavations in order to obtain it. Hence they would value it highly, and, as a passing caravan
uses a large quantity of water, it is but reasonable to suppose that the Wagogo would make them
pay for it. At Njassa, the people told us they would be glad to see us gone, for they were afraid
we should drink all their water.
“It is the opinion of the Wanyamwezi chief, who is our kirangozi, and who has traveled
this road several times, that we have had to pay less than an Arab or other caravan. He says,
moreover, that the Wagogo charge a higher rate for Wanyamwezi than for Wangwana, and an
Arab trader will frequently get through with almost nothing by leading several caravans at one
time, and, taking from each a few cloths, will settle the hongo, as if the whole belonged to
himself. Acting on this principle, only fairly and honestly, I have had no scruples in taking
charge of a Wanyamwezi caravan of about 300 men, the greater portion of whom belong to
Mirambo’s territory, and who hail me as a friend of their master’s and consequently theirs. They
have been very serviceable, and have frequently enabled me to settle a small hongo by their
paying in cheap cloths the number required, whilst often I have none of the kind demanded. I
have always gone on the principle of fully explaining our object and position, and demanding for
the white man a different standing of that of the Arab or Wanyamwezi trader. It has had the
desired effect; for I have heard a Mgogo chief say, ‘How can I charge the Musungu a heavy
hongo; he is not a trader, and has only sufficient cloths to pay for food? He says he is my friend,
and glad to see me; the Arabs never say that,’ etc. In one or two places, where the debasing
influence of excessive pombe drinking has been at work, I have had a little trouble with the
chief, but never really any serious difficulty.
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“I have received several presents of sheep, goats, and, at Kiganza, an ox. These, with the
accommodation of plenty of water, food for the men, and provisions for ourselves, have gone far
to liquidate any expenditure in the shape of hongo. I trust other white men who come this road
will find as good a reception as I have met with.”
Mission Prospects
“In this part of Ugogo there are, I should think, very promising openings for Christian
work, nto only are the people very suited in habits and disposition for missionary operations, but
they are exceedingly numerous. Within a radius of ten miles from the spot I am now writing on,
the people may be numbered by thousands, and, having immense flocks and herds, are not in the
impoverished condition which characterizes the coast tribes generally. We are more than a
hundred miles from Mpwapwa, and, I think, a suitable place might be found in this vicinity if it
were thought desirable to establish a mission-station in this part of Ugogo. All the chiefs I have
talked with on the subject were exceedingly pleased with the idea, and expressed their
willingness to aid as far as their power allowed them.
“I shall report further on the subject as I journey onwards, always bearing in mind that
somewhere on the direct road between Mirambo’s and Mpwapwa would be desirable.”
Our Present Condition
“I might say, with intense satisfaction, is excellent. Since leaving Saadani, not £1 worth
of goods has either been lost, stolen, or damaged in any way. Everything is in good working
order. The loads are satisfactory to the men, who are cheerful, happy, and contented. Grumbling
is rarely heard, quarreling never, and, above all, their eager willingness to help us in our
journeyings, either by making long marches, carrying heavy loads, or doing the sometimes
arduous work which camp-life always entails, have won for them a place in my heart which is
something beyond respect and admiration. They are very faithful in all things, beyond measure,
so that I never trouble about looking things up for the sake of security. Of the chiefs, I can only
say that words will not convey the praises I would bestow upon them. They are strictly
conscientious in the discharge of the duties which fall to their share, and would at any time do
anything, or suffer any hardship, rather than allow any of our property or selves to be injured in
the slightest degree. We are very much like a huge, happy family, of which I am the honored
head.
“Mr. Griffith and myself are in very excellent health and spirits, being very rarely ‘out of
sorts’ in either one of the other. We do not forget ‘the friends behind,’ but we press forward to
‘the friends before’; and, whilst we daily take up our round of duties, and nightly seek the sweet
repose of refreshing sleep which a hard day’s work rarely denies us, we do not fail to remember
you all at the Throne of Grace, nor do we forget that your prayers and supplications on our
behalf ever bring us help from on high to assist us in all things, and a divine protection in times
of danger.
“Our future prospects are cheering in the extreme. Not only have we already passed the
worst part of our journey, and that in comparative ease and comfort, but the future route in
known to us, and presents every prospect of boing accomplished in peace, safety, and a very
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short time. I feel sure a good reception awaits us at Mirambo’s, and I hope to find the goods left
by Mr. Dodgshun in their entirety, and quite at our disposal.”

Pg 252 – “III. – Special Prayer for the Society’s Missions”

At the Half-Yearly Meeting of the Directors, on Wednesday, October 8th, the Board
Committee – composed of representatives from various parts of the country – placed the
following recommendation before the Directors: “The Board Committee suggest to the Board that they should invite their constituents
throughout the country to set apart a time for offering Special prayer to God on behalf of the
Society, amid the difficulties and perplexities which are now felt, with regard both to its income,
and its work in different parts of the world, and especially in connection with its African
Missions.”
This recommendation at once commended itself to the best feelings of the Board, and
was unanimously adopted.
The Directors deeply feel their present need of the prayerful sympathy of the Churches.
The impoverished state of the funds, the painful losses by death of devoted workers, the
imperiled condition of the Central African Mission, and other causes of anxiety, all concur to
suggest the need of special and fervent prayer for Divine guidance and help. They, therefore,
earnestly invite their ministerial brethren throughout the country kindly to join in a Concert of
Prayer at one or both of their usual services on Lord’s Day, November 2nd, feeling sure that in
answer to such united supplications, “God, even our God, will give us His blessing.”

Pg 263 – “VII. Notes of the Month and Extracts”
3. Central Africa – The Ujiji Mission
The usual mail from Zanzibar was delivered in London on the 10th October. It conveyed
letters from the Society’s agents at that port, who, at the date of their dispatch, September 18th,
had received no further intelligence either from the Lake region or from our brethren on the way
thither. This lengthened break in the correspondence of Messrs. Hore and Hutley, from Ujiji, has
occasioned to the Directors extreme disappointment and concern, and they have been led to fear
that letters may have been intercepted on their way to the coast. The Directors have represented
the case to Her Majesty’s Government, who have kindly promised, through Dr. Kirk, their
Consul at Zanzibar, to set on foot a thorough inquiry on the spot. The Directors have
communicated directly with Dr. Kirk on the subject. With the concurrence of the Executive of
the Free Church Mission in Edinburgh, they have also written to the Rev. Dr. Laws, of
Livingstonia, requesting him kindly to dispatch trustworthy messengers to Ujiji, for the purpose
of inquiring into the condition of our missionaries there, and of bringing back any letters which
the latter may desire to forward to the Directors.
7. The Late Dr. Mullens – Resolutions, etc., of Kindred Societies
During the past month Resolutions have been received by the Directors from the Free
Church of Scotland Foreign Missions’ Committee, the Friends’ Foreign Mission Association,
and the National Bible Society of Scotland, expressing sympathy with the Society in the loss
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sustained in the death of Dr. Mullens, and high appreciation of his work and influence; also a
letter to the same effect from the Committee of the Institution for the Education of the Daughters
of Missionaries, Walthamstow.

December
Pg 279 – “III. – The Central African Mission”

It was with unusual interest, not unmixed with anxiety, that the arrival of the Zanzibar
mail, due in England November 10th, was anticipated. Last month, as our readers will remember,
the uncertainty in which the Directors were placed regarding the welfare of Messrs. Hore and
Hutley at the Lake applied to some extent to the progress of the Rev. W. Griffith and Dr.
Southon on the way thither. The correspondence of the last-mentioned brethren down to
September 8th tends to clear up many points upon which information was needed. The suspicion
long entertained that letters from the Lake had been intercepted on their way to the coast now
amounts to almost a certainty. While no direct intelligence has been received respecting Messrs.
Hore and Hutley, the date of the letter addressed by the former to Mons. Broyon, in which he
refers to his colleague, is now known to have been May 27th, four months and a-half later than
the date of the last letter received by the Directors from Mr. Hore, which was written on the 10th
of January. With devout gratitude to God we have to report the successful continuance of the
journey westward by the remaining members of the second expedition, Messrs. Griffith and
Southon. In the Missionary Chronicle for November, it was stated that these brethren were
encamped at Lagula, near the borders of Ugogo, the limit of the vexatious hongo system.
Leaving Lagula on the 7th of August, their next halting-place was Unanguira, the center of a
district containing a population numbering some thirty thousand. Here the missionary party were
well received by the king and people, and much interest was manifested in themselves and the
object of their journey. To Muhalala, and thence to Koi Kirondah, occupied four days, when a
store of provisions was laid in for the ten days’ journey to Uyui, the town of Said Bin Salim, by
whom the expedition was welcomed. Five days’ further march, in the course of which as many
towns were passed, brought the travelers, on Saturday, the 30th of August, to Urambo, the capital
of Mirambo’s kingdom. We continue the narrative in the words of Dr. Southon: “The Kwikuru – i.e., capital – is a large square enclosure, the sides of which are
composed of a substantially built wall, against which houses are built all round; it is nearly half a
mile square and encloses nearly two square miles of ground. In the space thus enclosed, about
200 round huts – well built, and some of them fifty feet in diameter – give habitation to about
10,000 inhabitants; quite another 5,000 live in the houses built against the wall. Many villages of
greater or less magnitude are close to the Kwikuru, and these contain a large number of
inhabitants and make up the locality called Urambo.
“Several of Mirambo’s men were wearing English-made shirts and coats, and one a huge
pair of sea boots. This was not reassuring, as it pointed to at least a portion of the lost property
appropriated. Mirambo was wearing a mole-skin coat, otherwise he had no other article of
European clothing. He gave us a hearty welcome and placed on of the largest houses at our
disposal; it being badly lighted, we preferred the tents, which were accordingly set up in an open
space in front of the house.
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“In the evening, Mirambo asked to see the guns and other things; but I politely, but
firmly, refused, as I was anxious to maintain perfect freedom of action and not pander to his
wishes.
“Two days after I was asked to look at his arm and see if I could do anything for him, as
several small tumors troubled him exceedingly. I told him I should not object to operate if he
wished. He said, ‘Do it now’; so I made preparations and soon cut out one of the most
prominent. I wished him to take chloroform, but he objected, saying he could stand the pain; and
certainly he earned my warm admiration by the stoical way he endured the dissecting out. After
bandaging, he asked to have another taken out, but I declined, as to take out several at one time
would be injurious on account of the mal-nutrition of the parts which would follow. He
expressed himself well pleased with the operation, and many substantial proofs of his regard
followed.
“After this he spent many hours in my tent, and we had several serious conversations on
religious topics. I read some Scripture lessons in Kiswahili, which were not only listened to with
the deepest interest, but many intelligent and thoughtful questions were asked relative to the
subject under discussion.
“As I watched numerous faces light up with surprise, wonder, and admiration when the
light of the Gospel was being held to their view, I thought, ‘Surely, surely, the Spirit of God is
here working and the good seed is falling into fertile soil.’ There was no apathy, no distrust, no
doubt; it was all in ‘verra sana’ – ‘very good’ – and they drank it in as a thirsty ox drinks water.
I feel sure that it is the result of the many prayers offered on our behalf, and that the petitions
which besiege the throne of grace daily are being answered in the prosperity which we enjoy and
the success we meet with.”
This favorable aspect of affairs led the missionaries to arrange for a return visit to be paid
by Dr. Southon about the middle of the year. The subject of a temporary mission-house having
been referred to, the king’s words were, ‘Brother, the country is before you, choose where you
will, it is all yours.”
“Mirambo,” writes Dr. Southon, “has carpenters, smiths, and masons from Zanzibar, who
are superintending the building of a large house in the Arab style; and if the windows were
larger, it would be a desirable residence for a European. I expressed my admiration and surprise
at seeing so substantial a building. He says it will be finished in two month’s time, and if I come
back here after the Naasike – May next – he will build me a house of similar construction, or in
any shape or form I please. He also promised to build hospital premises, furnish them, and feed
the patients.
“The fourth day after our arrival here, he sent for me to come to his house, as he wished
to show me the goods I had asked him about – i.e., the London Missionary Society’s property
taken from Broyon. In a long, low building I found a quantity of our goods stored, and had no
difficulty in identifying the whole lot, consisting of about one hundred and twenty loads – viz.,
ten large boxes of personal clothing, etc, about thirty cases of preserved provisions, several
packages of marine material, and the rest a lot of miscellaneous property, but none of Broyon’s
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or other goods. I pointed out that these things belonged to the London Missionary Society, and
told him that, now that he knew this, I wished him to act just as he pleased in the matter; if he
desired still to keep them, I should make no objection, but should ask that he would use nothing
more until Dr. Kirk had been communicated with; but if he wished to restore them to us, I should
be glad, and take much of them to Ujiji. He replied that when he took the things, he believed
them to be Broyon’s, and when he found out some belonged to Mr. Thomson’s party, he sent,
asking Mr. Dodgshun to come and identify the property, and he, Mirambo, would send them to
Ujiji for him. Finding that Mr. Dodgshun did not come, he concluded that he had no property
amongst the goods, but that all were Broyon’s; he therefore appropriated the whole. Some things,
he said, had been used, but I was welcome to take all that remained. I thanked him, and, after a
little more conversation of a pleasant character, took my leave.”
The missionaries requested Mirambo to furnish them with guides to the Malagarasi
River. Notwithstanding the circumstances hereafter referred to, trustworthy men were
immediately sent for and placed at the service of the expedition.
“The next morning,” continues Dr. Southon, “I went with Juman and fifty men to take the
goods which were stored, and had much of it repacked in our own house before the night. All
heavy and large boxes were emptied, and their contents packed in baskets and bags suitable for
one man each. A large anchor and coffee mill are amongst the property recovered. In all, I have
selected about sixty loads to take, these being the personal property of Messrs. Hore and Hutley,
things for the boat and for building purposes, and a large quantity of provisions, chiefly tins of
preserves.
“I would have taken the whole, but Mirambo has no men to spare until he comes back
from an expedition against one of the kings of Uha, who recently robbed one of his caravans. He
will start to-day with about four thousand men to punish the perpetrators of this outrage.
“My journal must inform you respecting a threatening war between Mirambo and the
Unyanyembe Arabs. I can only say now that I believe it will be amicably settled, and God will
overrule all for our good and His glory.
“I have written to Uganda respecting the mails, suggesting the following arrangements: Mails from Uganda and Ujiji to come here, allowing thirty-four days to reach Zanzibar. I will
dispatch them to Mpwapwa, Mirambo finding the men as he has promised, allowing twenty
days. Dr. Baxter will send them on to Zanzibar, allowing fourteen days. In this way a monthly
mail might be maintained at little cost to either of the Societies.
“The enclosed envelope is Mirambo’s first attempt at writing; please preserve it as a
curiosity.”
Extracts from Dr. Southon’s Journal
The Wagogo – Their Manners, Customs, and Dress
“The Wagogo people make no feast or day of rejoicing when a child is born, but treat the
matter with indifference. The marrying of a wife is simply a matter of business, the woman being
paid for according to her supposed worth; twenty cows and thirty goats and sheep being a kind of
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medium price which the bridegroom pays the father. Should the woman decline to accompany
her proposed husband, no force is used and the matter ends, the price, if paid, being returned.
The price being paid, the man takes the woman to his tembe, no ceremony or feast whatever
being celebrated. A man may have as many wives as he pleases.
“When a man dies, if he is a commoner, the body is taken out to the outskirts of the
village and allowed to be eaten by the hyenas, no ceremony or feasting following. When a person
of note dies the body is buried without any ceremony beyond clothing it in the best clothes the
relatives can afford. Ten days after a great feast is held, every one is invited, and dancing, pombe
drinking, and other festivities continue for many days, the time only being limited by the means
of the deceased’s releatives.
“up till the time when circumcision is performed – generally from twelve to sixteen – the
males wear no covering whatever; then a piece of cloth slung from the shoulder or a strip of
bullock hide around the loins answers the purpose of dress.
“The female children, even the smallest, have a strip of cloth secured back and front by a
band passing around the loins called a maganiga. These bands are generally very artistic, both as
regards make and appearance. Some are of hide, on which is worked a parti-colored device in
beads, but the greater number are of copper or brass wire, which is flexible and hollow, it being
shaped upon a round stick, forming a spiral.
“Not unfrequently the girls up to the age of sixteen or eighteen wear no other dress
(except ornaments) than that described. Some, however, wear a yard or so of cloth around the
loins, or even across the breast as well. Very pretty necklaces are made of small brass, copper, or
iron chain, beads, and wire, the former (native made) being suspended in loops from a string of
beads, and ever kept nicely polished and clean. The necklace thus formed is called an ifumbe;
when formed solely of beads it is called ahashi ushanga; and when of wooden beads ahashi niti.
“Earrings of great variety – from brilliantly polished pice, set in discs of wood, chains in
loops, or wire and beads worked into a thousand artistic shapes, to circles of wood three inches
in diameter – are worn. They are not suspended, but embedded in the substance of the pimæ of
the ear – the lower lobe generally – the tissue being gradually stretched to accommodate and
surround the article worn.
“Armlets, from simple coils of thick copper wire larger than a goose-quill, many times
surrounding the arm, sometimes covering the entire upper or fore-arm, to massive bracelets of
brass, copper, or ivory. I have also seen them of beads or hide. Above the elbow they are called
kihmde, below magwho. Leglets just below the knee and anklets are also generally worn in much
the same fashion, excepting that anklets entirely of white beads are the most common. When
formed of solid metal they are called mcholila.
“The spears carried by the youths and young men are manufactured by the Wahimba, as
also are the arrow-beads, but much of the brass and copper wire is manipulated by local smiths.
“The Wagogo have no idea of a future or of God. They don’t believe in spirits, either
good or bad, but think that when a man dies there is an end of him.”
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Interview with “The Sultan of All Ugogo”
“Unanguira, Aug 8th – Early this morning a messenger came to ask if it would be
convenient for me to receive the Sultan before noon. A reply in the affirmative was sent, and
soon the noise of many gunshots announced his departure from the tembe. Very soon a few men
shooting off old flint-lock guns as fast as they could reload entered our camp. This was the signal
for a general discharge of all the guns ready for use, the noise being almost deafening, and the
smoke hanging around for some time. The ‘Sultan,’ Mekengi by name, and his head man then
entered my tent, followed by one of the wives of the former and a miscellaneous crowd of other
Wagogo. The Sultan was dressed in a gold cloth, over which he wore a long black cloth (Arab)
coat, and from his shoulders there hung a blue silk shawl or mantle. He had also a train of lion’s
or leopard’s claws, which surmounted his crimson turban. He is an old man, and very feebly
alive to anything except the dignity of his position, he being, as he assured me, ‘the Sultan of all
Ugogo.’
“After expressing the pleasure I felt in seeing so very distinguished a Mgogo, etc., I
stated the objects of our coming, and explained my position with regard to Mirambo. The head
man, who was dressed like a Wangwana, and is a very energetic-looking individual, about forty,
I should think, replied at some length. ‘The country,’ he said, ‘was at the service of the white
chief; all the Wagogo would be glad to serve him. The people, as well as the chiefs, were glad to
see him, and everybody desired to make friends with him.’ After considerable conversation, I
asked if the chief would like a white man settled here. He replied that he would do all in his
power to make him comfortable. With regard to hongo, that could be settled later on. No good to
try to do business and pleasure at the same time.
“I presented the old sultan with a dressing-gown, the head man with a powder flask, the
wife with a looking-glass, and each of the two sons with a pocket knife. Soon after this, they
took their departure, and the same ceremony of noise was repeated, only in a more modified
form, many of the men not being ready.”
Mpwapwa to Koi Kirondah
“Koi Kirondah, August 14th – As we are now upon the ordinarily travelled raod to Uyui
and Unyanyembe, it may be well, perhaps, to summarize our journey from Mpwapwa to this
place, more especially as most of the road traveled was unknown to, as well as untraveled by,
Europeans. It is 194 miles long, and has been accomplished in twenty-four days. The hongo is
about one-fifth of that paid on other routes. It is safe, and the stages on it are neither too long nor
difficult to make. I do not know the distance in miles of the route taken by Messrs. Hore and
Thomson, but I find that they were several days longer on the road, and that they experienced
much difficulty and suffered considerably at the hands of the insolent Wagogo. I can bear
testimony that, generally speaking, we were treated with respect and deference, and that, except
when pombe influence was at work – only in one or two instances – we experienced nothing in
the way of extortionate demands. I am led to think that when any attempt at unfair or deceptive
dealing, of any magnitude, is met with, the Musungu should firmly and steadily resist such, and
personally settle the matter himself. Generally, his own chiefs will do better than he himself, but
sometimes he may find it necessary to interfere and take all management upon himself.”
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Incidents – A Night Encampment
“Leaving Koi Korondah at six a.m. on the 15th, our way led through the extensive cornfields which surround the tembes, and thence into a fine open forest, where a pleasant breeze
made traveling easy. A herd of deer bounded away at our approach, and a party of elephant
hunters exchanged jambos as they passed us at a jog-trot; but the chief thing of note was the
meeting with a large caravan bound coastwise. Nearly a hundred men laden with ivory and
another hundred with hoes, and other miscellaneous articles, passed us before any one appeared
of whom we could ask questions. Then some Wangwana informed us that an Arab who was
behind owned the caravan. Next came about a hundred women and girls, some very young; and,
lastly, four Arab merchants, the chief of whom confirmed the sad news of Mr. Dodgshun’s
death.
“Camp 34, Aug. 18th – Soon all was quiet, and when I looked out of the tent at 3:10 no
one appeared awake. It was a picturesque sight. Around on all sides lay the sleeping forms of the
men, and the light of many camp fires showed the general arrangement of the camp. In front
were the loads nicely stacked and covered with our excellent tarpaulin: by its side the little tent
now used by Juma and one or two others; behind the ‘cook-house,’ i.e., pots, pans, cooks, and
‘boys.’ On either side the grass huts of the Wanyamwezi. I sound the whistle, and in a moment
all is bustle and noise; the sharp tones of the chiefs shouting huiya – look alive – and the cheery
aywallallo from all the men, who quickly replenish fires, get their loads and pack their little
bundles on them; then come the ‘tent men,’ who strike and pack the tents in a short time.
Ourselves having eaten a hasty breakfast, by 3:50 we are ‘on the road.’
“At a distance of a few miles, Mirambo’s capital presents a good appearance. A number
of fan palms are in front, between which one sees a large number of conical-pointed roofs rising
from the center of an immense timber-like structure. The ground all around is clear and free from
trees, so that it could not readily be approached without the knowledge of the inhabitants.”
The Chief Mirambo
“My first impressions of Mirambo were decidedly of an unpleasant nature. He appeared
simply a bandit chief; and, as he stood surrounded by his fierce-looking men, clad for the most
part in stolen goods, and all excited as if with wine, I did not have so great a respect for him as I
had hoped I should. His face showed a careless abandon, and his frequent jokes to his excited
followers told, I thought, of either a suppressed anxiety or exultation – I could not determine
which. His curiosity, I think, is not simple wonderment, but an intelligent desire to know and
understand things. He handles a new thing as thoughtfully as a skilled mechanic would a piece of
beautiful mechanism the working of which he does not yet understand. There is a large mixture
of ‘don’t care’ about him, and a reckless look which tells of a life of continuous daring and everchanging fortune.”
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1880
January
Pg 6 – “II. The Central African Mission”

The missing mails from Ujiji, to which reference was made in our last number, have at
length been delivered in London. They reached the Mission House on Monday, December 15th.
Their dates are, February 25th, April 16th, and May 27th, and they place the Directors in
possession of the events which have occurred in connection with the Central African Mission,
covering a period extending to upwards of four months. When Mr. Hore penned his letter of
February he was aware that the road coastward was blocked. That letter was consequently
brought back to him, and was again dispatched, together with his communication of April.
Owing to the failure of the caravan of M. Debaize, a French traveler, the post bag was for the
second time taken back to Ujiji. In the month of June, as a last resource, Mr. Hore entrusted the
above-mentioned dispatches, to which he added another, dated May 27th, to five veteran postmen
attached to Mr. H.M. Stanley’s expedition. By these trusty messengers the important documents
were safely conveyed to Zanzibar, and thence transmitted to England. Although a telegram,
already made public, has prepared the Society’s constituents and friends for these letters, their
contents will, we feel sure, be perused with keen interest. Thursday, March 27th, was the date of
the Rev. A.W. Dodgshun’s arrival at Ujiji; and on that day week, viz., April 3rd, our brother, as
has, alas! been the case with other travelers, died from exhaustion consequent on the fevers of
the country. His colleagues, Messrs. Hore and Hutley, possessing mutual confidence and
working in entire harmony, have, in their respective departments, carried out the Directors’ plans
and objects with much efficiency and success. Neither of our brethren has suffered to any extent
from the climate; provisions are plentiful and good; the market is open, the people are friendly,
and there is every reason to hope that, with time and patience, the Wajiji will become accessible
to Christian teaching. The details of Mr. Dodgshun’s last hours, apart from the weary months
that have intervened since the first announcement of his death, possess in themselves so
mournful an interest that, without observing chronological order, our first quotation is made from
Mr. Hore’s letter of April 16th: “It has again become my painful duty to report a sadly eventful day in the history of our
Mission – our brother Dodgshun has been taken from us, after only a week’s stay here. We had
long been looking forward to his arrival as bringing new strength and companionship into our
work. He died quite suddenly (I believe of perforation of the stomach), on Thursday, April 3rd, at
noon, just seven days after his arrival. From the second day after his arrival here he was unwell,
but there was no appearance of anything serious. I attributed his symptoms, all of which, with
many others, I have frequently experienced in the weakness following fevers, to that cause, and I
think he did so himself.
“Half an hour before his death he said he felt better. As far as I know, Dodgshun had
suffered no very serious illness whilst with Broyon, but has very frequently had ‘a little ever’ and
various small ailments. He described himself to me as being, during his solitary journey from
Unyanyembe to Ujiji, very languid and depressed, with frequent headaches and great weariness.
For two days after he got here, he had fever, what appeared to be quite the ordinary, not a
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violent, kind, and lay down a good deal, but came with us to the shauri which we held with the
Arabs the day after his arrival. He continued this way up to the following Tuesday, with what I
did not suppose to be anything more than ordinary fever, doctoring himself, and every day doing
a little towards putting his things to rights and consulting with me on mission matters. On two
nights he took a dose of Dover’s powders by my advice. On Tuesday, he and I together looked
over all the stores, that he might take charge of them; and we made plans together as to our
future movements – viz., that he should take charge of the station, and I should go about my
work on the Lake. On Wednesday he was just what we call ‘seedy,’ and complained of nausea
and of a strange feeling inside. That afternoon, he took a short walk with me, at his own
proposal, just outside the town. In coming home, he said he thought the fever was coming on
again, and lay down; he did not join us at the dinner-table, but had some arrowroot and milk by
himself. In the evening, about nine p.m., nothing seemed unusual about him. I retired to my
room, and he shut the front door after me. On Thursday morning he was very thirsty, and took
some more of the milk pudding. Just after breakfast, he complained of nausea, and said he
thought he had better have an emetic. I accordingly mixed and gave him one, but it had no effect.
Soon afterwards I gave him another dose of salt at his own request, followed by warm water, but
also with no effect. Shortly afterwards, Mr. Hutley came and said, ‘You had better come to Mr.
Dodgshun; I think he is getting very bad.’ I mixed up a strong dose of chlorodyne, but he seemed
stupefied and helpless, and his jaws were so closed that I could not get him to take it: as I held
the glass to his lips, he said, in a dreamy kind of way, ‘That medicine smells very nice,’ but
made no effort to take it. He then became insensible, and passed away quietly, as one falling
asleep. I could not tell the exact moment of death. As soon as I found he could not take the
medicine, I adjusted him comfortably, and, finding his extremities cold, applied a jar of hot water
to his feet, and, heating a flannel garment, rubbed him till all hope was gone. After the first shock
of pain, just after he vomited (which was about ten minutes before death), I think he felt no
more.
“This is indeed a blow to us; but much more must it be so to friends at home. There never
seem to be any ‘last words’ before death among African travelers; but Dodgshun was ready, and
there are some most comfortable words in his diary recorded on two or three occasions, when he
thought death was near, which will be precious to all to whom his memory is dear. His faith was
simple, and therefore powerful, that the blood of Christ was for him a robe of righteousness,
glorious and acceptable. As you may imagine, every mournful duty had to be performed by my
own hands; everything that Christian friendship could dictate was done decently and in order.
Mr. Hutley made a coffin, chiefly of packing-case wood which I covered with canvas, and
affixed a plate of tin inscribed with nitric acid. I asked the Roman Catholic missionaries if they
or either of them would accompany us; but they politely said ‘it was not their custom;’ so we
walked to Kigoma with only the twelve slaves hom Nassour had sent to us as carriers, and Mr.
Dodgshun’s little boy, Sambo. The grave was dug close beside Mr. Thomson’s, at Kigoma. I had
been long looking forward with great pleasure to Mr. Dodgshun’s arrival here. I considered I was
holding his mission station until he should arrive, and kept this in view in all the domestic and
mission arrangements. Mr. Dodgshun had been just two years traveling, and while with Broyon I
fear both health and spirits suffered much. He was frugal in his diet to a fault, and constantly
partook of the matama flour, which every one else found injurious.”
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The first question asked of parties arriving at Ujiji has reference to “news of the road.”
Down to the end of November, 1878, intelligence was favorable, the chiefs were reported to be
friendly, and Mirambo and the Arabs as being at peace. On the 24th of January of the present
year four French priests arrived, and reported that while crossing the Marenga Mkali they were
attacked by robbers, who carried off twenty loads of goods, and killed two of their men. Further
difficulties arose when M. Debaize subsequently passed over the same road; and it was reported
that Mirambo had declared war against the Arabs on account of some natives having been taken
prisoners and delivered to the Governor of Unyanyembe. The following version is given by Mr.
Hore as “rumor and hearsay, which generally contains some truth, if it can only be sifted out”: “The Arabs and Waswahili here are agreed (their source of information being chiefly
their own men from Unyanyembe with the Frenchmen) that the Arabs and Mirambo are notat
war; that the chief accountable for the stoppage of the road is one whom Mirambo would be glad
to see weakened; that the Governor of Unyamyembe is simply ‘clearing the road;’ and that if
both the Governor and Mirambo are gone to the war, it is as allies for this purpose. All rumor
comes to us through the Arabs, so we may call it Arabs’ news. They confirm exactly the
Frenchmen’s news as to the murder of the white men, and add that the Arab was also attacked,
but not before he had so fortified himself in a boma that he was able effectually to resist the
robbers. The Governor of Unyanyembe is keeping everybody in Unyanyembe for strength, the
Frenchmen’s being the last caravan allowed to depart.”
The population of Ujiji is composed of three classes – the natives of the country, who are
styled Wajiji; Arabs, and Waswahili, both of the latter being included under the term Colonists.
The position of the Mission in regard to these three classes possesses undoubted importance and
interest. The presence of Arabs and Waswahili is, we regret to find, a greater hindrance to
missionary work than was at first anticipated.
“In an underhand way,” writes Mr. Hore, in February, “they thwart us at every step, and
ever with the plea of loyalty to the Sultan and anxiety for our safety, who have been committed
to their care. Under the plea that the Sultan has asked for us their protection they tie us up on
every hand, and are so stupid that they encourage and join with the natives in protesting against
our doing anything different to what Stanley or Cameron did. For instance, just now they have
prevented me getting the services of Parla and two Wajiji boatmen (the men themselves being
desirous to go), because I wish to make several short voyages, instead of one long one like
Cameron or Stanley; not that I believe that to be their real reason, for I can see through nearly all
their moves, which are, however, none the less hindrances. Indeed, so grossly ignorant are they,
except two or three real Arabs, that were I a staunch Mohammedan and a slaver, and desirous of
undermining missionary projects, I would most heartily abuse them Of the seven men we have
got, the result of the proof of long service is this, that, except Faragalla, who is invaluable, I do
not like to have one of them out of my sight. After much shauri I have no engaged the services
of two Wangwana here for the boat; one is Fundi Rehani, who killed one of his comrades in
Stanley’s caravan at Kagehi; the other has some time in Arab service.”
Again, under date April 16th, Mr. Hore writes: -
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“Muniyi Heri, the so-called Lewali of this place, is away on a trading expedition to
Uvira; he went away January 6th, and will probably not be back here for another six weeks.
During the absence of Muniyi Heri, one Assani (his secretary) is supposed to act as his
representative. This rascal, for he is nothing else [see, ‘Across Africa,’ vol. I., pp. 367-371]
[brackets in original], is one of the most bigoted and ignorant of the Waswahili, and by his
coarseness and barely disguised villainy has rendered himself extremely obnoxious to us. There
are some three or four Arabs here who, although they seem to allow this man to retain the
position of official leader, cannot in justice be considered to be represented by him; they are
friendly with us, but shy of taking any independent action. These men are, apparently, above any
ambition for the petty show of office, being willing that such men as Assani should take the
attendant responsibilities along with the coveted bigness of official position.
“One Abdulla-bin-Suliman, of Kasimbo, a respectable old Arab, has most markedly kept
out of the whole business: and with the Governor and Arabs at Unyanyembe Mr. Dodgshun was
on the best of terms. I quite believe that were the leaders of the Ujiji community real Arabs, such
as are at Unyanyembe, we should have had no trouble here. These Waswahili, in their ignorance,
will not believe but that we are agents for the suppression of the slave trade, and for otherwise
spying out and reporting their wrong-doings, and that by the hoisting of our flag we shall become
possessed of some mysterious power which will be their ruin.”
Mr. Dodgshun brought with him to Ujiji, on his arrival there in March, letters addressed
to the Mission by the Directors, and by Dr. Kirk; also a letter from the Sultan of Zanzibar to
Muniyi Heri and the other Arabs of Ujiji, requesting them to permit the missionaries to acquire
land or property as might be needed, and not to hinder them in their work.
“I requested the Arabs to assemble,” adds Mr. Hore, “that I might deliver these letters to
them to be opened before everybody concerned. This being quite in accordance with their way of
doing things, they assembled the next day, and I produced the letters. I said to them, ‘When we
first arrived here we told you the purpose for which we had come, and assured you of our desire
to be friends with you; we have no been here for seven months, placed under restrictions by you
which have much hindered us, in consequence of your not crediting our statements; but, not
wishing to make any trouble, we have patiently waited for these letters, which we now hope will
assure you that we have been speaking the truth.’ After the letters had been read, the meeting
was adjourned at the request of the Arabs that they might consult together, and also, they said,
with the Wajiji. The tenor of Dr. Kirk’s letter is to this effect, viz., it requests the Arabs that,
should we require to build a house, etc., or get a piece of land to build upon and make shambas,
they should not hinder us from so doing by such restrictions as they have hitherto placed upon
us. They take it, however, to mean that now, in addition to being committed to their care, they
are also requested to find for us a house and shamba; they also consider that our position is not
one of freedom, with their assistance should it be required, but that we are committed to them,
and therefore should do as they tell us and not as we wish to do. This is, of course, all a piece of
acting of their part, but that is the position they assume.
“During the seven months of our stay here we have done much towards making friends
with the natives; they have closely observed us, and admit that they can see nothing bad; but the
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influence of the Arabs is so powerful that they, the Wajiji, are afraid to make any definite
negotiations with us apart from the Arabs.
“We have carefully cultivated the friendship of the local chief, or Mteko-Abe, and he is
only prevented from being openly our friend by the influence above mentioned.”
“My invaluable man, Faragalla, can now talk Kijiji, and the Wajiji are now beginning to
see the force of our words: ‘We are not children to want the Arabs to speak for us; we want to
speak face to face with you.’ The Wajiji say, ‘We like these white men, although we have not yet
had much dealings with them, and the Wajiji, since they have been here, have been able to go to
and fro to the market without being molested, and we see by their cloth that these Arabs have
been palming off rubbish upon us.’”
The Wajiji expect tribute from all comers, as will be seen from the following paragraphs.
The English missionaries, however, have secured a place in their regard which contrasts
favorably with their feelings towards their Arab visitors, and which augurs well for the success
of the former in their efforts to bless them both for time and eternity:
“The Arab merchants arriving here pay hongo to the Wajiji; we have paid this hongo,
amounting in our case to twenty-eight cloths. The demand was made very gently, and the same
good-will expressed after payment as if it had been a present. When asked for our words and as
to what we wanted in the country, we told them that we required nothing from them except that
they would be our friends; that they would look at us with their own eyes and judge us
accordingly; and that, as strangers come peaceably to their country, they would give us a place to
live.
“They said, ‘Those are very good words;’ and especially about the eyes, ‘The words are
very good;’ and about the place to live, ‘Yes, certainly, but’ – then there is always a hesitation
and murmuring about the Arabs, and hints that we must wait a little and be ‘pole-pole,’ etc. As to
their children, ‘Yes, when you get settled we will bring you our children to be taught; that is very
good, and these Arabs have never offered to do that; but we cannot give up our slaves to you,
which we understand is the chief thing you want’!! This last slander has had more effect on them
than anything else.
“However, I am sure we are gradually getting a hold upon the Kajiji affections, and,
thought it will be a matter of time and probably some expense, with God’s help His work will,
ere long, flourish in this poor dark country. I have carefully studied the method of treating both
Arabs and natives with a due regard to economy without meanness – and this requires a sharp
looking after, for the Arabs would have us pay dearly for what they get themselves for next to
nothing.”
Another question intimately connected with the opening up of the Mission is that of the
traffic in slaves. The details given below place this matter is a clear light: “The slave trade at Ujiji is merely a small local affair – slaves captured in war, etc.,
amongst surrounding tribes, and passed from hand to hand, till they finally come to a stand in
some Arab’s shamba: this used to be done in the market, but since we came here, it has all been
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kept out of sight. Once only some Wajiji offered us a slave for sale as they passed by our tembe.
The traders owning these domestic slaves have from twenty to one hundred of them (I think
Muniyi Heri reaches the larger number); they are their domestics, boatmen, carriers, bodybuard,
and cultivators, and, of course, form the principal population of the place, filling up with huts
and space between their masters’ larger houses.
“Slavery amongst the natives is another matter. The Wajiji are great slave holders, slaves
being as common as domestic servants at home; but no great numbers are owned by individuals
as among the Arabs. A common present between chiefs is one or two slaves, and Mirambo send
small parties from time to time to buy both slaves and ivory. Whenthe Portuguese and Arab slave
trades are crushed out, or nearly so, we shall see and more fully realize the extent of native
slavery, or slave customs, which cover the continent through its length and breadth. The former
will have cost an immense outlay of the power and influence of civilized Europe ere it is swept
away. The latter will take years of faithful mission labor to eradicate.
“To fulfill my promise to an Arab, to whom I said, ‘We do not want to buy except for our
own use; but I will send your words to England,’ I add these few lines: “The Arabs say, ‘If the white men will come here and buy, we will grow as much sugar
and rice, and spice and oil, etc., etc., as they want, and would much rather get our money in that
way, than in dangerous [and, as they admit one by one privately, illegal] [brackets in original]
slave hunting.’
“I keep telling them that the slave trade is dying out, and they had better look to
something else before they are left in the lurch.”
We trust that ere this Messrs. Hore and Hutley have been joined at Ujiji by the Rev. W.
Griffith and Dr. Southon. The two former brethren have gained considerable experience with
regard to the character of the people, the capabilities of the country, and the best methods of
carrying on mission work. A division of labor agreed upon between them has worked will, and
the ability of each is manifest. When anticipating a journey in search of Mr. Dodgshun, Mr. Hore
writes of his colleague: “Mr. Hutley will be able to ‘hold the fort’ while I am gone; mission work
would not be hindered; besides, Mr. Hutley is a far better linguist than myself.” Turning to the
question of provisions and stores, our brother observes: “Food continues cheap and plentiful; the market is a great blessing – it fluctuates
frequently, but the cause can generally be seen; a recent rise in prices was caused by the sudden
arrival of several caravans of ivory from Manyuema. We are doing a little better with the garden
just now. One of our new men formerly worked in an Arab’s garden, and under his advice and
care we have onions now coming up, and some of the seeds from Cape Colony are showing signs
of life. We have a good plot of sweet potatoes. The vegetable called nyumbo – mentioned by
Livingstone as being very wholesome – is now procurable in the market; we find them very good
and much like potatoes; in shape and size they are like good-sized long radishes with blunt tails,
in color and texture like English potatoes, but stringy outside. Good beef is not procurable. Fish,
fowls, and goat’s flesh are plentiful; also eggs and butter.
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“Having a good supply of sugar we have tried preserving, and succeeded very well with
lemon marmalade and jam of bananas and guavas. Mr. Hutley has acquired the art of breadmaking, and we occasionally have an excellent loaf. We both find the maize meal wholesome; it
is capable of being made into a variety of puddings. If I were asked of what am I in want in the
shape of food, I would say, first, cabbages; second, rhubarb: and lo, only to-day, Mr. Hutley tells
me that some savoy cabbage seeds are showing signs of life! so we may yet, with care, obtain
several of the English vegetables which beat anything in the country, with all its luxuriance.
“What planting begins in a few days, at which we shall also have a try. I think it probably
we shall be able to procure ‘whole-wheat meal’ from Unyanyembe in the season at a reasonable
price. Men who know the roads in the forest go to Unyanyembe in eight days; this seems to us
very near.”
On his settlement at Ujiji Mr. Hore hired a small vessel, which he named the Calabash,
and fitted it up with such appliances as were necessary for exploring Lake Tanganyika and its
adjacent rivers. In this vessel our brother has since made several voyages. Respecting the work,
he reports: “After writing my letter dated February 25th, I made a voyage on the Lake. I was eight
days away exploring the coasts of Ujiji, Ukaranga, and Ukawendi, and the Malagarasi and
Kibwe Rivers, and we got past the dreaded Kabogo without the usual offering to the demon and
his wife, though my men remonstrated with me that it was a headstrong proceeding.
“A few days after dispatching the mail of April 19th, I started on another voyage, and was
twenty-eight days away – returning on the 22nd May. I visited Uguhha, and explored the mouth
of the Lukuga River, which I now announce to be the veritable outlet of the Lake.
“I descended the river in a canoe as far as where the Mitwanse (which is now swept
away) used to be, and landed at Stanley’s farthest. I then walked for six hours good, and mounted
the Kijanga ridge, which is farther down the river than Stanley places it; here I slept – getting
latitude by the stars, and good bearings, and had a glorious bird’s-eye view of the river from
above where I landed far into Urua. It is a wide and very swift river.
“I cannot possibly give you a full account of my visit to Uguhha, but I will tell you that I
have made, I think, good friends of the Sultan and his nephew (his successor), and, if the
Directors are prepared to form another station, which includes, though to a very much smaller
extent, the Arab-resident element, here, at any rate, is one eligible place. Uguhha, by general
consent, is the gateway from Tanganyika to the West.
“There is no harbor here, so I have to keep the ‘calabash’ either in the mouth of the
Liuche River or in the inlet at Bangwe; the latter is the better and safer place, but involves a walk
of nearly six miles to reach it.
“I have great troubles with my sailors, who of course are not sailors. On one occasion, I
was close off Cape Kiungwe. About two a.m., pitch dark, a heavy squall burst on us from the
northward, with sheets of rain. I could not see one foot in front of my eyes. This lasted for two or
three hours, the boat sweeping along at a great rate without a stitch of canvas, and a nasty
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foaming sea. All six men became perfectly helpless, and huddled together inside the cabin. The
good little binnacle, however, kept the compass-lamp burning, and by it only I knew where to
steer; had it gone out, none of them could have put it to rights. I could not possibly let go the
tiller; they were perfectly unable to work the paddles had they been required, and it was only
after roaring myself hoarse at them that I could rouse them to bale the water out. When they get
home they strut about with a little cane in their hands, and boast of their sailorizing.”
We cannot better close the present series of Extracts than by inserting, for the
encouragement of all friends interested in the Central African Mission, the following hopeful
words from one of Mr. Hore’s latest communications: “I trust,” he writes, “No one will call this mission disastrous, or condemn Ujiji hastily as
unhealthy. It is certainly much healthier than Zanzibar, and both Mr. Hutley and myself were
never more persistent in our determination to go on. Certainly we want more help, but the work
is going on. We are living down native prejudices and suspicions, and the lies of slanderers. We
will slacken no effort to carry on this work; and I am speaking, not at home, but in the midst of
the work and its difficulties. May God induce His stewards to do their part, and see in the vacant
spaces of the ranks only cause for new and earnest effort. I commenced this letter with but
mournful news; I desire to close it with an expression of thankfulness to God for what health and
strength and success He has given us, and with an earnest appeal to all missionary hearts to apply
their means and strength with renewed vigor to this work, and to be assured that, however
cavilers may talk of disaster, there is no despondency here.”
On the eve of going to press the Directors have received a telegram from the Society’s
agents in Zanzibar, to the following effect: - “The Rev. W. Griffith and Dr. Southon arrived at
Ujiji on the 23rd of September; all well.”

February
Pg 35 – “III. – The Central African Mission”

The letters and journals from the Lake region (thirteen in number), which came to hand
on the 12th of January, comprise in the main an amplification of the announcement by telegram,
given in our last number, of the arrival of the Rev. W. Griffith and Dr. Southon at Ujiji on
Tuesday, the 23rd of September. The journey of our friends is believed to be the quickest on
record, the time occupied between Saadani and the Lake extending to ninety-nine days only. To
this circumstance the excellent health and preparedness for work with which the two members of
this expedition reached their destination is, under God, to be attributed. Expense, also, has been
saved; and, while in all quarters, favorable impressions have been made upon the people, and in
some instances friendly relations have been established among them. Within a few hours after
the arrival of this reinforcement, the brethren constituted themselves into a committee, and on the
26th September held their first formal committee meeting. The topics then discussed, with the
proposals arising therefrom, are at present under consideration by the Directors. They deal
mainly with the importance of securing an eligible site for the head-quarters of the Mission at or
in the neighborhood of Ujiji; the question of the acceptance of Mirambo’s invitation to his town
and neighborhood, and the desirability or otherwise of establishing a station at Uguha, on the
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western shore of the Lake. Indeed, openings for Christian effort are so numerous, and the desire
for the presence of missionaries is so apparent, as to involve considerable difficulty in the
apportionment of men and money to the best advantage. The country between the coast and the
Lake has been described so often, and the daily experiences of a missionary journey in Central
Africa are so well known to our readers, that we need not here refer to them. The Ruche is the
last river encountered on the journey, and, owing to its windings, our travelers crossed it five
times ere they became aware that they had emerged on the Ujiji side. There remained only an
easy march up to the town. Dr. Southon writes: “We met Mr. Hore on the hill, and a right joyous welcome he gave us, as did also Mr.
Hutley, whom we found busy making preparations for a repast for us.
“With the missionary banner unfurled showing the ‘Dove of Peace,’ we entered Ujiji; and
whilst guns were being rapidly fired off in honor of our arrival, and all the people were turning
out to greet us with ‘jambos’ unnumerable, our hearts were full of gratitude, and our
thanksgivings to God were being silently expressed. Such was our entrance to Ujiji.”
Very pleasant in realization was the long-anticipated intercourse between the brethren,
each representing a different branch of mission work, and all having retrospective and
anticipatory topics to discuss in common. The first Sunday spent together is described as one not
soon to be forgotten: “In order to avoid disturbance,” writes Mr. Griffith, “we assembled for our morning
service in my own room; but there is no such thing as seclusion here; people will come and
crowd round our windows and listen till our services are over, trying to make out the mystery of
it. In the evening, besides our usual service, we had a communion service, and to my own mind it
was a very solemn occasion, though we were only four sitting round the table. I could recount
the difficulties and dangers, the pleasure and prosperity of an important expedition since I last
had an opportunity of doing the same thing; our two brethren looked back to the time when they
were at Kirasa, and we all recalled the goodness of God in all His dealings, and renewed
solemnly our consecration to His service.”
After referring to the superstitions of the Wajiji, especially their belief in witchcraft, and
to the bondage, both of body and mind, in which they are held by the Arabs, Mr. Hutley speaks
hopefully of indications which exist among the natives of growing confidence in the
missionaries, and a corresponding distrust of their Arab oppressors: “There has been one thing,” he writes, “which has caused the natives to lose their fear of
us, viz., the perfect openness of our house; if ever natives have come to see us they have always
been invited near, and we have taken them in and shown them a few things. This has generally
delighted them and has formed a marked contrast to the Arabs, who do not allow any but their
own people to enter their houses. One day, while Mr. Hore was away on one of his voyages, I
was visited by nearly one hundred Wabwari, who had come to Ujiji to sell their ivory and slaves
in return for salt and cloth; and hearing of the Wasungu they came up to see us. I went outside to
see them when I heard of their coming, but no sooner had I appeared at the door than most of
them precipitately fled, leaving but one or two of their number behind. With these I commenced
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talking as well as I could, and the others viewed at a distance my actions. Finding that I did
nothing to drive them farther, some others ventured near, and very shortly I had the verandah full
of them. After some more talk I took out a few things for them to look at, and what most
astonished them was a looking-glass; some looked it, and then, on seeing their own reflection,
became afraid – of what I did not know; others examined the glass all round to find the man
whose face they saw. After an hour or so they left me, but on the following days they often came
up wanting me to buy their ivory. I told them that it was not my business to buy ivory and then
explained as well as I could what my business was. I spoke in Kiswahili, which is more or less
understood nearly everywhere.”
Mr. Hore’s voyages in and around the Lake have served to awaken an interest in the
Mission among native tribes both far and near. During his absence on a recent occasion, a party
of Watongwe, representing the chief of Mtongora, a village near the mouth of the Malagarazi,
visited Ujiji; also the son of the chief Kasanga and his Waguha followers, bringing with them
several loads of food.
“They had also brought slaves for sale, amongst whom was one little boy from Goma, the
adjoining country to Uguha. The poor little fellow seemed to understand only too well that he
was coming to a hard life, far different from that to which he was accustomed. I was struck by
the little fellow’s intelligent face, which formed a marked contrast to that of another boy of the
same age, from Marungu, so I inquired about him, and was told that both had been captured in
war, and were brought over here for sale. The little Goma boy, hearing this, began to cry bitterly,
but the men spoke to him very sharply, and he soon lapsed into quietness. I then told the men
that we looked upon all men as brothers, and that we were taught so by God, and therefore
considered it wrong to make slaves of our brothers – to buy and sell them as we would animals.
To this they assented, but pleaded that their custom was to do thus. They came in several times
after this, but never brought any more slaves.”
Mr. Hore thus describes his interview with the chief’s son: “I found waiting for me here the young son of Kasanga, the chief of Uguha, a lad who
delights to be shown European things, and is clean and intelligent. I got him to understand that
the Bible contained an immense number of good words – God’s words – and that we wanted to
tell his father and himself and all his people these good words. Kasanga has sent him here with
salutations to us, and a present of ten man-loads of grain. I am sending him a suitable present in
return, and a promise that I will tell my brothers as soon as they come that he wants a white man
to come and live in his country. I have already had several patients since my return, and to-day
received a visit from, and made a present to, Bogo, the chief of Gungu, in Kigoma Bay; he is a
man of some importance, and a friend of Mirambo’s. While in our house to-day, Bogo said to
our landlord, who happened to come in, ‘These white men are a great deal better than you.’ All
the Wajiji confess that they can find no harm in us.”
The care of the medical department of the Mission, although professionally developed
upon by Dr. Southon, is shared in a friendly way by his colleagues, and none is more ready to
acknowledge their efficiency and devotion in ministering to the bodily necessities of the natives
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than the doctor himself. Mr. Griffith describes an incident that occurred during the absence of the
latter.
“Another very important case, which required all the skill Mr. Hore and myself
possessed, was that of a man with a gangrenous hand – a slave of Muniyi Heri. The slave having
committed some offence, the most dreadful threats were uttered against him, such as plunging
the lower part of his body in boiling oil. But his master, dissuaded from doing this, hammered a
three-quarter-inch iron bar round his wrist, to which a nine-inch spike was attached, and this was
hammered into a large beam lying on the ground. In this position the poor creature remained for
a long time. Whether the iron was put on hot or whether it was hammered so as to injure the
wrist I have no ascertained, but either must have been the cause. After a time the spike was
pulled out of the beam, and then he went about, every one trying to pull off the iron; and when he
came to us his hand was three or four times its normal size, and quite gangrenous. He was also
reduced greatly in strength – a mere skeleton, as it were – so that it was doubtful what to do with
him. If he was left to himself, death seemed to be certain with his exhausted frame. So we
decided to amputate the forearm, and, although the shock was very severe to him, yet in three
days he greatly recovered, and the arm seems to get on favorably.”
In our last number reference was made to the voyage of Mr. Hore in the Calabash to the
Lukuga, and to his conviction from personal examination that the river is the outlet of the lake.
Additional interest and importance has been given to our brother’s expedition by the request for
a missionary made by Kasanga, chief of the neighboring district of Uguha, the “gateway to the
west.” The following are extracts from Mr. Hore’s journal: “Wednesday, May 7th – Calm nearly all day. By Thursday morning, however, I was well
over towards Cape Kiungwe – strong breeze came on from South, and we stood across to Uguha,
with the wind and sea abeam – a hard day. About two p.m. we had got so far across that I was
able to keep away and run straight for the Lukuga, which I was able to recognize by Cameron’s
map. Ran right into the Lukuga at 5:30 – three to five fathoms in entrance. As the river
narrowed, we found ourselves rapidly swept in (one required to be rather lively here), and made
the boat fast alongside, about one mile inside.
“Called on the chief, Kawe Nyange, who was friendly at once. He is a tall, lively,
cheerful fellow, and, as far as I can judge, his character corresponds with his appearance. There
is no gloomy mystery about him: he puts all questions in a straightforward way. He does not beg;
but, when asked, expressed his desire to become possessed of some civilized sort of clothing and
to see and hear all the wonderful things of the Wasungu. Inside this chief’s large hut, the floor
and sides of which are of clean black pottery work, numerous smooth and uniform logs are fixed
on end, forming tables, partitions, and a fortified bed place. Having, through the kindness of the
chief, secured the services of a fine, active, intelligent guide, one Mtweta My-y-ya (whose spear,
with two carved female figures, I have sent home), I started on Saturday morning to explore the
river. Mtweta brought with him three little lads and a large pot of pombe; nor would he provide
other food, though he knew my intention was to stop away all night; Faragalla, who
accompanied us, also neglected to provide food. Notwithstanding my protestations, they both
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anticipated they would tire me out and return the same evening; they were both taken in
considerably.
“We descended by boat to Stanley’s farthest, the rapids beyond being dangerous for our
canoe. Here Mtweta thought I should give in, but, landing, I directed them to prepare for the
march, which they all did unwillingly; however, at last, finding I was determined, they started,
first mooring the canoe, and hiding the paddles and the precious pombe in the grass, doubtless
expecting to return in the afternoon. Going about half a mile, passed the River Rabamba (Stanley
did no pass here); several good views of the river along the road; the rapids are only about half a
mile, then the river widens as before, gently winding; at about two miles and a-half on road,
River Msengeli; two more miles, an empty village, and then the River Kawindi; one more mile,
River Luaminwa.
“Soon after passing the Kawindi, the three lads put their loads down and declared they
would go no further. Mtweta, doubtless, thought this would stop me (but I was determined to
ascend the Kiyanja ridge to see the river and to get latitude), so I shouldered one of the loads,
and Mtweta was manly enough, when I put it to him that way, not to ‘break his agreement,’ and
so he, Faragalla, and myself proceeded alone, Mtweta, shortly afterwards, taking my load in
addition to his own; but still I had much trouble to urge them on. We were not going along a road
which, he said, led to a fisherman’s camp, but to get to the ridge we must leave this road and
strike across country. This, Mtweta hesitated to do, hoping to the last that I might give in; but
late in the afternoon, finding he was in for it, we left the road and struck straight across for the
Kinyanja. In the valley between them, we crossed the Luaminwa again, a most refreshing little
stream, and, struggling through the jungle, reached the base of the Kiyanja ridge. The ascent was
very, very steep, a climb in fact, necessitating frequent rests, but each halt brought us to a more
extensive and glorious out-look than the last, and my little kettle of cool water (which I was
carrying myself) afforded excellent refreshment. At about 800 feet, I selected a camping place,
and the men made me a little hut, and collected firewood. I mounted afterwards, about 300 feet
higher, and saw the Lukuga flowing far into Urua. I got bearings, and at night the latitude, which,
with the latitude at Kawe Nyange, will enable me to make a decent plan of the river. It would
have served the men right to let them hunger, for it was all their own fault. I told them to bring
food. Mtweta wandered about and picked up a few seeds, which he chewed; but they both looked
so miserable, that I gave them a small allowance from my own food, which consisted of cold
maize porridge and cold roast fowl. The hill is covered with the same quartz and mica with
which the sands of the little river below sparkle and glitter. From our camp there is a very fine
and extensive view. The lake, itself distant, is bounded beyond by the lofty peaks of Kungwe.
The reaches of the Lukuga lay at my feet, as on a plain, and sweeping round the food of this
Kiyanja, become lost of the view westwards among the hills of Kwa Mekito and Kalumbi’s, in
Urua.”
Writing before the intelligence of Dr. Mullen’s death had reached Ujiji, Mr. Hore
expresses his feelings of satisfaction at the anticipated cooperation of our lamented friend in
personally arranging the affairs of the Mission. He, however, adds: -
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“It was not without a shade of perhaps sorrowful surprise that I heard this same news, for
the thought occurred to me that there must be a dearth of men for the work. Surely there ought to
be plenty – the harvest is great, and the people are crying ‘Come over and help us.’ I don’t mean
this in a vague general sense, but I see it and hear it all round the Great Lake; the people are
eager to get something better than they possess, both materially and spiritually; while, still
fearing and therefore influenced by the Arabs, they rejoice that there are men who deal nad
speak with them honorably and truthfully.”
me!”

Should not such words as these awaken the response in many a heart – “Here am I: send

March
Pg 54 – “III. – The Central African Mission”

During the past month the Directors have deliberated with earnestness and prayer upon
the proposals referred to in our February number, bearing on the consolidation of the Central
African Mission, and their decisions follow in the lines of the scheme sketched out by the
brethren on the spot. The Board approve of the formation of a station at Urambo by Dr. Southon;
they sanction a tentative settlement at Uguha, on the western side of the Lake; and, finally, the
confirm Mr. Hore’s decision to remain at Ujiji, with a view, by inquiry and examination, to
secure a suitable site for a central station on the eastern side. On the 5th ult. letters reached the
Mission House reporting that action had been taken in the directions indicated, subject to the
approval of the Board. It may be added that such approval was conveyed to the Committee at the
Lake by the outward mail which left England on the 13th February. From the letters above
referred to, we learn that on Wednesday, the 22nd October, the Rev. W. Griffith and Mr. Hutley,
accompanied by Mr. Hore, set sail in the new Calabash for the western shore of the Lake. The
boat was well laden with the personal effects of the two brethren, the heavier stores having been
dispatched the previous day in a hired vessel. Coasting the eastern shore, a halt was made at
Rombola, for the purpose of adjusting the cargo. This accomplished, soon after sunset our
friends were again moving forward, and before daybreak they had anchored the boat in the
mouth of the Malagarasi River.
“Remaining at the Malagarasi for a day,” writes Mr. Griffith, “I had a view of the country
around, chiefly the southern bank. Following the river down for some six miles, we came to the
only village in the country, and visited the young chief. It is a small village now; but if the
scattered tribes of Kawendi unite together, it may become an important place. The young chief
impressed me as possessing neither wisdom nor power, except the power acquired through the
possession of a few firearms, on which he has unfortunately set his mind so much.
“The country around is very hilly; the greater part abounds in flint and limestone, the
other part being more fruitful for cultivation.”
Owing to contrary winds and heavy seas, it was found impracticable to sail westward
until the evening of Saturday, the 26th. Night had again fallen ere the Calabash cast anchor
behind Kavala Island, after a voyage of twenty-four hours, which the Arabs’ boat had made in
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ten, two days previously. Two hours from Kavala on Monday morning, the 27th, brought the
party to their destination – Mtowa. Again quoting Mr. Griffith: “Mr. Hore and myself went direct to see Kasanga junior, but he was not at home. Later in
the day he made his appearance, full of pomp and pride, and desired to have one of our
umbrellas, which was given to him as a present. This complimentary visit being over, I went out
with Mr. Hore round Cape Mtowa with a view to finding a proper place for a station, and
returned along the shore. Here there are numerous caves and arches in the red earth, formed
when the lake was higher than at present. We were agreeably surprised when we came suddenly
upon a slate quarry. There is, I believe, abundance of slate in the country, and with little skill it
can be worked.
“On Tuesday, the 18th, messengers arrived from the chief at Ruanda, brining
complimentary messages to us and giving us permission to choose our own place. His words
were, ‘If you want to live there (Mtowa), good; if you want to live here (Ruanda), good; or if you
want to go over there (referring to a populous district north of Mtowa), go.’”
Exploring the villages on the coast north of Mtowa, and the hills forming their
background, the interest of the natives (some of whom had never before seen a white man)
prevailed over any feeling of fear, and they welcomed and hospitably entertained their new
visitors.
“On Wednesday we went to pay a visit to the chief of Ruanda. The country between
Mtowa and that place is truly beautiful. The rounded hill-tops, reminding one of the Devonshire
hills; the numerous clear mountain streams, abounding in tropical wealth and luxuriance; and the
thick trees with rich foliage and tropical creepers, make up a scenery which is seldom equaled in
any land or clime. From one point the view exceeds all others. It is half-way to Ruanda. The
country, to Mtowa, is to be seen to advantage from it, and the lake and the group of islands and
the channels between them, and beyond even to Kabogo and the high-towered shores of
Kawendi and the lofty Kungwe. To the south, right over Cape Kahangwa, is the Great Lake
again, and the shores of southern Uguha and Marungu. To the west is the find plain of Ruanda,
with the mouth of the Lukuga and the mountains beyond; and to the north the hilly country
gradually rises to mountainous Goma.
“Soon after we reached Ruanda I was down with fever, which interfered with my
enjoyment of the visit. The chief’s son and headman took us to the baraga (place of council),
where a large crowd gathered together, much to my annoyance in the state I then was. Presently
the big man himself made his appearance, apparently a little perplexed how to conduct himself in
the presence of the white man. He was pleased with a present of cloth that was given him, and
listened attentively to our words. We told him that we had fulfilled the promise in coming to live
in his country, and explained to him, to the best of our ability, the object of our coming.”
Mr. Hore stayed with his brethren eight days, and by his counsel and aid rendered
valuable service in the selection of a site for a mission station at Mtowa. It is on the inner end of
a broad cape between Cape Kahangwa and the islands.
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“The natives,” adds Mr. Griffith, “have been very willing in doing some work for us.
They have brought loads of timber, and are bringing grass and other articles at very low wages
compared with the coast men. I hope soon to dismiss all the coast people excepting a servant and
a cook. There are now twenty-six natives carrying materials for us, and as many were
disappointed because there was no work for them. Within a week of our landing nearly all the
posts of our temporary house were set up – which is 36 by 12, and 9 feet high. Adjoining there is
plenty of good land which a few years ago was all cultivated; but, on account of the rising of the
lake, the natives left the place. With the land, and natives to work, I hope the mission will be
carried on before long with little expense.
“It has been suggested that the station should be called ‘Plymouth Rock.’ Several reasons
may be assigned for this, one being the general aspect of the country, reminding one of
Devonshire hills. Another, and the chief, because it is the first station on the western shore of the
Lake, the landing-place of the first missionary party – reminding us also of the Pilgrim Fathers in
the far West.”
Turning from the westward extension of the mission to that to the eastward, we have to
report that Dr. Southon left Ujiji on the 10th of October, and on the 26th entered Urambo for the
second time. His energies were forthwith devoted to the completion of the house before the rainy
season should set in. Under date December 2nd he writes: “Relations with Mirambo continue friendly as heretofore. In many ways we reciprocate
the help of one another. If he has any requests to make, or needs my medical skill for himself or
people, he assumes, as a matter of course, that I am ready to do my best; and, I am thankful to
say, hitherto my efforts have been crowned with success. Many little instances have occurred in
which I have readily done odd jobs of work of a mechanical character. For instance, I repaired a
large musical box, re-seated a camp chair, and made a gun-case for him, all of which gave great
satisfaction.
“On the other hand, he has supplied me with an ox, several sheep, and a goat, also given a
considerable quantity of hewn timber and poles for the house, and, quite recently, forty-three
bundles of straw for thatching. Owing to its being the busy season of planting, he ahs not given
me many men to do the work of the house, but he instructed his own carpenters to assist me all
they could, and their assistance has been very valuable.
“Mirambo has been very pleased with my skill at carpentering and the lathe turning. He
sits for hours watching the work, and asks numberless questions respecting tools and the way this
or that is done. He is far more intelligent than his followers, and readily comprehends an idea
which is far above them. Anything new he eagerly inquires into, and does not rest satisfied until
he understands it.”
Dr. Southon’s experience tends to confirm that of missionaries generally with regard to
the influence which the outward observance of the Sabbath seldom fails to exercise upon the
heathen mind. He writes: -
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“I have always made it a point to strictly desist from work on the Sunday, and all the
Wangwana have followed the example I set them, and dressed in clean clothes – I always wear
white on that day – and to please me, probably, refrained from any kind of work on their own
account. Quite recently the Wangwana of the Kwikuru, and belonging to Mirambo, have seen the
advantages of ‘keeping Sunday,’ and follow the example of their other brethren; but, until
yesterday, I had observed no such effect upon the Wanyamwezi. You may, however, imagine my
pleasure when Mirambo stalked into my tent in a very different costume to that he generally
wears. His old fustian coat was discarded for a long black Arab coat of superior make. A white
shirt – beautifully clean – such as Arabs wear, and a white turban completed his attire. ‘Juma na
pili’ (‘Sunday’), I said, when he entered. ‘Yes,’ he said, and then asked about Sunday and its
usages. That this was in observance of the Sabbath is proved by the fact that to-day he appears in
his old costume.”
In reviewing the mission as a whole, Mr. Hore attaches considerable importance to the
friendship which has been established with Mirambo. “Both Arabs and Wajiji,” he writes,
“accept the fact that when, come time back, it was reported that Mirambo was approaching Ujiji,
he would, indeed, have attacked it, ‘but that his friends the white men were there.’” In the same
letter he adds: “Patience and caution in dealing with the Arabs and chiefs were (at Ujiji), together with
the influence of Mirambo, will, under the blessing of God, yet crown with success my long
protracted efforts to plant a station here. I sincerely trust that two efficient men may be found to
come and take charge of it.
“Many of the great difficulties we first encountered are now broken down if not entirely
swept away.
“The Wajiji chiefs are certainly friendly and desirous to exchange the Arabs for white
men if they can only see a way to do so without getting themselves into trouble.
“The Arabs have cooled down considerably; they are now (instead of seeking a way to
keep white men out of the country) somewhat resigned to the fact that white men are in the
country.
“If Stanley and Cameron opened this country, it was by a door which required reopening
for every entry; our mission has taken that door away, and we await to welcome and assist all
true-hearted men who would enter with good intent. This may read rather romantic, but no one
will ever, perhaps, properly know of the plots and schemes, not excepting personal dangers, we
have encountered, and, I trust, overcome by patient, smiling obstinacy.
“One begins to breathe a little freely and look around with some rejoicing and
satisfaction, on the fact of three mission stations here in Central Africa.”
It is with unusual pleasure that the Directors are able to append to the present paper the
copy of a letter just received from their valued friend Robert Arthington, Esq., of Leeds, the
originator of the Tanganyika Mission, containing an offer of £3,000 [$500,000 in 2020] for the
purpose of completing his scheme by securing and placing on the Lake a suitable steamer.
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“Leeds, 10th February, 1880
“Christian Brethren, Directors of the London Missionary Society, – The matter of the
work we have on hand for the evangelization of Africa is a solemn and blessed reality; and the
death of our departed brethren – Thomson, Mullens, and Dodgshun – seems to throw over it a
yet more hallowed character.
“It is high time that the Church of Christ aroused herself – clad herself in the full strength
she possesses in God – and in the fullness of faith determined that now Christ’s precious saving
name shall be proclaimed in all the world – in all those parts of the world where Christ has not
yet been named, and evidently set forth. Our spiritual strength and success are in connection with
continued prayer. If this fails, all will fail – spiritual energy, abundant gifts, everything
belonging to success.
“Africa is now open; the Lord in His providence has given us an open door. It is a very
wonderful and great opportunity. How intensely gladdening it is to hear our brethren at the Lake
Tanganyika saying, ‘There is no discouragement here.’ We see that the Lord is with us. We are
feeble instruments, and we shall be strongest as we habitually remember this – in God we are
mighty. Oh! how I wish that the whole Church of Christ on earth would arise in her proper
strength, finding it in God alone, and would apply herself to publish Christ’s name over the
whole earth, leaving no part unvisited with the Gospel.
“I have just seen the news that a telegram has been received by our Royal Geographical
Society, to the effect that the exploring party which set out under the leadership of Keith
Johnston (who died on the road) has reached and traversed the region lying between the north
end of Lake Nyassa and the south end of Lake Tanganyika, and that the natives are friendly and
the country level, and there are no serious difficulties for travelers.
“I am anxious to do my best to promote the Tanganyika mission so as to extend its
influence and beneficial effects over as wide an area as possible. I am, therefore, disposed to
offer to the London Missionary Society £3,000, specifically for the purposes described, viz.: –
On the understanding that they will at once procure a suitable steamer capable of being carried in
parts, place it upon Lake Tanganyika, visit all the populations on its shores, explore the country
lying between the north end of Tanganyika and the Albert Nyanza, Mwata Nzige, or other lakes
or large extents of water – with a view to find, and the determination to find, if possible, the best
route from the Tanganyika Lake to the Nile, and with that to bring the populations of the region
under the influence of Christian teaching up to 1° N. L. (one degree north latitude); and also seek
an early opportunity of visiting all the populations of Uregga (or Ulegga), Manyema and Urua,
and of the region of Lakes Moero and Bangweolo – maintaining the steamer, and visiting the
populations again and again, classifying their languages or dialects, translating for them Luke’s
Gospel and the Acts of the Apostles, or the whole of the New Testament, and assisting them to
learn to read, whilst the Gospel is preached to them by evangelistic visits, either by the European
missionaries or by native converts.
“I should like by your means to convey to those who have specifically contributed to this
mission my joyful congratulations, with the sense of the blessed assurance that we shall reap
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abundantly, either in this world or in the world to come. Let us give as we purpose in our hearts
to the Lord. Let the fruits of faith abound.
“Yours most truly in the everlasting Gospel,
“Robert Arthington.”

April
Pg 71 – “II. – The Central African Mission”

Communications from all the brethren in Central Africa have been received by the
homeward mail, which was delivered to London on the 4th of March. Their dates are – Uguha,
December 1st; Ujiji, December 11th; and Urambo, December 20th. Thanks to a systemic
arrangement for the transmission of the post-bag to and from the interior, but little time is lost at
the coast, and correspondence between the Directors and the mission has become increasingly
rapid and secure. While the letters themselves are full of interest, they contain but few items of a
novel or striking character. This fact strengthens our belief in the quiet, but firm, hold which the
mission has taken at its three principal centers.
For some months the Directors have been instituting inquiries with a view to
reinforcements for the mission. The result has been that three brethren will be ready to leave
England by the steamer of the 15th of the present month. They party will consist of Mr. David
Williams, a student from Western College; Mr. Walter S. Palmer, a fully qualified medical man;
and the Rev. Alfred J. Wookey, one of the Society’s missionaries from Bechuanaland. Our
brother volunteered his services for the new mission, and, with a noble self-sacrifice, Mrs.
Wookey has consented to remain in England, with her family, until circumstances permit of her
proceeding to Africa. Arrangements have been made that an experienced native guide shall meet
the expedition at Zanzibar and conduct it at least as far as Mpwapwa, where, possible, Dr.
Southon may be waiting to accompany it on the further journey westward.

May
Pg 95 – “II. – Reinforcement for Central Africa”

On another page we announce the departure for Zanzibar, en route for Central Africa, of
the Rev. A.J. Wookey, appointed to Ujiji, the Rev. David Williams to Urambo, and Dr. W.S.
Palmer to Uguha. At a Board Meeting held at the Mission House on the 12th of April, the
Monday previous to their embarkation, the Directors took formal leave of these brethren. The
chair was occupied by S.R. Scott, Esq. After a hymn had been sung, the Rev. Robert Robinson
read a portion of Scripture, and prayer was offered by the Rev. S. Hebditch. The Rev. J.O.
Whitehouse introduced the missionaries to the meeting, and the Rev. A.J. Wookey responded on
behalf of himself and his colleagues. Another hymn having been sung, the Rev. T. Gilfillan
delivered a parting address. A valedictory prayer was then offered by the Rev. W. Spensley, in
which the brethren were commended to the Divine care and guidance. The Rev. E.H. Jones
closed the meeting with prayer. The missionary party embarked on board the British India
steamer Canara on the afternoon of the following Friday April 16th. In addition to their outfit
they carry with them sufficient stores for their personal use and for that of the mission. In
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providing the necessary supplies much practical sympathy has been evinced by the Society’s
friends. The Directors would specially acknowledge the kindness of Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of
Reading, who, for a third time, have forwarded gratuitously a well-selected parcel of seeds; of
Miss Baxter, of Dundee, who has provided a small printing press; and of the Religious Tract
Society, by whom a liberal grant of printing paper has been made. The following hearty words
from the Rev. L.B. White, M.A., enhance greatly the value of the vote: - “It is the first
application of the kind which has come to us from Central Africa. I remember when your
expedition first started how interested our Committee were, and how they expressed the hope
that they might soon be called upon to co-operate.”

Pg 101 – “V. – Notes of the Month and Extracts”
1. Departures
The Revs. A.J. Wookey and David Williams, with Mr. Walter S. Palmer, L.R.C.S.I.,
proceeding to Central Africa, embarked for Zanzibar per steamer Canara, April 16th.
2. Dedication Service
A most interesting service was held at York Street Church, Dublin, on April 8th, in
connection with the departure of Mr. Walter S. Palmer, L.R.C.S.I., etc., as medical missionary to
the Society’s mission on Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa. Must interest was felt in the
engagements, and many sections of the Church were represented in the congregation. Mr. Palmer
being a well-known member of the Dublin Young Men’s Christian Association, which numbers
nearly 900 members and associates, a large number of young men were present. The Rev. James
Stevenson (United Presbyterian) opened the service by reading and offering prayer; the Rev. W.
Fleming Stevenson, M.A. (Presbyterian), gave an address on the claims of foreign missions; the
Rev. E.H. Jones (Deputation Secretary of the Society) gave an account of the Central African
mission; the Rev. W. Guard Price (Wesleyan) offered the dedication prayer; the Rev. S.J.
Whitmee (Mr. Palmer’s pastor) gave the charge; and the Rev. G.A.P. Arbuthnot (Episcopalian)
closed the service with a prayer and the Benediction.
3. Ordination
At Chapel Maen, Gwynfe, on the 9th of April, Mr. David Williams, of Carmarthen and
Western Colleges, was ordained as a missionary to Central Africa. The Revs. W. Thomas,
Gwynfe; J. Thomas, T. Davies, and T. Johns, Llanelly; Prof. Jones, Carmarthen; D.C. Jones,
Abergwili; W. Davies, of Bethlehem, and others took part in the services, which were very
impressive.
…
5. Central African Journals
The edition of the pamphlet, with map, issued in March, 1879, and entitled “The Mission
in Central Africa, from the Letters and Journals of the Revs. J.B. Thomson and A.W. Dodgshun
and Messrs. E.C. Hore and W. Hutley,” being quite exhausted, the Directors would feel greatly
obliged if any friends who may be in possession of copies for which they have no further use will
return them to the Rev. J.O. Whitehouse, Mission House, Blomfield Street, London, E.C.
…
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8. Ujiji – Death of the Abbé Debaize
On the 12th of December last, the Abbé Debaize, a French explorer visiting the lake
region of Central Africa, died, after a brief illness, in the Society’s mission-house at Ujiji. It is
with much satisfaction that the Directors have received the following dispatch from Sr. Julian
Pauncefote, which they venture to quote as illustrating the indirect benefits resulting from the
missionary enterprise: “Foreign Office, March 27, 1880.
“Sir, – I am directed by the Marquis of Salisbury to acquaint you for the information of
the London Missionary Society, and for communication to its members at Ujiji, that her
Majesty’s ambassador at Paris has received a note from the French Minister for Foreign Affairs,
requesting that the expression of the gratitude of the French Government for the assistance given
to the late Abbé Debaize at the London Missionary Society’s station at Ujiji may be conveyd to
the members of that Society. – I am, etc., etc., etc.
(Signed)
“Julian Pauncefote.
“The Secretary, London Missionary Society.”

June
Pg 111 “I. – Anniversary of the London Missionary Society”
…

Annual Report
The Directors of the Society have experienced much anxiety during the year which has
now closed. They entered upon it, in May last, with a prospect of difficulty arising from the low
state of the finances. A large excess of expenditure over income during the previous year had
rendered it necessary to resort to reserved funds to the extent of £12,000, while an adverse
balance of more than £5,000 was brought forward into the new account. At the same time, trade
was seriously depressed, and the outlook wore a dark aspect.
In the last Report, the Directors, in view of this unfavorable financial condition and
prospect, pledged themselves to practice rigid economy in the expenditure of the coming year,
and, at an early date, measures were adopted to obtain the means of clearing off the debt, which
have been successful to the extent of £3,334.
On the other hand, the ordinary outlay, both at home and abroad, was revised, and
reduction, as far as was practicable and safe, was carried out; extra expenditure, which often
grows large by many littles, being also carefully watched and checked.
…
But anxiety arising from other sources has also been experienced, especially in relation to
the Central Africa Mission. First came the sad intelligence of the death of the Foreign Secretary,
at an early stage of his noble devotion to the interests of that mission – a death which involved a
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very serious loss, not to this Society alone, but to Christian Missions in general. Very soon
afterwards came further mournful tidings – that Mr. Dodgshun had fallen on the threshold of that
real missionary work to which he had so entirely devoted himself. A very long continued
absence of direct communications from the two brethren at Ujiji also added to the Director’s
burden of care.
The troubled led the Directors to the true source of strength, wisdom, and consolation –
the throne of God – and also led them to invite the constituents of the Society to unite with them
in special prayer for Divine guidance and aid amid the difficulties and sorrows which they were
experiencing. This concert of prayer took place on Sunday, November 2nd, and almost from that
day, in reference both to funds and to the Central African Mission, the clouds seem to have
lifted, and bright and hopeful gleams of sunshine have appeared.
…
The number of missionaries now on the list of active foreign service is 136, and of female
missionaries twelve.
The Foreign Secretariat
On the subject of the Foreign Secretariat, the Directors present to the friends of the
Society the following brief statement: - In April of last year, when Dr. Mullens was about to
leave England to visit Zanzibar, and, possible, even Ujiji, in the interests of the Central African
Mission, the Directors gladly availed themselves, as on former occasions, of the experience of
the Rev. J.O. Whitehouse to conduct the business of the Foreign Department, in the absence of
Dr. Mullens. When the intelligence of his death was received by them, they deemed it advisable,
on several grounds, to defer taking immediate steps with a view to the appointment of a
successor to their departed friend. But, at the close of the year, measures were adopted in order to
fill the vacant office. A full and prolonged consideration was then given to this important
question, but without leading to a definite result; it was, therefore, resolved to request Mr.
Whitehouse to continue his services, for the present, as before, which he has consented to do.
The Mission in Central Africa
The course of the Central African Mission during the past year, while present some very
saddening features, closed brightly; real progress has been made, and there is much reason for
thanksgiving.
Through war in the interior and the fear of bands of robbers, communications direct from
Messrs. Hore and Hutley, the two brethren at Ujiji, were interrupted for nearly nine months;
nevertheless, they were doing foundation work in perseveringly seeking to gain the confidence of
the natives. For some time they were thwarted in many ways by the Arabs and others; but their
open, just, and kindly bearing towards all the people gradually won for them respect and goodwill. During these days of isolation their former companion in travel, Mr. Dodgshun, arrived at
Ujiji, but only to die and leave them again solitary.
During these months Mr. Hore, carrying out the instructions of the Directors, hired a
small vessel, and examined the coast of the Lake, with a view to the selection of sites suitable for
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missionary centers. While thus engaged, he gathered important evidence in favor of the opinion
that the Lukuga River is an outlet of the Lake.
Though feeling deeply the need of help, and pleading for it in letters, which were
received after a long delay, they were so cut off from the outside world that they were not aware
that help was on the way, until the reinforcement, Messrs. Griffith and Southon, had almost
reached Ujiji. These brethren had left the coast with the late Foreign Secretary, had watched and
nursed him during his last days, and, with the kind aid of the members of the Church Mission at
Mpwapwa, had tenderly committed his body to the grave. Having decided to visit the native
chief Mirambo, whose seizure of many of the stores of the mission had caused serious
apprehension, on leaving Mpwapwa they proceeded to Urambo, the town of that chief. Here they
met with a favorable reception, and an invitation was given to establish a station there, while a
large portion of the goods was restored. After this very satisfactory visit, they went onward to
Ujiji, reaching that place in ninety-nine days from the coast, in perfect health, and receiving from
the solitary brethren there a very joyous welcome.
Soon the future arrangement of the mission occupied their attention, and it was decided,
while still holding Ujiji, to establish a station at Mirambo’s town, and another in Uguha on the
western shore of the Lake. The members of the mission having distributed themselves to these
stations soon separated. At the two new stations the brethren had to build houses; but by the end
of 1879 they were occupying their new homes, and in many ways laying a good foundation for
more direct missionary work.
But with three stations established in a new field at a considerable distance apart, and
with two of these stations occupied by but one missionary, the necessity for reinforcement
appeared to be urgent. In this hour of need the Head of the Church provided the men required.
One of them is Mr. Wookey, who has already spent nine years in the Society’s mission in
Bechuana Land, in South Africa; but, animated with a true missionary spirit, he offered to
transfer his service to Central Africa, while his wife, one with him in Christian devotion, was
ready to give up her husband to go in advance to this new field of labor, herself waiting in
England, until the circumstances of the mission and the means of traveling should allow her to
join him.
Mr. Williams, who has been one of the Society’s students, and Dr. Palmer, a medical
missionary, accompany Mr. Wookey. These brethren, with the valedictions of the Directors, and
of a large circle of Christian friends interested in the enlightenment of “the Dark Continent,” left
England on April 16th, and are now on their way to Zanzibar, thence to proceed into the interior.
Surely a review of the checkered history of this mission during the past year, in
connection with its hopeful condition at the close, may well inspire the Directors and their
friends with devout gratitude and strong encouragement.
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August
Pg 195 – “VI. – Notes of the Month and Extracts
3. Central African Mission
We have much pleasure in announcing the safe arrival at Zanzibar, on Saturday, the 29th
of May, of the Revs. A.J. Wookey and D. Williams, with Dr. Palmer. At the time of writing, an
efficient leader and some of the principal bearers were already engaged, and the party hoped to
be ready to leave for the mainland and the interior in about a fortnight.

September
Pg 219 – “V. – Notes of the Month and Extracts
6. Central Africa – Cure of a Medicine Man
Under date Urambo, February 19th, Dr. Southon writes as follows: - “I have made
personal friends of many of the chiefs of the neighboring villages, and, chiefly by my medical
skill, gained an influence for good among all ranks that is pleasing to behold, as well as
gratifying to myself.
“One case is especially interesting, as it illustrates the faith the people have in the
judgment of their king. A powerful and influential mganga or mfumu, the former being the
Kiswahili the latter the Kinyamwenzi term for medicine man, who was very ill and expecting to
die, acted upon the advice given him by King Mirambo, and sent for me. I immediately went to
see him, and found him suffering from throat disease which did not permit of his swallowing
anything but fluids. I lanced the enlarged tonsils and applied local remedies. As soon as he could
speak, he said, ‘Bwana, do you think I shall die?’ I told him I could not possibly say for certain,
but I hoped not. ‘All matters of life and death,’ I said, ‘are in the hands of God.’ And I then went
on to explain to him and his people that God was Creator and Ruler of all, and that to trust and
believe in Him is the duty of all. After more conversation of a like kind, the resurrection of the
body, the immortality of the soul, and Christ the Savior of mankind, the poor fellow thanked me
as well as he could and I took my departures. I sent beef-tea and medicine as soon as I arrived
home, for the patient had eaten nothing for six days and was terribly emaciated. After several
visits he began to mend, and now, I am glad to say, is nearly well. As may be supposed, this man
is very grateful, and will, no doubt, prove a valuable friend instead of, as most medicine men are,
a doubtful enemy.
“Another chief, named Walango, sent for me last week. His village is a collection of
about fifty huts enclosed in a square tembe. I found him and his wife troubled with a disease
which seems to baffle the efforts of the native doctors. Walango took the medicine as directed,
and in a short time was quite well. His wife also has now quite recovered, and is very thankful
for the means used.”

October
Pg 231 – “III. – The Central African Mission”

In the last general review of the mission in the interior of Africa, which was given in our
March number, the three centers from which it had been determined that the Society’s operations
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should be carried on were described; and subsequent notices have indicated how, by means of
the reinforcements dispatched in April, each station will, in due time, have its full complement of
missionaries. Our readers will be interested to learn that the Revs. A.J. Wookey and D. Williams,
with Dr. Palmer, left Zanzibar on the 14th of June, and, having crossed to Saadani, marched
inland to Ndumi. Here, six miles from the coast, they halted for a few days pending the arrival of
additional pagazi, and made a fair start for the interior on the following Monday, the 21st.
Accomplishing from twelve to fifteen miles daily, at the date of the last advices – Mamboyah, 8th
July – they were hoping to reach Mpwapwa by the middle of that month. The caravan numbered
309 men, the chief of whom was Ulia, an experienced leader who accompanied the Rev. Roger
Price, while several of the pagazi have been in the employ of the Society’s previous expeditions.
Neither Mr. Wookey nor Dr. Palmer had been free from attacks of fever and ague incident to the
coast region, but the health generally of the members of the party left little to be desired. Our
brethren write in good spirits, and one and all entertain bright hopes for the future.
The position of Urambo is important, as it forms the first of the Society’s stations reached
by travelers on the way to the Lake. In this town and neighborhood Dr. Southon continues his
earnest and useful work, and, despite reports to his prejudice conveyed by the Arabs to Mirambo,
he maintains friendly relations with that powerful chief. Where self-interest is not at stake,
Mirambo’s professions and promises with regard to the Mission may be relied on; but, naturally
of a procrastinating disposition, and surrounded by evil councilors, it can scarcely be wondered
at if his attitude towards it, in its religious and social bearings, should be of a passive rather than
a practical character. To Dr. Southon personally, however, he is courteous and generous, and his
example is followed by neighboring chiefs and the natives generally. In his last letter the
missionary furnishes a case ini point: “Mirambo, I am sorry to say,” writes Dr. Southon, “has gone to fight a large place called
Takuma, south-west of Ugala. He has cannon, and about seven thousand men, so that he will
probably be successful. Before he left, he gave me sixteen cows, four calves, twenty-one sheep
and goats, and about forty acres of matama, now nearly ripe. Since then he sent word to say a
field of rice would be considered mine, and when ripe the villagers near by were to clean and
bring it to me. I felt it right to make some return for these presents, and more especially as I felt
that it was a token on his part of the good-will he bears towards me. I therefore made him a
present of one of the three nine-feet tents brought from England. In this country, where all
fabrics of a cloth nature quickly rot and wear out, tents in about two years become useless. The
gift was not intrinsically worth very much, but, as Mirambo had frequently expressed a desire for
a good tent, I thought nothing could be more appropriate. He was very pleased, and shortly after
sent me a boy to tend the goats and sheep which he had given me. After Mirambo’s departure, a
message came from him to the effect that he had appointed me chief of the Kwikuru and of
Urambo. I immediately sent a message firmly declining the honor he would do me, and
emphatically declaring that, while I was ever ready to serve individuals by helping them in any
way I could, I would never have anything to do with the government of the people. To this I have
not yet received a reply.”
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Again writing in a cheerful strain on the position which he occupies in the Mission, and
referring to the many encouraging aspects of his work, Dr. Southon observes: “My wants have in many respects been supplied, without the need of asking, by natives
who are grateful for kindness shown them. In fact, often when an unexpected but needed supply
of food has come, the words of the Master have occurred to me, ‘Your heavenly Father knowth
that ye have need of them.’ To mention instances, I would say that the chief of Kirira – Misukia
by name – has several times sent me provisions of various kinds; the chief of Makabacha
voluntarily sends vegetables; the chief of Managuruguru gave eighty banana trees when he heard
I wished to buy some; last, but not least, Mirambo sends an ox or a sheep occasionally, and often
says that, as he invited the missionary to settle here, he feels bound to support him. Of course, all
this is very pleasing; but, until I can talk freely to the people in their own language, little can be
done in the way of the work we all have so much at heart – the teaching of the Gospel by
preaching to the masses the glad news of salvation through Jesus Christ.”
The plan proposed by Dr. Southon of devoting three hours daily to the study of the
language will, however, soon remedy any deficiency of which he may be conscious in this
respect. Medical work claims a large portion of his time and attention. Besides which, his skill in
handicrafts is turned to excellent account.
“The work on the premises,” he writes, on June 1st, “still takes the form of timber cutting,
carpentering, and gardening. Most of the men are at work, constructing a fence near the perennial
spring which issues forth near the Kwikuru. When finished it will enclose a plot of ground, 60 by
40 fet, which, I think, will be large enough to supply two brethren with vegetables during the dry
season. By simply cutting a trench, about 20 feet long, the whole plot can be irrigated at
pleasured. If not found large enough, there is abundance of unoccupied land adjoining, which
can be appropriated and fenced in. Mirambo gave me permission to take as much land as I
desired.
“In carpentering I am busy fitting a large lathe, part of the ironwork of which the late Mr.
Dodgshun carried to Ujiji, and which Mr. Hore sent me. I have nearly completed a large wheel,
12 feet in circumference, which one man can turn, the strap of which will pass over the small
wheel of the lathe. In this way I hope to ab able to turn out chair and table legs without the
immense labor which a ‘treadle lathe’ involves.”
Every mail conveys a professional report from Dr. Southon, and from the following
paragraph it will be seen that his medical practice is far from being restricted within the limits of
Urambo: “Many patients come from long distances, and now that it is known that I have treated
ulcerated legs – a very common disease – successfully, I get great numbers of this class of
patients, many of whom have suffered for years. Cases of fever – low remittent – have been
frequent lately, I myself having had an attack, as also have several of the Wangwana. The
practice of sending medicine to a distance without seeing the patient I have refrained from until
recently, when some very clear cases of fever were reported, and relatives sent for medicine.
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After investigating the cases, I sent medicine, and, I am pleased to report, with the happiest
results. I have taken a case of gun-shot wound into the house, and am treating it successfully.”
Interesting details are given in a recent letter from Dr. Southon with reference to a visit
paid by King Ruhaga to Urambo, and its probable issues: This Uha potentate did me the honor to call upon me, in order, as he said, ‘to feast his
eyes upon a man with a white skin.’
“He has been on a visit to Mirambo, and brought as presents, sheep, oxen, ivory, and
slaves, in great abundance; for, though a thorough niggard and an avaricious man, Ruhaga
thought it politic to come to Mirambo with, as he said, ‘a present worthy of so great a monarch
as he came to see.’
“Never before have I seen a chief of note who impressed me so unfavorably as Ruhaga
has done. His face is a true index of his mind and character, and is a sad spectacle of low
cunning, base intrigue, open rascality, and unblushing effrontery. I consider him a most degraded
specimen of a treacherous and unscrupulous race. His men were, in great measure, like him in
appearance, and would not scruple to help themselves to anything they took a fancy to, but for
the fact that all thieving, no matter how trifling, is punished with instant death in Urambo; and,
as the sharp eyes of all my men were on the watch to detect thieves, they did not get a chance to
rob me. Compared with the Wanyamwezi, the Waha are a hundred degrees below them in
intelligence and uprightness.
“Ruhaga told me a great deal about his country, which I entered in my note-book. He
says his object in coming here is to get Mirambo to help him against his brother, Khanza, who,
he says, has usurped his authority. The real facts of the case are, that Khanza is the eldest son of
the late king who rules all the large country now known as Khanza and Ruhaga’s Uha. Khanza
succeeded his father, and ruled alone for some time; at length he gave Ruhaga a portion of his
kingdom to govern as a chief under him. Ruhaga, however, soon became powerful, and now
seeks Mirambo’s aid to help him to turn out Khanza. But Mirambo, recognizing the injustice of
such aplan, which would make him deservedly unpopular, wisely refused to do anything in the
matter, and firmly told Ruhaga that Khanza had not quarreled with him – Mirambo – and that he
should not feel justified in declaring war against him. He also told Ruhaga that, if the quarrel
could not be settled amicably, they had better fight it out between themselves, and he would
support the victor. This is quite a diplomatic stroke on the part of Mirambo, as, from al I can
gather, Khanza is much the stronger of the two brothers, and Ruhaga is never likely to attack him
unaided. It will also cement a friendship between Khanza and Mirambo, which cannot fail to be
profitable to the latter.”
Two matters of considerable importance in connection with the Lake Mission have
recently been brought under the notice of the Directors by Mr. Hore. The first has reference to
the selection of a permanent site for a mission station at the Ujiji end of the Lake, the position
hitherto occupied being only tentative, and in many respects unsuitable. From the outset,
appearances pointed in the direction of Kigoma Bay, whither early in February of the present
year Mr. Hore proceeded, and, after a friendly interview with Muniyi Akida and the native chief
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Mboga, selected, on the Society’s behalf, a plot of ground at Gungu some eight acres in extent.
The situation of the land appears to combine the requirements of health and convenience; it
slopes from a good elevation down to the shore of the Lake, at a spot where an excellent
anchorage for a mission vessel could be found, while in the village and within easy reach a daily
native provision market is carried on. A native council having been held to discuss Mr. Hore’s
proposal, on the 17th of February the transaction was completed by his paying over, as an
equivalent for the land, brass, wire, and beads to the value of £16 sterling [$2700]. It soon,
however, became apparent that these proceedings had awakened alarm and discontent among the
Arab residents of Ujiji, a number of whom a few days afterwards proceeded to Gungu. As the
result of their complaints and threats, the chiefs were induced to withdraw permission to reside
or build on the land until distinct authority from the Sultan of Zanzibar should be received.
Remonstrance was fruitless, and Mr. Hore decided on making application to Dr. Kirk to obtain
the required permission from the Sultan. In the meantime a telegram was dispatched to London
suggesting that, as a final resort, a site near the Malagarasi River or elsewhere should be
obtained. To this the Directors returned an affirmative reply.
The arrival of Mr. Thomson, of the Royal Geographical Society, in the spring of the
present year, on his way to the south end of the Lake, afforded to Mr. Hore an excellent
opportunity for undertaking his long-projected voyage in that direction in accordance with the
instructions of the Directors. Placing the Calabash at the service of Mr. Thomson, with his men
and goods, Mr. Hore joined the expeiditon, and, having landed Mr. Thomson and his goods at
Kapufi’s village on the Lofu River, proceeded alone on his mission of inquiry. From Mr. Hore’s
report, which is given below, it will be seen that there is at least a choice of three eligible
localities should the establishment of an intermediate station be determined on.
“I found,” writes Mr. Hore,” the country of Ulungu (extending from Zinga River to Lofu
River) to be inhabited by a distinct and peaceable tribe of people, with their own peculiar
customs, dress, ornaments, etc; not, as I had feared, a scattered and mixed population of nomads,
in constant fear of the Watuta. In answer to my inquiries all along the ocast, I was told that the
Watuta used to trouble them, but that now they had gone away. The Walungu are a cheerful and
peaceful people; they are poor, because (like so many in Africa) they are afraid to become rich.
They are necessarily industrious, because to subsist they must clear the thickly wooded forest
land for their gardens. They are by no means behind the other Lake tribes in civilization;
excellent pottery is made here, and baskets, and their millstones are built into a sort of solid table
in one piece, with a pit or receptacle for the meal – an advance upon the mat or cloth and stone of
the northern tribes. Cotton cloth is made in almost every village. I found no Arab or Mrima
settlers, or news of visitors, till I got to Liendwe on the Lofu; the people, however (especially at
the South end), have some acquaintance with such from passing caravans; and at Zombe’s and
other places guns and powder may be seen, the price, most likely, of human flesh. Though the
caravan route from Katanga, Moero, and Liendwe thus passes right through the country, the
Arabs have no power or influence of importance. The few traders of Liendwe do not go on the
Lake, and Ujiji to them is a far-off country of which they hear but little except through
Unyanyembe.
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“Although the uplands of Ulungu are from 1,000 to 4,000 feet above the Lake, there is
almost always a space of a few miles between the heights and the shore, either of gently rising
hills or grassy platforms between the deep ravines which drain the rain from the uplands. Forestclothed everywhere, a rich soil repays amply the work of clearance, while timber is unlimited:
the Mininga or African teak, the most valuable, perhaps, for all purposes, was observed at
Liemba Harbour. All the ordinary native foods flourish; fowls are cheap, sheep and goats are
procurable, but scarce. The only cattle seen were at Sombe’s some ten miles from the Lake
shore. I found the tsetse fly everywhere, even to within half a mile of Zombe’s village, where the
cattle are strictly kept within safe limits.
“Nearly all the people of Ulungu mentioned one Tafuna, a neighbor of Zombe’s, as the
head chief of Ulungu. Sombe and others in that neighborhood, however, said that Tafuna was
only a similar person to Sombe, and the truth probably is, that Tafuna is one of the most
important rich of the Ulungu chiefs, perhaps the most important and rich. Sombe, with whom I
had some talk, claims nothing beyond his own district, but still says that he is the same as
Tafuna. I did not visit Tafuna; his district is inside Ukituta, at the south end. On the coast-line of
Ulungu the villages are in clusters or districts, with intervals of forest-clothed hills, ‘pori.’ Each
chief is probably quite independent in his little district. Each cluster of villages would seem to
have its outlying farms, each with its little houses, raised on poles ten to fifteen feet high, in
which a family resides, and watches the crop; this, and the fortification of many of the villages,
are the remains of the state of things brought about by the Watuta raids.
“Three of these districts I would bring before your considerations as localities suitable for
a station, viz., Liemba Harbor [marked on Dr. Mullens’s ‘Stanley’s Map’ as Ma-Zombe]
[brackets in original], Sombe’s Country, and the Lofu River; the first and the last, because they
are comparatively populous districts, with many villages within easy distance, and Sombe’s
because it is the S.E. corner of the Lake.
“Liemba Harbor I call by that name out of respect to Dr. Livingstone, who calls it so.
‘Liemba’ is simply the Kilungu for ‘Lake;’ and a beautiful little harbor it surely is – a certain
little smoothly rounded rise at is head I mentally settled as the site for a mission-house. The
district chief is a woman, the Sultana Mwana, who visited me on board the Calabash and
expressed herself as desiring to make friend ti the white people, and offered to give them a place
to build. There can scarcely be said to be any pori between the Liemba Harbor, Amalesa, and
Micangorlo districts; it is rather one large district.
“Sombe is a chief of some considerable importance, and has a very large village: he is
very friendly and ready to receive white men. So far as regards position, he and his country are
important, but on the adjacent Lake shore there are hardly any people at all; they are all on the
uplands in Sombe’s immediate neighborhood.
“There are many villages on the River Lofu which are inhabited by a very pleasant and
peaceable people. As regards food, the district is luxuriant, and it affords a large choice for
position of house, etc. (See Stanley’s description). The chief, Kapufi, is prepared to receive us.
His place is five ordinary marches from Sombe’s village at the extreme S.E. corner of the Lake,
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and there is a regular highway from here to Unyanyembe and Ujiji. Since coming here my mind
has been much relieved as to the ‘temporary isolation’ I feared for those at this southern station.
They would be little more isolated than at Ujiji; mails, etc., would pass through the Belgian
station at Karema until the opening of the direct Kilwa route.”
Reviewing his experience at Ujiji, and contrasting the attitude of the natives towards the
mission at the present time with what it was on his first settlement among them, Mr. Hore writes:
“A residence of eighteen months here, although no teaching or preaching has been
undertaken, has made its mark upon the Wajiji. The first strangeness has worn off; our
uprightness is recognized, our medicine sought for and gratefully received, our Sunday
respected, and our habits and customs no longer regarded with suspicion; a cheerful and friendly
greeting is afforded in every village and house. The Wajiji admit that there is ‘no evil in us,’ and
that we are their ‘friends.’ We are, in fact, established and respected sojourners if not citizens in
the land. A considerable outlay of money, some work, and quiet persistence have, with God’s
blessing, overcome very great difficulties here – such, indeed, as will most probably be equaled
in the establishment of no other station on the Lake.
“Ujiji is a stronghold of the enemy, but we have secured a little fiend therein; we meet
them face to face; here we are a thorn in their side and a restraint upon them. It is here, side by
side with the Arabs, that the natives are able to draw their comparisons (very favorable to us),
and they (the Arabs) themselves testify to our integrity by their implicit faith in our word. More
valuable to any Arab than ivory, cloth, or gold is a bill with an Englishman’s signature!
“I doubt it any more healthy place will be found than Ujiji; and food, and all supplies,
will be peculiarly abundant as long as its markets are permitted to continue in peace.
“As to the teachableness of the Wajiji, I have no reason for saying anything better or
worse of them than of any other Lake tribe; but this I have faith to believe, that the Gospel will
find an entrance, for its proclamation will be the proclamation of the secret of conduct and
character which they have already closely observed, and favorably compared with what else of
civilization and superiority (?) they have seen.”
The Rev. W. Griffith and Mr. Hutley continue to occupy Uguha, where they will ere long
be joined by Dr. Palmer. The station is described as “the Ujiji of the western shore;” but, apart
from its position, the friendliness of the chief Kasanga and the absence of the Arabs’ influence
over the natives combine to render it a suitable place for missionary action.
“All the people are inclined to be friendly, and rejoice that the missionaries are living
among them. They bring food and other articles to sell at a reasonable price, while others make
long journeys to visit us. One day ivory was brought to the masola (camp) for sale, and another
day slaves. These opportunities are laid hold of to explain our work and the object of our
mission. And although the people find it difficult to comprehend, yet they have the idea that we
seek their good. At every village I have visited the people have shown respect and kindly feeling,
and generally repay the visits by coming to see our camp, many of them bringing their little
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presents of food, for which a small return is made. Seeing these favorable opportunities, I regret
that I cannot talk with the people in their own native tongue. My knowledge of Kiswahili, in
which I can now converse with ease, helps me greatly, although the Rigu Uha is a totally
different language. The knowledge of the coast language is the ground-work I have to build
upon, and most of the languages of the interior follow it in their modifications and changes. The
Rigu Uha, I believe, is very nearly allied to the Kirua, just as we find the same manners and
customs prevailing in the two countries. Some Warua have visited us, bringing their fancy
baskets (for they are very clever at this work) for sale.
“I have been obliged to put the little medical knowledge I possess in practice. Kasanga,
senior, has applied for medicines several times, and the result has always been satisfactory.”
There is, however, a dark side to the picture. The missionary adds: “We have difficulties to content with. There is a system of slavery among the people
which has existed for generations. There is also the blind belief in magic and witchcraft. Some
system of idolatry prevails, and the people have their idols, their spirit houses, and modes of
divine homage. Besides this there is the unsettled state of the country, the danger of invasion
from neighboring tribes, and warlike character of the people themselves, and the petty quarrels
that originate among them.”
We regret to state that for nearly three months Mr. Griffith’s correspondence had been
interrupted by successive attacks of fever. It was with unusual satisfaction, therefore, that the
Directors received a letter from his pen dated March 22nd. The following extracts are selected: “We are here progressing steadily with our work, with no wonderful results yet, and no
great opposition to our efforts. We become more acquainted with the ways and customs of the
natives, our gardens are extended, and we are preparing materials for the construction of a
spacious permanent building.
“After traversing the country with a view to the permanent station, I have found no spot
like the site of our present temporary mission-house both for health and for convenience to the
natives and to boats to and from Ujiji. The chief of Ruanda expressed his wish at first that we
should come and live nearer him, but he was satisfied with the explanation of the unhealthiness
of the place, and he has no ceased his friendship in the least degree. Besides, at this place the
Arab boats have not failed us, every month giving us opportunities to send our letters and other
things to Ujiji. Also we have the advantage in this place of being the free possessors of the soil,
having permission to to add as much as we like to our premises.
“The interest which the natives take in the workshop evidently shows with what readiness
they would adopt such improvements as might be introduced among them. Articles of household
furniture they greatly value and admire – e.g., tables, chairs, stools, etc.”
Mr. Hutley, upon whom the industrial department of the mission specially devolves,
furnishes the following details: -
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“When the last mail left us we were busy with what few men we have in preparing a sawpit, and in getting some wood here to commence operations on. Our first log was a very hard
one, and the men whom I put to the task at first became tired very quickly, and of course the
sawing, and the planks they cut, were not of the best description; but by dint of patiently
explaining, both practically and theoretically, the men have no become passable sawyers
remembering they are Africans and Waswahili porters.
“With these first boards I put an end and a rudder on to the little canoe we had bought,
making some oars for it as well, in place of the small native paddles, the blades of which are but
the size of a man’s hand, and require much practice before a novice can use them efficiently.
This piece of work found great favor in the eyes of the natives, so much so that, when the chief
of this village saw it, he wanted me to make his boat the same. This I could not promise him, but
told him, if he would send me any of his boys, I would endeavor to teach them how to do work
like that and many other things. Up to the present time, however, I have had no application from
him to take an apprentice. In passing, I may say that here no native has a canoe with a steering
apparatus, although some of them are very large. In Ujiji they have both rudders and sails to their
canoes.
“We are getting on very slowly, but surely. I have had several large logs cut up into
boards, and have several others ready for the saw. A workshop, 20 by 12 feet, has been erected,
and a bench is being made in it, which I hope to finish in a day or two. At present we have but
seven men, and of these but four are available for any work I may require in building and
sawing. Nearly all our wood comes from the island of Kirindi, which, in a former letter, I said
was but ten minutes’ pull. Now, from experience, I find it to be a half-hour’s. There are some
very fine trees growing close to its shore, which, when cut up, resemble the deal wood which is
used at home. Our Wangwana give it the name of sunobari – i.e., deal. I have been able to get
some of this over in from 10 to 20 feet lengths, which, when squared, are from 10 to 14 inches
each way. To get them from the shore to the saw-pit is the hardest work now. At first, while the
Manyuema caravan was here, we were able to obtain almost as many men as we liked by giving
them a few maize cobs or a little flour each, to bring the logs up for us. After they were gone we
tried to obtain some Waguha, and many came to us; but they wanted more than the log was
worth, until, after a long time, I got some eight fine-looking men to accede to my terms. With
these I hoped to be able to bring the logs up with comparative ease; but when I reached the shore,
and arranged the log for them to carry, they seemed to treat the matter as a joke, and, after vainly
trying to move it, they were compelled to give up. Another one, much lighter than the first, was
then tried, and this they managed to bring up, but rested every fifty yards or so; and when they
reached here they were completely done up, and refused to do more. Now, when I have a log, I
get it up by means of rollers and levers; but it takes very long, as there is a steep bank to be
overcome. When we first came here many of the natives came offering their services; but now no
one comes to work, except as in the case just mentioned. One reason may be that then they had
not commenced planting, and they were influenced in the matter by the chief and their natural
desire for cloth. Another reason, perhaps, is, we have not wanted them except to come and live
with us entirely, and, naturally enough, they, like all other natives who have never been used to
work for a stranger, do not care to do that, having nothing to induce them. When these natives
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learn to appreciate and desire European articles, such as knives, better cloth, crockery, etc., for
themselves, then they will in all probability be willing to work in order to obtain them; all this I
hope will be but a work of time. With these desires will come also the desire, in the most
intelligent, to know more of the white man who makes these things – first his language, then how
to read and write, and, if instructors be near at hand, his religion.”
On the 16th September, and while the foregoing pages were being passed through the
press, the mail, which left Zanzibar on the 25th August, was delivered in London. It includes
letters and journals from most of the brethren in the interior, the dates of which are Uguha, May
24th, Ujiji, June 26th, and Urambo, July 6th. Communications also have been received from Mr.
Wookey and party, reporting their safe arrival at Mpwapwa on Wednesday, the 14th of July. Here
they were welcomed with the utmost kindness and hospitality by Dr. Baxter, of the Church
Mission, and his two colleagues, with whom they contemplated staying until Monday, the 19th,
when they would proceed westward.

Pg 240 – “IV. – Notes of the Month and Extracts”
5. Central Africa – The Belgian Expedition
The following extract is taken from the Times of Friday, September 17th: “On the 4th of August the news reached Zanzibar of the death of Captain Carter and Mr.
Cadenhead, which threw a gloom over the whole resident European community, with whom
Carter was a great favorite. He was, moreover, just the man for the work which he had
undertaken, and his death will be an irreparable loss to the King of the Belgians. The sad event
happened in the course of a native war which, it seems, Mirambo, joined by Sumbo and others,
has commenced in the interior, and which is likely to prove a long and very troublesome one. Its
object on Mirambo’s part is to force all trade and caravans into his country, and to close all roads
to the Lakes which do not traverse his dominions. One story is that he was bound for Karema,
saying that he must have that elephant, as he would not have people opening up the interior who
did not pass through his country. The two natives who escaped and brought the sad tidings to
Zanzibar give the following account of the occurrence: - It appears that on the approach of the
war party to the village where Carter and Cadenhead were, the natives all fled, leaving the two
Englishmen with 150 men armed with good guns. Mirambo himself was not present, but a day’s
journey off. Had he been there it is judged improbably that he would have allowed white men,
with whom he had no quarrel, to be killed. Carter went out to meet the natives with his people
and baggage, and, while attempting to talk to them and to explain that there was no cause for
quarrel between them, a shot was fired, which unfortunately killed Cadenhead on the spot,
whereupon the wretched 150 men threw down their arms and fled, leaving Carter with only a
handful of men, among them his old servant Mahomed, who had been with him for years in the
Persian Gulf, and who had come to join him on this expedition, and one of Dr. Kirk’s servants,
who had volunteered to go with him – fine fellows both of them, and both fell by the side of their
master. On seeing Cadenhead fall and the men bolt, Captain Carter, it would seem, judging that
the case was desperate, took up his repeating rifle and exclaimed, ‘I had no quarrel with you, but
now that you have killed my friend, I will avenge him.’ He fired, and killed fifteen. Then, seizing
Cadenhead’s rifle, he killed fifteen more. The last that the two fugitives saw was Carter struck
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from behind. This is a very serious business, and makes the situation of the Belgians, and
especially of the missionaries, now at Mirambo’s very critical.”
[Notwithstanding the painful facts detailed above, the Directors do not share the fears of
the writer with regard to the Society’s missionaries. Their letters are re-assuring; and, although
the outrage was committed by some of Mirambo’s people, the chief himself, as is elsewhere
stated, is on the most friendly terms with Dr. Southon, the resident missionary at Urambo. –
Editor, Missionary Chronicle.] [brackets in original]

November
Pg 258 – “III. – The Belgian African Expedition”

In our last number we reproduced a statement which had appeared in the Times
newspaper, giving details of the murder of Captain Carter and Mr. Cadenhead at Upimbwe on
the 24th of June. While the evidence tended conclusively to connect Mirambo’s people with the
outrage, the opinion was expressed that the attack was not made at the instigation or the
concurrence of that chief, and that consequently the position of the Society’s missionaries at
Urambo would not be compromised thereby. Mirambo returned to his town on the 9th of August,
and Dr. Southon at once sought an interview with him respecting the proceedings at Kasogera.
The result of that interview, as shown in the chief’s version of the sad affair, attested as it is by
the evidence of Captain Carter’s trustworthy servant Mohamed, tends fully to confirm the
opinion already expressed, and to allay anxiety as to the safety of the mission. A full record of
his conversation with Mirambo was taken at the time by Dr. Southon: this is embodied in the
statement given in extenso below, and which reached England on the 14th of October.
“Early on the morning of the 11th of August I went down to the Kwikuru to meet
Mirambo, as per appointment. I found him in front of his large house transacting some business
with a number of Watusi herdsmen, and surrounded by many of his headmen. On seeing me
enter the court-yard, he immediately jumped up from the seat he was occupying and stepped
forward to greet me, shaking hands most cordially. After a little chit-chat of a jovial nature,
Mirambo arose and asked me to accompany him to his house, as he had some important news to
communicate. I assented, and followed him to the verandah of his house, under the shade of
which seats were placed and a chair set especially for myself. His first and second headmen
accompanied us and occasionally joined in the conversation which was chiefly carried on by
Mirambo in a narrating kind of style.”
Alliance with Simba
“He told me that, after leaving here about two months since, he went to the town of
Sassagula, but all the people had run away. He therefore thought of disbanding his army and
returning to Urambo: but just at that time the chief Simba sent to him asking help to fight the
Sultan Kasogera, of Upimbwe, or, as Stanley calls it, Mpimbwe. To this proposal Mirambo
agreed, and the two joined forces and went south, keeping to the unfrequented forest, in order
that their movements might not be known. They made a very long march on the 23rd of June, and
also a terekeza, which brought them by sunset to a river north of the capital of Kasogera, and
about three hours’ march from that place. Here they slept that night, and early next morning
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crossed the river, and by 9 or 9.30 a.m. were engaged with the Wapimbwe, who were waiting in
the earthworks outside the town, but who soon evacuated these to fight inside their tall wooden
stockade.”
Attack on Upimbwe
“Mirambo said he was behind his soldiers, and when they had mastered the earthworks
they began to climb the stockade, and in a short time were fighting the inhabitants inside the
fence. Just at this juncture a chief rushed up with the news that there were white men inside the
town, upon which Mirambo gave orders to save them and their effects at all costs; but when the
chief ran back, he found the place sacked, and the bodies of two white men and a number of
Wangwana lying near a lot of boxes and other property. The latter consisted of books and papers
scattered about on the ground, a tent and several broken cases. Mirambo said he himself then
hurried up, but could save nothing except five cases, which he brought here and which I was
welcome to see. He said he felt extremely sorry to think that he had unwittingly attacked white
men, and had he known that they were in the town he would never have attacked it until they
were gone. Sixteen Wangwana and an Arab were made prisoners, but were released by order of
Mirambo. The Arab was the servant of one of the Europeans, and received permission from
Mirambo to gather the papers of his late master and to convey them to Urambo to be placed in
my care. ‘Now,’ said Mirambo, ‘I will send for these men and you can find out from them all
about the Wazungu, (white men). He dispatched a messenger, and shortly after an Arab and
several Wangwana appeared. I at once recognized the Arab as being Captain Carter’s servant,
who had come from Aden in the same steamer with Carter and myself. I thereupon asked him if
he had not been with Carter, and he said yes, he had been his servant for many years. I then
asked who were the white men killed, for I hoped Carter had sent his servant with some other
white men; but my worst fears were realized when he said, ‘My master and Mr. Cadenhead.’ I
told him to tell me all about it, and entered in my note-book his story, just as I had entered that of
Mirambo.
“On the twelfth day after leaving Karema the fight occurred, hence the party left that
place on June 13th; this date I first elicited by cross-questioning, as it seemed to me very
important to get the correct date of their leaving Karema.”
Negotiations between Kasogera and Captain Carter
“When they left Karema, both Captain Carter and Mr. Cadenhead were weak from the
effects of fevers, so that they did not make long marches until the day they arrived at Kasogera’s
Kwikuru, when they were about eight hours on the road. This was on the 22nd of June, and,
having had a good reception from the Sultan, Captain Carter determined to rest the following
day, and also to settle the Mhongo. This was finished on the morning of the 234d, and soon after
the Sultan sent his headman, saying that Mirambo was coming to fight against the town, and the
white men had better come inside the town. This Carter refused to do, as he said he had no wish
to fight any one. Then the Sultan said, ‘If you do not come into my town, I shall know you will
help Mirambo against me, and I shall therefore attack you, as you are my enemy.’ Carter then
called his headmen for a shauri, and all wanted to do what Kasogera wished, more especially as
the latter had promised to let them go in the morning if Mirambo did not come that night. Still
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Carter would not agree to go inside the town, and it was not till the village people made as if they
would attack him that he consented to go inside, so that it was several hours after sunset before
they moved camp.”
Details of the Fight
“There was no attack that night, and next morning everything was packed up for a start;
but the tent was not struck. Carter then demanded that the chief should let him go according to
promise, but Kasogera would not consent; and as they were almost in the middle of the town,
and all the people were armed, it was useless to resist. About ten o’clock there was shooting on
all sides, and shortly after the soldiers of Mirambo and Simba came running into the place
pursuing the Wapimbwe. Carter then ordered Mr. Cadenhead to take a white cloth, and wave it
in front of the tent, near which all the men (Wangwana) were congregated, in all about 120 men.
Carter gave orders that no one was to fire unless they were attacked. Several parties of
Mriambo’s men appeared, but did not attack them. At last one party began shooting, and several
Wangwana fell. Mr. Cadenhead then fired his rifle at this party, the Wangwanas doing the same
with their guns. Shortly after Mr. Cadenhead fell mortally wounded, upon which all the
Wangwana, except three, ran away, leaving Captain Carter in the lurch. With these three men he
made his way to the outside of the village, where, having expended his ammunition (which
consisted of a few cartridges in his Winchester, the servant with spare ammunition having bolted
with the others), his headman, Abdullah, was shot, as was also another man, leaving Carter and
one man to do the best they could against a host of foes. This man, whose name is Hames Wad
Sameri, survived Carter, and was brought here to Urambo, and from him I gathered that, when
the two men dropped, as related above, Carter turned round to look through the fence as if to see
if he could escape that way, there being lots of men in front. Whilst thus engaged, a bullet struck
him between the shoulders from some men in front, whereupon he fell, and Hames immediately
ran along the ditch, hoping to escape, but was made prisoner by a Mnyamwezi, and taken to
Mirambo, who liberated him at once.
“Such was the sad account I received of poor Carter’s death, and it was the more painful
because of the fact that Mirambo, who is my friend, was indirectly the cause of his death.
“I know almost nothing of Mr. Cadenhead, but in a letter to me, some time ago, Captain
Carter said Mr. Cadenhead was an old friend of his, and was coming from Zanzibar to join him
as his subordinate. In a letter to Mr. Hore, dated Karema, June 4th, Carter said Cadenhead had
arrived, and they would go to the coast together to bring up some more elephants.”
Captain Carter’s Letters and Journals
“Upon asking Mohamed about his master’s papers, he said he had them safe, and at first
did not like to part with htem; but when I told him of what I wished to do, he immediately said I
was right, and he would bring them to me. He then left me with the other men.
“I then took my leave, and on my arrival here found Mohamed with two battered tin
boxes containing manuscripts, letters, and books.
“The table was cleared, and the contents of the boxes arranged in good order. To my
great delight I found he had saved the journals of both Carter and Cadenhead, and all the most
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important manuscripts and letters of the former. I did not examine any of the papers more than
by a casual glance, which afforded me some idea of what was lost, that being a very small
proportion of the property of either.
“Each package I at once took a list of, and in the case of letters and important
manuscripts I sealed securely.”
“The sealed packages were then packed and sewn up in cloth, leaving only the journal of
Carter for me to find out anything fresh which it might be desirable for me to know.
“I should have sealed up the journal at once, but a casual glance showed that the last page
was written only about two hours before Carter died, i.e., 8.30, June 24th; hence, I thought there
might be things recorded in it respecting Mirambo’s action and Carter’s opinion about him. I
therefore pointed out to Mohamed this, and told him I should like to read farther. To this he
immediately assented; and, having completed my lists, I told the men to be ready early on the
morning of the 13th, when I would send letters with them and give them cloth for food on the
road, etc. They thanks me, and then took their leave.
“After they were gone, I turned over the pages of the journal, and, having found the place
where Carter entered the date of his departure from Karema, I read slowly on to the finish, and to
my gratification found that there was nothing inconsistent with the story as told by Mirambo and
Mohamed. When compared with Carter’s account, on the contrary, the main facts were amply
corroborated.
“On turning back to the commencement, I found Carter particularly desired that, if this
book fell into the hands of any one after his death, it should be immediately sealed up and
forwarded to a certain address. Accordingly, I have done this, but it will first go to Dr. Kirk.”
Second Interview with Mirambo
“On the 12th of August I went down to the Kwikuru to get more information from
Mirambo relative to poor Carter’s death. Found him busy distributing the slaves lately captured
among his men.
“Mirambo soon finished his part of this business, and then, asking me to follow him, he
went into his house as he did yesterday. I put many questions to him respecting his journey and
the fighting, and though I had not the least doubt that he had no knowledge of Carter’s party until
his men began fighting, still one thing needed explanation, which was this. Carter says in his
journal that the Sultan Kasogera said Mirambo was camped on the Masira River, ‘the one we
crossed yesterday.’ I thought by this Mirambo might have come on their track, and, if so, he
could not but know about Carter’s party. I therefore asked him which road he took; he said there
was no road, he travelled in the pori (forest). I asked, ‘From which direction did you approach
the town?’ He replied, ‘From the north.’ I then asked the name of the river he crossed. He
replied, ‘The Masira.’ ‘How does it flow?’ To answer this he took a twig and traced in the dust a
diagram, explaining that he went too far west and had to turn back somewhat; he then crossed the
river almost directly north of the town, it flowing, as he said, towards the south, but making a
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bend before passing Kasogera’s town. Hence, from his description, I can readily understand how
Carter crossed the Masira south, whilst Mirambo crossed it to the north.”

Pg 263 – “VI. – Notes of the Month and Extracts”
5. – The Rev. A.J. Wookey and Party
The Directors have unusual pleasure in informing the Society’s friends and constituents
that on the 12th of October a telegram from Zanzibar reached the Mission House announcing the
arrival at Urambo, on the 11th of September, of Messrs. Wookey and Williams, with Dr. Palmer,
all well.

December
Pg 280 – “IV. – Central Africa – Religious Notions of the Waguha”

How widely soever missionaries and travelers may differ on questions relating to the
country or nationality of races with whom they may be brought into contact, they are, as a rule,
unanimous on one point – that, namely, of the universality of the existence of some kind of
religious worship, and the recognition of an all-powerful and Supreme Being. That the dark and
degraded tribes of Central Africa form any exception to this rule we have no reason to believe.
Until recently the subject ahs not been discussed at any length in the correspondence of our
brethren; this has probably been owing to the daily and hourly cares and anxieties incident to the
establishment of a new mission, combined with the desire, by observation and experience, to
confirm or modify first impressions. Letters, however, received from Messrs. Griffith and Hutley
in September last bear upon this question – so far, at least, as it affects the district and
neighborhood of Uguha, in which they reside – and furnish very striking evidence of the
prevalence of ideas on religious subjects which are more definite and advanced than they and
many others were prepared to find: “The religious notions of the Waguha,” writes Mr. Griffith, “are peculiar. There is a
marked difference in this between the tribes on the eastern and the tribes on the western shore of
the Lake. While those on the eastern shore have neither images nor idols, those on the western
have them in great numbers, and have certain beliefs connected with the. The first thing that
strikes the African traveler on entering the western half of the continent is an image at the
entrance of every village, and again at almost every native hut, especially that of the chief.
Others are kept within the huts, and their number varies according to the superstition of the
worshipper. These images are carved after the shape of the human figure. Other images of lions
are said to be kept in the corn-fields. The Waguha carve the images themselves, but the art exists
in greater perfection among the Warua to the West. The image is called ‘Mkissi,’ which means
the same thing as the ‘Kiswahili Mzimu,’ or the English Spirit. ‘Mkissi ya tata,’ ‘The spirit of my
father;’ ‘Mkissi ya maju,’ ‘The spirit of my mother;’ ‘Mkissi ya mwanetu,’ ‘The spirit of my
friend.’ Some kind of worship is paid to these images. They are prayed unto in difficulty and
trouble, or when on a journey or in war. Yet a Higher Being is acknowledged to whom the
Mkissi is, as it were, only a means of approach. It may be that the idea of a Higher Being has
been obtained from the Arabs, and I cannot make out that they make any image to represent
Him. On the other hand, the fact that they have a word in their language to denote this Higher
Being inclines us to believe that the idea is original among them. The Mkissi intercedes on
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behalf of people, and helps them to overcome their enemies, and to seize slaves in war. And they
are rewarded for their services: after distinguished service is performed, a very small hut is built
in the village, the image placed in it, and offerings of food and pombe are made in abundance.
Often I have seen dedicated for this purpose quantities of flour, bananas, etc., lying about in the
streets. In the larger villages there are erected more spacious and more imposing huts; the drum
is played there, dances performed, and the good qualities of the Mkissi praised in songs. These
images are looked upon with a certain degree of fear and reverence, and curiosity about them is
not at all encouraged. Opposite our mission-station there is an island (Kirindi) which, when
Cameron passed, was a peninsula united to the mainland. This is all covered with dense forest –
a complete thicket – and this sacred grove is the abode of the Mzimu Kirindi. Being one day out
on the lake in a native canoe, and, not knowing of this superstitious belief of the natives, I
requested my canoe-men to take me over to the island. This they would not do, and endeavored
to persuade me that it was infested with wild beasts, lions, and savages casting stones at any one
approaching near it. Refusing to listen to this, and persisting in my intention, they threatened to
leave me and the canoe, and risk their lives in swimming back to the shore in spite of might
waves and hungry crocodiles. Seeing this I desisted, and at another time, by a different policy, I
succeeded in reaching the island, and the place was pointed out to me with much gravity where
Mzimu rested, but I was forbidden to go near the hallowed spot. To me there appeared noting but
immense forest trees, and such thickness of tropical creepers that the bright rays of the noonday
sun could not penetrate through. It seems that under this dense shade a chief named Kirinidi was
buried, and this gave origin to all this superstition. The Waguha believe that the spirits of their
ancestors pay them frequent visits, and advise and counsel them in their dreams and visions
regarding future events.
“The nearest approach to the idea of a Diving Being is in the belief in their great spirit
Calumba. To him they assign a certain location, but they do not point upwards to the heavens as
we do, but inwards. They say, ‘Anakaa ndani,’ ‘He dwells inside,’ as if trying to express some
unknown country, or more properly perhaps some unknown world or other. In this indefinite
place Calumba dwells, and to this place, wherever it is, the departed spirits go after death. They
are welcomed by hosts of Wamangulwa (angels?), and they are brought before the great spirit
Calumba, who judges of their previous life, and rewards the good and punishes the evil. How
near this approaches the Christian’s idea of future judgement, and it sets us to inquire, Where has
this Central African tribe obtained such high ideas?”
To the foregoing, Mr. Hutley adds the following statement with reference to an interview
which he had had with the chief Karembwe: “If the deceased is in happiness he is allowed to revisit his native soil, and, after some
little time, he does so, appearing in a dream to his nearest and most suitable relative, whom he
bids prepare for his habitation a little hut, so that whenever he revisits this world he may have
some place to come to. A question here and a question there had gained for me much
information, to which this may be said to be the key. We were looking at the stars soon after,
when I asked him if he knew the names of any; he, misunderstanding me, gave me the name for
stars, but, on explaining what I wanted, and pointing to one in Orion, I asked him its name.
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‘Sala,’ he said. I then asked him if he knew any others, in the Southern Cross, for instance, but he
said, ‘No; he only knew Sala,’ and this he knew because wherever they went they always looked
towards it, and knew that it was shining over their country, and the Waguha say, ‘Tu-bagala kwa
Sala’ – i.e., ‘Let us go towards Sala,’ meaning home.”

Pg 283 – “VI. – Notes of the Month and Extracts”
3. The Mission in Central Africa
Confirmation by letter has been received of the telegram referred to in our last number
announcing the arrival of Messrs. Wookey and Williams, with Dr. Palmer, at Urambo, whence
Dr. Southon would proceed with them westward. Writing from Urambo on the 12th September,
one of the brethren says: “We reached here, party all well, yesterday, and found Dr. Southon in
good health. By the good hand of God upon us, we were not merely preserved from danger on
the road thus far, but were never in it.” On the 14th September, Dr. Southon himself adds: “I am
extremely busy, and, indeed, so we all are, making preparations for a start for the Lake tomorrow or next day; besides which, I have a considerable portion of my time taken up in
providing for the welfare of us all.” A very full and complete journal of Mr. Hore’s voyage to the
south end of Tanganyika, accompanied by a map, reached the Directors by the same mail; while
letters from Messrs. Griffith and Hutley report the continued friendliness of the native tribes in
and around Uguha. To the above we have the further satisfaction of adding that, by telegram, we
learn that the new party of missionaries reached Ujiji in health and safety on October 3rd.
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